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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the increasing demand for error-free software, software verification has become an
important factor. It is common knowledge that misconceptions in programming, sim-
ple typing errors and obscure bugs cause, at best, a dry laugh, or more seriously, great
financial expenses.

The Verisoft project1 aims to demonstrate and further the current possibilities of formal
verification. This long-term research project consists of five specific application tasks,
four of them from industrial background. Computer-aided verification tools are used to
guarantee correctness on all abstraction levels. Part of the academic system, a subproject
of Verisoft, is a thoroughly verified computer system, consisting of hardware, an operating
system with compiler, several libraries and an exemplary user application.

This master thesis is part of the implementation and verification effort of a working fun-
damental algorithms and data structures package in the Verisoft project. We implement
and verify a library of big integers based on doubly linked lists which will be used mainly
in a cryptography library. We continue the work we have begun in [8].

In Chapter 2, we will briefly go over the basic concepts of formal verification that are
needed to understand the actual thesis. We give a short overview of the C0 programming
language that is used throughout the paper, introduce the basic concepts of higher order
logic and Hoare logic, and consider a model for heap structures in higher order logic.

We give a closer overview about the handling of heap data structures in Chapter 3. Study-
ing the example of a doubly-linked list, we will consider how exactly data structures can
be manipulated in our model. In particular, we consider the important issue of data struc-
ture preservation on the heap, i.e. when we modify one data structure, other data structures
of the same type will remain untouched as long as they are disjoint from the modified one.

1http://www.verisoft.de
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We suggest a generic predicate framework for uniform function specification and to ease
verification.

Chapter 4 deals with the actual big number package. We give a formal definition of
big numbers, list the methods and utility functions contained in the package, and give
specification and verification outlines for the verified functions.

In Chapter 5, we consider specification and verification for the fairly simple functions
bigIntInsertDigitBack, bigIntMul and bigIntSubLocal, based on their specific im-
plementation.

When it comes to sheer verification effort, Chapter 6 can be considered the main verifi-
cation chapter of this thesis. In this chapter, we deal with the horror from beyond, also
known as Big Integer Division. We give an overview about the whole division algorithm
and consider formal specification and proof details for all involved functions. We also
show correctness for the auxiliary functions bigIntDiv and bigIntMod (which call the
combined modulo and division routine). Based on these functions, we show correctness
of the function bigIntModExp which computes a modulo exponentiation result.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we take a look at the wonderful promises of seperation logic. We
consider the possibilities and issues that currently seem attached to that logic and whether
seperation logic might develop to a level that we can actually take advantage of it.

We conclude the thesis with a comprehensive summary in Chapter 8.

2



Chapter 2

Basics

2.1 The Verification Process

This thesis deals with the formal verification process of a big integer package. We have
implemented the package using the programming language C0 which has been specifi-
cally developed with verification in mind.

The framework used for formal verification is the Hoare logic environment (as described
by Norbert Schirmer [16]) of the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover [14]. Since the imperative
language model of Isabelle’s Hoare logic and our programming language C0 do not co-
incide, it is necessary to translate our C0 code to Isabelle’s imperative language in such a
way that correctness of the Isabelle code implies correctness of our C0 code. This step is
done using the C0 translation procedure developed during the Verisoft project.

We give specification in the form of Hoare triples in Isabelle’s Hoare logic environment.
Using these specifications and the imperative “source code” generated from our C0 code,
the verification condition generator implemented in Isabelle/HOL then generates appro-
priate proof obligations. However, since there is no generic algorithm to determine loop
invariants in verification condition generation, these invariants have to be annotated man-
ually beforehand.

When we obtained a number of proof obligations in higher order logic, all that is left to
do is to solve them. This is done interactively using the Isabelle/HOL environment.

2.2 The C0 Programming Language

The programming language C0 has been developed in the course of the Verisoft project to
be as expressive as needed while still retaining the simplicity to allow formal verification.

3



The syntax and semantics of C0 greatly resemble ANSI C. It is quite obvious that verify-
ing correctness of an arbitrary C program is nearly impossible1 due to pointer arithmetics
and the variety of permitted constructs. However, by introducing certain restrictions, the
effort of verification is reduced to the point of manageability.

These restrictions include:

• side-effects in statements may not occur(e.g. i++)

• we allow no function calls in expressions

• the size of arrays has to be known at compile time

• there has to be exactly one return statement at the end of a function body

• all local variable declarations must be placed at the beginning of a function body

• we do not consider pointer arithmetics

• pointers are not permitted to point to local variables

• we do not have pointers to functions

• all pointers are typed, however there are no void pointers

2.2.1 Types in C0

The language C0 offers four base types:

• 32-bit signed integers: int
Range: {−231, . . . ,231−1}

• 32-bit unsigned integers: unsigned int
Range: {0, . . . ,232−1}

• Boolean: bool
Range: {true,false}

• 8-bit signed integers: char
Range: {−128, . . . ,127}

Based on a simple type, the following complex types can be constructed:

1See http://www.ioccc.org for interesting code examples.
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• typed pointers
t *a;

• arrays, for example
t a[100];

• structs, for example
struct s { t data }; struct s a;

2.2.2 Statements

C0 offers the following statements:

• Assignment
l = expr;

Assigns the result of the expression expr to the variable l. Type correctness is
enforced.

• While loop
while(cond) { statements };

The set of statements is executed until the boolean expression cond becomes
false.

• Conditional
if(cond) { statements };
if(cond) { statements } else { statements2 };

In case the condition cond (which has to be of type bool) is true, the series of
statements statements is executed. If the else branch is specified, the statements
it contains will be executed if cond is false.

• Function call
l = f(x1,. . .,xn);

The type of l has to coincide with the return value type of the function f. As well,
the parameters x1, . . . ,xn have to be of the respective types given in the declaration
of f.

• Return
return expr;

This statement has to be the last statement in a function body. The type of expr has
to match the return value type of the function containing the statement.

5



• Dynamic memory allocation

l = new(t);

This statement allocates a new variable of type t on the heap, storing a pointer to it
in the variable l (which therefore has to be of type t*).

2.3 Interactive Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logic

Over the past decades, there have been many approaches to computer-aided theorem prov-
ing. Automated theorem proving, probably the most important subfield of automated rea-
soning, deals with proving mathematical theorems by a computer program. Now, there
is a multitude of different logics and axiom systems in which proofs for theorems can
be inferred deductively applying inference rules. However, in general, the more generic
and useful the system, the harder full automation of theorem proving gets. For example,
propositional logic (which is simple predicate logic without quantifiers), is still decidable
while being NP-complete. The use of such a logic in practice is, however, limited. First
order logic, a predicate logic with quantifiers, is no longer decidable, but still recursively
enumerable. That is, if there is a proof for a given theorem it will be found eventually,
given unbounded resources. If, however, there is no proof, a first order theorem prover
may (if unable to disprove the theorem) fail to terminate while searching for a proof. In
higher order logic, allowing quantification over functions, the situation gets even worse
with respect to automation.

Even though many automated theorem provers are able to prove even some more complex
theorems, there is always a theorem that is too complex to handle considering the limited
amount of resources. Since, essentially, automated theorem proving is the act of searching
for a derivation of the theorem by applying simple rules in a sensible way, it is still quite
clear that for complex theorems the search depth can easily become too deep to prove or
disprove the theorem in time.

This limitation of automated theorem provers quite naturally leads to the concept of in-
teractive theorem proving. Instead of trying to get the program to prove the theorem all
by itself, the user essentially tells the prover those proof steps the theorem prover seems
to be unable to figure out. Such an interactive proof environment is provided by Isabelle,
a generic theorem prover, which was developed at Cambridge University and Technical
University of Munich [1]. Isabelle supports several different logics, however we will only
consider Isabelle/HOL, the higher order logic framework embedded in Isabelle.

In the following, we give several function definitions that are used throughout the thesis.
Also, we introduce Isabelle/HOL by giving the minimal set of inference rules it is based
on, commenting on some, in practice, helpful rules.
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2.3.1 ML Definitions

Every logic is based on a calculus. This calculus is the language we use to formalize and
represent mathematical properties and lemmata. The calculus underlying Isabelle/HOL
can be described as a mix of simply typed lambda calculus and a variant of the functional
language ML (meta language).

Robin Milner and others developed the programming language ML in the late 1970s as
meta language for developing proof tactics in the LCF theorem prover [9]. As a functional
language it adheres to the fundamental idea of lambda calculus, that is, it implements the
concept of procedural abstraction and application.

ML style syntax is used in Isabelle/HOL mainly to define new datatypes and to specify
recursive functions for later use. For a basic introduction to working with Isabelle/HOL
and its syntax, it is highly advisable to read the book “A Proof Assistant for Higher-Order
Logic” [14].

Throughout this thesis, we mostly deal with specification, functions, and proof obligations
in Isabelle/HOL, thus the definitions we give are closely related to the ML definitions used
in Isabelle/HOL. We use functional style mathematical notation, i.e. instead of writing
f (a,b,c) we write f a b c to denote application of the function f to the arguments a, b,
and c.

Definition: List

The type α list of lists on a given type α is defined in the following way:

• The empty list nil is an element of α list

• Given an element x : α and a list xs : α list, we can combine these to a new list by
inserting x as new head element in front of the list xs using the so-called
“cons”-operator #:

x#xs : α list

Functions on Lists

There are several predefined functions on lists that are used throughout the thesis.

The @-operator, used in the following functions, performs concatenation of two lists. As
well, the hd and tl operators are defined in their usual way, returning the head element and
the tail of a list, respectively.

7



Reversing a list

The function rev : α list → α list takes a list Ps and returns the reversed list rev Ps.

rev Ps =

{
nil if Ps = nil

rev xs@[x] if ∃xs.∃x. Ps = x#xs

Applying a function to all list elements

The function map : (α → β) → α list → β list takes a function f : α → β and a list
Ps : α list and returns the list we obtain when applying the function f to every element of
Ps.

map f Ps =

{
nil if Ps = nil

( f x)#(map f xs) if ∃xs.∃x. Ps = x#xs

Obtaining the set of elements of a list

The function set : α list → α set takes a list Ps : α list and returns the set of list elements
of Ps.

set Ps =

{
/0 if Ps = nil

{x}∪ (set xs) if ∃xs.∃x. Ps = x#xs

Checking for distinctness of list elements

The function distinct : α list → bool is a function that takes a list xs : α list and returns
True if and only if all elements of xs are different from each other.

distinct Ps =

{
True if Ps = nil

x /∈ set xs∧distinct xs if ∃xs.∃x. Ps = x#xs

Checking for distinctness of lists

We define the predicate list_intersect_empty : α list → (α list) list → bool which takes a
list ps : α list and a list of lists Ps : (α list) list and returns True iff ps has no elements in
common with any of the lists in Ps.

list_intersect_empty ps Ps = (∀ x. x ∈ set Ps → set ps ∩ set x = /0)

Obtaining the last element of a list

We define the function last : α list → α which takes a list xs : α list and returns the last
element of the list in the following way:

last xs = hd (rev xs)

Removing the last element from a list

The function butlast : α list → α list takes a list xs and returns the list we obtain when we
remove the last digit from xs.

8



butlast = rev (tl (rev xs))

Constants, such as the the nil list, and any predefined functions, will always be typeset in
sans serif style to distinguish them from bound or free variables. Variables we quantify
over, such as the x and xs variables in the function definitions above, are typeset in true
type font for better readability.

Definition: The Hilbert Choice Operator

Let X be a set. The Hilbert Choice Operator for the set X is a function,

ε : 2X\{ /0}→ X

which maps every non-empty subset /0 6= Y ⊆ X to an element ε(Y ) ∈ Y .

In Isabelle/HOL, the Hilbert Choice Operator is represented by the SOME operator:

For a predicate P∈ α→ bool (which can essentially be considered to be the characteristic
function of a set on type α), SOME x. P x denotes an element of type α that satisfies P if
there is such an element.

2.3.2 Higher Order Logic

Now that we can express functions and predicates in our ML framework, we would like to
have a logic in which we can express mathematical formulas. Such a logic can be defined
by a sound and complete set of rules we apply to infer valid statements. Often, we want to
know whether a statement is true in a specific context, i.e. we want to prove B, assuming
that A holds. Therefore, we introduce a context to any given statement. If we can derive
a statement in the empty context, we consider the statement valid. Such a context can be
considered a list ∆ of expressions of type bool.

The Basic Rules of Isabelle/HOL

The higher order logic implemented in Isabelle is based on a minimal set of inference
rules [13]. We use the ⇒ symbol to separate the context from the statement we try to
derive. In a backward proof, we apply the rules in bottom-up fashion starting with the
statement we want to prove. Often, in a given proof state, more than one rule is applicable.
Most of these rules are never encountered in practice but rather applied automatically by
Isabelle’s simplifier.

9



The rules can be read in the following way: If the part above the line holds, we can infer
validity of the part below. On the right hand side of the rule, we annotate the name of the
rule.

Assumption Rule

∆,P ⇒ P
assumption

In case we find the statement we want to prove to be part of the context, we can close the
branch in our proof.

Reflexivity Rule

∆ ⇒ t = t
re f l

Also, when we are trying to prove an equality of the form t = t, we consider this to be
true.

Excluded Middle

∆ ⇒ P∨¬P
True_or_False

This is a common classical rule which states that either P holds or ¬P holds, i.e. there are
no other options.

Substitution Rule

∆ ⇒ s = t ∆ ⇒ P s
∆ ⇒ P t

subst

This rule states that, when trying to prove P t, we can provide a term s and instead prove
two things: One the one hand, we need to show that s = t holds in the same context ∆ we
are trying to prove P t in, and also, we need to show that P s holds in ∆.

Functional Extensionality

∆ ⇒∀x. f x = g x
∆ ⇒ f = g

ext

The ext-rule deals with functional extensionality. We consider two functions equal if and
only if they give the same result for all inputs.

Implication Introduction

∆,P ⇒ Q
∆ ⇒ P → Q

impI

10



The implication introduction rule defines the way we go about proving implications.
When we encounter an implication P → Q, we continue by proving Q in the extended
context ∆,P.

Modus Ponens

∆ ⇒ P → Q ∆ ⇒ P
∆ ⇒ Q

mp

The mp-rule (modus ponens) is a rule that, in general, requires user interaction. In the
event that we are to prove a statement Q in a context ∆, we can instead prove the expres-
sion P and the implication P → Q in the same context. Here, in general, we need to give
the prover a hint by providing an appropriate term P.

Equality and Equivalence

∆ ⇒ (P → Q)→ (Q → P)→ P = Q
iff

This rule simply states that two logically equivalent statements P and Q are actually equal
with respect to equality for type bool.

Hilbert Choice Introduction

∆ ⇒ P a
∆ ⇒ P(εx.P x)

someI

The rule someI reflects the defining property of the Hilbert choice operator ε. It states
that, when trying to show that there is an x such that P x holds, we can do so simply by
providing a specific term a such that P a holds in the same context.

Derived Rules

For a complete list of rules derived from the basic rule set of Isabelle/HOL, see [13].
Here, we will just briefly comment on a few rules that were particularly helpful.

Conjunction Introduction

∆ ⇒ P ∆ ⇒ Q
∆ ⇒ P∧Q

conjI

Sometimes we encounter conjunctions of statements. This is where the conjI rule comes
in. When we need to show that P∧Q holds in context ∆, we must show both that P holds
in ∆ and that Q holds in ∆. In our proof obligations, we often find large conjunctions of
statements. These usually are too complex for the simplifier to handle as a whole. We can

11



usually see which of the statements cause trouble and thus, we can split them using this
rule to treat them individually.

Disjunction Introduction

∆ ⇒ P
∆ ⇒ P∨Q

disjI1 and
∆ ⇒ Q

∆ ⇒ P∨Q
disjI2

When trying to prove the disjunction P∨Q in context ∆, we can decide to verify either
that P holds in ∆ or that Q holds in ∆. Sometimes it is wise to apply this rule by hand
since it can happen that the prover simplifies such a statement to a form that cannot be
easily understood.

Implication Elimination

∆ ⇒ P → Q ∆ ⇒ P ∆,Q ⇒ R
∆ ⇒ R

impE

This is a very useful rule considering the amount of implication we have to deal with
in our proofs. At first glance, this rule looks more complicated than the previous ones,
however, it is merely given in a general way. It states, that, when trying to prove R in
context ∆, we can choose P and Q and decide to show several things instead. Usually,
when we want to apply this rule, we often find our implication P → Q to be part of our
assumptions. In general, Q and R do not coincide. Thus, we need to prove that R holds in
the extended context ∆, Q, i.e. Q implies R. Additionally, we get a subgoal to show that P
holds in ∆. Essentially, this rule is merely an extended version of the modus ponens rule.

Existential Quantification

∆ ⇒ P x
∆ ⇒∃x.P x

exI

When we are to prove that there exists an x such that P x holds in context ∆, we can do so
by choosing a specific x and showing that P x holds in ∆.

Substitution

∆ ⇒ t = s ∆ ⇒ P s
∆ ⇒ P t

ssubst

This is a rule that is particularly helpful in practice, since often we need to give the prover
a hint in the form of the term s when trying to resolve complex statements. In particular,
substitution rules are very helpful when trying to get the prover to accept equality between
more complex arithmetic statements.
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Negation Elimination

∆ ⇒¬P ∆ ⇒ P
∆ ⇒ R

notE

During a proof, we can encounter a proof state where our assumptions contain a contradic-
tion. This rule simply expresses that, if we can prove a contradiction in our assumptions,
i.e. find a P such that we can prove P and ¬P, R is also valid in the contradicting con-
text ∆. The most obvious way to obtain such a proof state is by applying the proof by
contradiction proof style.

Tactics

We interact with Isabelle’s theorem proving environment using so-called tactics. Such a
tactic can essentially be considered a function that applies higher order logic rules in the
attempt to resolve, simplify or modify a given subgoal. Isabelle/HOL offers many tactics,
some of which are considered too low-level to be used explicitly by the user. There are
higher level tactics that incorporate these low-level tactics. However, we will not go into
much detail here, but instead just explain the higher level tactics and methods used in our
proofs.

apply(simp)
A fundamental tactic is the simplification tactic simp. Essentially said, simplification is
one big part of the work the prover does for us. Term rewriting rules are applied in the
hope that the proof obligation will become simpler, or, sometimes, completely eliminated.
To manage this, the simplifier uses a certain set of simplification rules which are applied.
We can give additional rules to the simplifier to make its application more powerful, but
also more time consuming.

apply(clarify)
The clarify method is another very useful tactic. simp and clarify go hand in hand to find
the point in the proof where user interaction is actually necessary. As opposed to term
rewriting, the clarification method applies all the obvious logical rules without splitting
the current subgoal. Unsafe rules, i.e. rules that can render the goal unprovable, are not
applied. There also is another commonly used method which interleaves clarify and simp,
the clarsimp method.

apply(rule rule)
apply(rule_tac x=y in rule)
This tactic allows us to apply a specific rule rule to the current subgoal. Using the second
tactic, we can explicitely instantiate the free variables of the rule. If x is a free variable
of the rule rule, we instantiate x with y and apply the rule to our subgoal. This tactic is
particularly helpful with the application of the substititution rule ssubst. The free variables
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of ssubst are P and s. Other rules that can be helpful to use explicitely using this tactic
are impE, exI and notE.

apply(induct_tac n)
In the proofs of some lemmata, we use induction. The tactic induct_tac performs in-
duction on n. Note that, in this context, induction means structural induction and not
necessarily induction on the natural numbers. In our proofs, we tend to perform induction
on lists.

apply(subgoal_tac P)
The method subgoal_tac gives us a way to add things to our assumptions by proving them.
That is, application of this method yields the current subgoal with the added assumption P,
and an additional subgoal that proves P under the current assumptions.

apply(case_tac P)
Another very useful method is case distinction on P, the method case_tac. The method
replaces the current subgoal by two subgoals, the one with added assumption P, the other
with added assumption ¬P.

We have seen the basic structure of the logic Isabelle/HOL, introduced and explained
some exemplary rules from the logic, and gave a brief introduction to Isabelle’s higher
order logic tactics.

2.4 The Hoare Logic

Published in C. A. R. Hoare’s 1969 paper “An axiomatic basis for computer program-
ming” [10], the concept of Hoare logic has since then been one of the main frameworks
for imperative program verification. It provides a set of logical rules to reason about the
correctness of computer programs in a mathematical sense. The big advantage of Hoare
logic over, for example, model checking is the fact that even programs with large state
spaces can be verified on all possible inputs. However, as opposed to model checking,
there is no complete algorithm to prove or disprove that a certain program respects its
specification.

The proofs in this thesis have been done using the Hoare logic environment of Isabelle/HOL
implemented by Norbert Schirmer [16]. We lay down the basic framework and notation
of Hoare logic, give an introduction to Hoare rules, show how to extend the state space
to model pointers to structures on the heap, and, lastly, we will consider abstractions on
heap structures using the example of the dList struct.
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2.4.1 Basic Framework

As we want to argue formal correctness of a given program, we need a formal language
to express what we expect the program to do. We can then check our formal specification
against the actual program code. Fundamentally, a computer program is a series of state-
ments which manipulate certain data in a predictable way. Now, the basic idea underlying
the concept of Hoare logic is the fact that actually, all properties and consequences of
program execution can be inferred deductively from the code.

We want to express that the execution of certain code modifies the program state in a
specific way. Thus, we need to define what we understand to be a program state.

Definition: Basic State space
The state space Σ of a given program without pointer-variables is the collection of

• all variables of base types,

• all individiual components of structures, and

• all function parameters.

To represent the state space, we use a record. Such a record contains all the variables of
our state space. Let us consider a simple C0 program example:

1 struct pair {
2 int first;
3 int second;
4 };
5

6 struct pair p;
7 bool x;
8

9 int combine(struct pair x) { return x.first + x.second; }
10

11 int main() { combine(p); return 0; }

The corresponding set Σ of all program states can be characterized by the following
record:

Σ = { p_first : int,
p_second : int

x : bool
combine_x_first : int

combine_x_second : int
res_combine : nat

res_main : int }
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The global struct variable p is flattened, resulting in the two individual fields of the struct,
p_first and p_second. The global variable x corresponds to the variable x in the state
space. The combine function parameter struct variable x is not only flattened, but also
named according to the function to prevent name clashes, resulting in the two state space
variables combine_x_first and combine_x_second. Every function in C0 has a return
value and thus, there are res_combine and res_main for their results. Now, you may
notice that we match the bounded type int to the unbounded type of integer numbers
int (and respectively, unsigned int to nat). The inductive definition of nat and the
definition of int using nat allow us to employ standard proof techniques like induction
which simply would not work on a bounded set of integers or natural numbers. This,
however, leaves the proof obligation of showing that we never assign a value which is
out of bounds to a variable. In our proof environment, this can be done by annotating the
program with so-called guards [16]. In this work, we do not consider guards.

An individiual program state σ ∈ Σ provides an instantiation for any variable of the state
space. We will use bold text to denote variables of the state space throughout the paper.
Given a state σ ∈ Σ and a program state variable var, we will denote the value of var in
state σ by σvar. To express changes to a program state σ ∈ Σ, we introduce the notation
σ[x := y] to describe the program state we obtain when we take σ and simply change the
value of x to y.

Hoare Triples

From a state space point of view, we can interpret any program as a binary relation on
program states describing the states we can reach from any given state by executing the
program. We will denote that we can reach state τ ∈ Σ from state σ ∈ Σ by executing the
program p by writing σ p τ.

Now, with a formalism to express properties about program states, we can specify what
effect the execution of certain program code is supposed to have on the program state. For
this, we use Hoare triples.

Definition: Hoare triple
A Hoare triple is of the general form

A p B

where A and B are subsets of the state space Σ of the program p. A is called precondition
and B is called postcondition.

Partial Correctness
Such a triple is called valid with respect to partial correctness if and only if, starting in a
state σ ∈ A, by execution of p, we can only reach states τ ∈ B.
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A p B is valid ⇔ (∀σ,τ ∈ Σ. σ p τ ∧ σ ∈ A ⇒ τ ∈ B)

Now, this notion of validity does not consider the fact that the program p could be non-
terminating on some or even all inputs. Partial correctness only tells us that, if we start in
a state satisfying the precondition and if the program terminates, we end in a state τ in B.

Total Correctness

A Hoare triple is called valid with respect to total correctness, if and only if for all com-
putations starting in a state σ satisfying the precondition A, the program p terminates,
resulting in a state τ satisfying the postcondition B.

2.4.2 Hoare Rules

A Hoare logic is a logical framework in which all valid Hoare triples can be derived using
the Hoare rules it is based on. The Hoare logic we use is not actually based on C0 but on
an imperative language model implemented in Isabelle/HOL [16]. A translation mecha-
nism has been established between the language C0 and Isabelle’s imperative language in
the Verisoft project. Using this mechanism, we translate our C0 code to Isabelle’s impera-
tive language, and then verify it against our program specifications given as Hoare triples
in Isabelle/HOL.

We give Hoare rules for partial correctness of C0 programs, inductively defining a simple
Hoare logic. We use the Isabelle/HOL set comprehension notation {s. Q s} that denotes
the set of all s that fulfill the predicate Q. A C0 program p is a correct implementation
of its specification given by the precondition A and the postcondition B, if and only if we
can derive the Hoare triple A p B. In the following, we will use the notation

` A p B

to express that the hoare triple A p B is valid.

Assignment

` {σ. σ[a := expr] ∈ B} (a = expr) B

Given a postcondition B and an assignment of the form a = expr, we know that B holds
after execution of the assignment iff the state σ before execution fulfills σ[a := expr] ∈ B.
That is, if we take the state σ and update the value of a to expr, we obtain a state that
fulfills the postcondition B.
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Sequential Composition

` A p1 B′ ` B′ p2 B
` A (p1;p2) B

Given two parts of a series of statements, p1 and p2, the Hoare triple A (p1;p2) B of the
sequential composition of p1 and p2 is valid iff there exists a B′ ⊆ Σ such that B′ is a valid
precondition for p2 with the postcondition B, and also, B′ is a valid postcondition for p1
with the precondition A.

Conditional

` (A∩ cond) c1 B ` (A∩¬cond) c2 B
` A (if cond then {c1} else {c2}) B

To show that the Hoare triple A (if cond then {c1} else {c2}) B of the conditional
statement is valid, we need to show that A∩ cond, the subset of states of A in which cond
holds, is a sufficient precondition for B after the execution of c1, and also, that A∩¬cond
is a sufficient precondition for B after execution of c2.

Rule of Consequence

A ⊆ A′ ` A′ P B′ B′ ⊆ B
` A P B

Now, if, for a program P, we derived the valid Hoare triple A′ P B′, it is quite obvious
that, if we take a more strict precondition A, and a less strict postcondition B, the Hoare
triple A P B will also be valid.

While Loop

` (I∩ cond) p I
` I (while(cond) {p}) (I∩¬cond)

Dealing with the while loop, we need to give an invariant I. This invariant has to hold
before execution of the while loop, before each individual execution of the while loop’s
body p, and also after the loop. If we can show that I ∩ cond, the set of all states of I in
which cond holds, is a sufficient precondition for the postcondition I after p, we conclude
that I is a sufficient precondition for the while loop and the postcondition I∩¬cond.

Function Call
Due to the possibility of recursive function definitions in the complete syntax of C0, the
Hoare rules dealing with function calls are nontrivial. However, in this introduction to
Hoare logic, we will only consider non-recursive functions, since any recursion can be
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expressed using while loops and variables on the heap. Therefore, we will actually only
need the following Hoare rule:

` A (f_x1 = x1; . . . ;f_xn = xn; p;x = res_f) B
` A (x = f(x1, . . . ,xn)) B

When we encounter a non-recursive function call of the form x = f(x1, . . . ,xn), we know
what happens is that the input variables f_x1,. . .,f_xn of the function f are assigned the
values we call the function with. Then, the function body p is executed. The return-
statement at the end of the function body stores the result of the function call in res_f.
So all that is left to do is to assign this result to x. Note that we have to watch out for
mutually recursive function calls, too, since we have the same problem of overwriting our
input variables there.

With the possibility of recursive function calls, things get quite a bit more involved. How-
ever, the functions of the big number package that have been verified during this thesis do
not contain recursive function calls.

2.5 Formalization of Heap Structures

Since we deal with memory allocation and dynamic heap structures, we have to consider
how these concepts can be represented in our verification environment.

Pointers and memory allocation

Dynamic memory allocation gives us the option to implement structures that reside on the
heap, such as lists. To be able to describe these structures, we need an accurate abstraction.
In our model in Isabelle/HOL we do not consider numerical addresses to model pointers.
Instead, we choose the abstract type ref. This type is isomorphic to the natural numbers,
including a constant Null corresponding to the null pointer in C0. Considering the lack
of pointer arithmetic in C0, it is easy to see that the type ref indeed can be used to model
pointers in C0.

To obtain a fresh location2 on the heap, we define the function new : ref set → ref as
follows:

new A ≡ SOME a. a /∈ ({Null}∪A)

Given a set A, the operator will return a new location a, if there exists such a location, that
is different from the already allocated locations in A and not the Null location. It is quite
obvious that the behaviour of this constant is different from the way the new operator in

2We use the term location to refer to an element of type ref.
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C0 behaves. In our verification context, we always deal with finite sets A of allocated
locations. Thus, considering there are infinitely many available locations in our model,
the Hilbert Choice Operator always returns a valid new location. However, this inherently
does not account for limited memory space. There actually is an approach to memory
management in Isabelle/HOL via the use of a counter for unused references (which is
decreased when memory is allocated and increased when it is freed again). However, this
model is not quite applicable to C0 since deallocation is not handled by the programmer,
but by the underlying garbage collection algorithm. In this thesis, we do not explicitely
address the fact that, in C0, the new operator can indeed return the null pointer when
there is no space left on the heap.

Structs on the heap

Obviously, a model of pointers does little good unless the value or struct a location con-
tains can be accessed. We model the heap via functions from references to values, as it
has been first introduced in the basic model by Burstall [7].

The heap can contain structured values, structs in C0. Following the model of Bornat
[4], there is one heap function f : ref → t introduced to the state space for every field f of
type t of the struct.

Let us consider a simple list struct in C0:

struct node
{
int value;
struct node *next;

}

We add the functions value : ref → int and next : ref → ref to our abstract state space.
Thus, given a location a which is supposed to contain a node, we can obtain the location
of the next element of the list by applying the next heap function to a. In case we want
to obtain the value of a node at location a, we simply apply the value function to a and
obtain the integer value of the value field of the struct.

This model allows us to describe any struct that can be expressed in C0. Actually, data
structures which contain nested arrays can be difficult to handle in this model (see Chapter
8 of the PhD thesis by Norbert Schirmer [16]). However, we do not use arrays of any kind
in this thesis.

2.5.1 Heap Abstractions and the dList Predicate

With a model of the heap, we can express arbitrary properties about the heap state us-
ing higher order logic predicates. Handling simple structs not containing pointer fields
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becomes trivial. However, many common heap datastructures, e.g. lists, consist of in-
dividual building blocks containing references to other building blocks of the same data
structure. We consider how to establish the relation of such a datastructure on the heap
and our abstract concept of it at the example of a list.

What makes a list a list?

Consider the following C0 struct:

struct node
{
int value;
struct node *next;

}

We declare a pointer variable head:

struct node *head;

With any programming background, it is quite natural to simply start to consider this
structure to represent a singly-linked list. The pointer variable head appears predestined
to denote a list starting in the node *head. However, we should be aware that not every
datastructure we can create on the heap using this struct is a list. If, for example, we
create a new node on the heap and instantiate the struct’s fields in the following way,

head = new (struct node);
head->next = head;

we obtain a circular datastructure which does not represent a list.

In our C0 code and thus, in our heap representation, the concept of lists is a purely abstract
one. On the heap, there is merely a bunch of node structures. Thus, we need to establish
a relation between our abstract list and the heap. As we are reasoning in the environment
of Isabelle/HOL, our abstract list will be a ref list containing the locations we reach via
the next heap starting from head, including our initial location. Still, observing that we
have a value field in our struct, why do we consider the abstract list to be of type ref
list and not of type int list? The reason is actually quite simple. If, for example, we
want to express that two abstract lists have no list elements in common (which in turn
corresponds to the lists on the heap not sharing list elements), we easily can do that using
the ref list representation. On the other hand, if we do need the actual list of values, we
can simply apply the value function to the elements of our abstract list. Obviously, the ref
list representation is more flexible.

All that is left to do is to bridge the gap between the heap representation of the list and our
abstract one using predicates in higher order logic. We will introduce a predicate for each
abstract datastructure we want to represent with our implementation. Such a predicate
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Figure 2.1: All Paths beginning in a. Note that in general, we do not necessarily reach
the Null-location when we advance along some next-heap.

will, given the necessary heap functions, a heap location a, and abstract data d, yield True
if that datastructure is present at location a representing the abstract value d, and False
otherwise.

Paths on the heap

Concerning lists, one fundamental property we want to check for is whether there is a
path between two given references x and y, connected via a heap function next, yielding
a list of locations Ps. To establish this relation, we define the recursive function Path : ref
→ (ref→ ref ) → ref → ref list → bool in the following way:

Path x next y Ps =

{
x = y if Ps = nil

x = p∧x 6= Null∧Path(next x) next y ps if ∃p.∃ps.Ps = p#ps

Given a list Ps, two locations x and y, and a heap function next, the function returns True
iff, starting at location x, we obtain the list Ps by moving along the next heap until we
reach y. Note that y does not belong to the list Ps. In case our list Ps is the empty list,
the locations x and y have to coincide, since otherwise, we would get a non-empty list
if we recorded all locations until we reach y. In case Ps is not empty, there exists a first
element p of Ps and the remaining list ps. We expect that x has to be the same as the first
element p of the list and also, x cannot be the Null constant since we do not dereference
the Null location. If these two constraints hold, we know that we have a path between x
and y yielding the list Ps iff there is a path between next x and y, yielding the list ps. For
an example, see fig. 2.1.

Lists are a special case of Paths

This concept of a path on the heap is already very close to what we commonly understand
to be a list on the heap. We can recognize any list on the heap using the Path function.
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However, we do not yet exclude the kind of circular datastructure presented before. Now,
if we define the predicate List : ref → (ref → ref ) → ref list → bool as follows,

List head next ps = Path head next Null ps

we disallow exactly these circular constructs. So, a list is actually just a path on the heap
ending in the Null location.

The dList abstraction

Finally, we consider the doubly-linked list (as it is used throughout our big number imple-
mentation). This kind of list is, like our singly-linked list, based on a struct representing
its nodes:

struct node
{
int value;
struct node *next;
struct node *prev;

}

We represent and access such a list in C0 using pointers to its first and last element:

struct node *head;
struct node *last;

What we understand to be a doubly-linked list is a list that can be traversed in both direc-
tions, from the first element to the last one, following the next pointers of the nodes, but
also from the last element to the first one, following the individual nodes’ prev pointers.
Thus, it follows that head->prev = NULL and last->next = NULL, since otherwise,
our traversal of the list would continue past what we consider to be the first and last
element of the list.

As in [12], let us define the predicate dList : ref → (ref → ref ) → (ref → ref ) → ref →
ref list → bool, which takes the locations head and last of the first and last element of the
list, the heap functions next and prev, and an abstract list ls of type ref list, returning True
iff the abstract list ls is represented by head and last via the heap functions:

dList head next prev last ls = List head next ls ∧ List last prev (rev ls)

So, we have the doubly linked list ls spanned between the locations head and last, if we
have a List starting in head following the next heap representing the abstract list ls, and
also, there is a List starting in last traversing the prev heap, resulting in the reversed list
rev ls.
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Chapter 3

Modifying the Heap State

When facing verification of a datastructure package, we are essentially just facing specifi-
cation and verification of a certain number of functions belonging to that package. How-
ever, what we did not fully realize until a later point is that the design of our specification,
invariants, proofs and corresponding lemmas can have a significant impact on readability
and reuseability of parts of a proof. On second thought, this is not a surprising fact at all
but merely the extension of concepts from software engineering and design to the realm
of machine-aided interactive proving.

In this chapter, we will consider data structures on the heap and the issues that may arise
when modifying them using the example of the doubly linked list dList from the previous
chapter. We take a closer look at function calls and develop a set of predicates that allows
us to deal with changes to the heap state in a standardized way.

3.1 Manipulating Data Structures

To better understand what is going on during an actual proof, let us illustrate how our
model handles manipulation of data structures on the heap.

Let us consider the heap functions next and prev. Let us assume we have a dList starting
in a location head and ending in a location last with corresponding list Ls connected via
the aforementioned heap functions:

dList head next prev last Ls
Now, consider the following C0-commands:

head = head->next; head->prev = NULL;

Merely looking at the syntax, we can tell that these commands modify head and the prev-
heap-function. Thus, after execution of these commands we have our old next-heap and
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our unmodified location last, as well as a modified head that corresponds to the location
we obtain when evaluating the next function at the old location head and a modified heap
function prev which is identical to the old prev on all locations but the modified location
head. So, the facts we have are

dList oldhead next oldprev last Ls (1.1)

head = next(oldhead) (1.2)

prev = oldprev(head := Null) (1.3)

where f (x := y) denotes the function that is identical to f on all inputs except for x where
it yields y.

We modified a data structure on the heap, but now we do not even know whether there
still is a list on the heap between our head and last location or if we just destroyed that
list. Since we know very little about our old list, let us consider some cases.

Case 1: Ls = nil

Using fact 1.1, we know from our dList-definition that we have a list

List oldhead next nil (1.4)

Expanding that definition to the Path-level, we obtain

Path oldhead next Null nil (1.5)

From the first case of our Path-definition, we see that oldhead = Null. Inserting this into
1.2, we obtain

head = next Null (1.6)

Since we have absolutely no information about the value of next Null, there is no chance
we can show that there is a list at our new head-location.

Case 2: Ls = x#xs for some x and a list xs

In this case, expanding the dList-definition of 1.1, we have lists

List oldhead next (x#xs) (1.7a)

List last oldprev (rev(x#xs)) (1.7b)

which by definition are just paths ending in the Null-location:

Path oldhead next Null (x#xs) (1.8a)

Path last oldprev Null (rev(x#xs)) (1.8b)
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For 1.8a, we obtain the following from the second case of our Path-definition:

oldhead = x∧old head 6= Null∧Path (next(oldhead)) next Null xs (1.9)

Since next (oldhead) = head (1.2), we have

Path (next(oldhead)) next Null xs = List head next xs (1.10)

We need to show
List last prev (rev xs) (1.11)

to complete the dList-definition.

Let us consider two subcases at this point and try to show that there is a doubly-linked list
present on our modified heap.

Subcase 2a: xs = nil

In this case, for 1.8b, we have

Path last oldprev Null (rev(x#xs)) = (last = x∧ last 6= Null∧Path last oldprev Null nil)

The important fact here is that last is not the Null-location.

Thus, we cannot show
List last prev (rev nil)

which is what we need to complete the dList-definition.

Subcase 2b: xs = y#ys

At this point, we are going to use a lemma on paths,

lemma Path_append:
Path p f q (as @ bs) = (∃ y. Path p f y as ∧ Path y f q bs)

For 1.8b, we have

Path last oldprev Null (rev(x#xs)) = Path last oldprev Null (rev xs@[x]) (1.12)

Applying the lemma, we obtain a location at which our path on the heap can be split. Let
us call this location c. Thus, we have

Path last oldprev c (rev xs) (1.13a)

Path c oldprev Null [x] (1.13b)
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From the Path-definition for 1.13b, we obtain that c = x. Earlier, in 1.9, we have shown
that x = oldhead. Thus, using 1.13a, we have

Path last oldprev oldhead (rev xs) (1.14)

Now, let us consider the path we had in 1.9,

Path (next(oldhead)) next Null xs = Path (next(oldhead)) next Null (y#ys)

Expanding the Path-definition, we obtain the facts

next(oldhead) = y (1.15a)

next(oldhead) 6= Null (1.15b)

With this knowledge, let us consider the statement 1.11 we have to prove,

List last prev (rev xs) = List last (oldprev(head := Null)) (rev xs)

= Path last (oldprev(head := Null)) Null (rev xs)

= Path last (oldprev(head := Null)) Null (rev ys@[y]) (1.16)

Let us apply the lemma Path_append. We have to give a location d at which our path can
be split in the following way:

Path last (oldprev(head := Null)) d (rev ys) (1.17a)

Path d (oldprev(head := Null)) Null [y] (1.17b)

Let us show that the second path is present on the heap. Considering the fact that head =
(next oldhead) = y (1.2 and 1.15a) and applying the Path-definition, we have

Path d (oldprev(head := Null)) Null [y] = Path d (oldprev(head := Null)) Null [head]
= (head = d∧head 6= Null

∧Path Null (oldprev(head := Null)) Null nil)
(1.18)

From this, we can see that the correct choice for d is head. We know that head is not
the Null-location since we have shown earlier that (next oldhead) 6= Null (1.15b). The
Path-statement is trivially verified by expanding the Path-definition.
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What is left to prove is that we have the following path on the heap (1.17a):

Path last (oldprev(head := Null)) head (rev ys) (1.19)

It is intuitively clear that changing the next-pointer of the last element of a path will not
have an impact on that particular path since our path does not contain this last element.
The Path-library provides a lemma that allows us to show that modifying the next-pointer
of an element that does not belong to the corresponding list will not change the path:

lemma notin_Path_update:
u /∈ set ps → Path p (f(u := v)) q ps = Path p f q ps

Using this lemma, we simplify our proof obligation to

Path last oldprev head (rev ys) (1.20)

Earlier we have shown that we have a path along the old prev heap from last to the old
head with list (rev xs) (1.14). Substituting (y#ys) for xs and using the Path_append-
lemma, we obtain

Path last oldprev oldhead (rev xs)

= Path last oldprev oldhead (rev ys@[y])

= (∃e.Path last oldprev e (rev ys)∧Path e oldprev oldhead [y] (1.21)

From the definition of the righthand Path in 1.21, we obtain e = y. Earlier we had y =
head. Thus, the left path simplifies to

Path last oldprev head (rev ys)

which actually is just the path we needed (1.20). Thus, we have shown our only remaining
proof obligation and we know that there are lists

List head next xs
List last prev (rev xs)

on the heap. Thus, there is a doubly-linked list on the heap in this case.

2

We have shown that after execution of two simple C0-commands, our list is destroyed in
case it had less than two elements, or it has been modified in such a way that the head
element of the list was cut off. Note that even though this looks rather complex, we still
have left out three important parts of the proof, i.e. the proofs for the two lemmas we used
and the proof that the last element of a path is not contained in the list belonging to the
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path (which enables us to use the second lemma). Luckily, this kind of proof seems to be
harder to oversee for the user than it is for the prover since the proof consists mainly of
expanding the correct definitions and simplifying the proof obligations until a lemma has
to be applied.

Now, imagine that before execution of these C0-commands, we had another doubly-linked
list on the heap,

dList head2 next prev last2 Ls2

Let us assume that this list is different from the first one. In this case, we would like to
show that after execution of the two C0-commands we still have this list on the modified
heap, i.e. that

dList head2 next (oldprev(next oldhead := Null)) last2 Ls2

holds. Since these lists are different, we should be able to show that next oldhead is not an
element of Ls2. In this case we are able to use the lemma notin_Path_update to show that
we still have this list on our new heap. So, this seems quite simple. In the next section,
we will see what happens when we wrap those two C0-commands into a function.

3.2 Function Calls and Data Structures

When dealing with multiple data structures on the heap, it obviously is extremely impor-
tant to know that data structures we did not modify are still intact on the modified heap.
In the last section we have seen a simple example concerning the possibility to show that
a second data structure remains unmodified and is still present on the new heap after exe-
cution of simple C0-commands. However, in general, programs contain a lot of function
calls since this is a convenient way to structure and organize the program text. Thus, let
us take a look at how function calls work in our model.

Let us consider the function

int remove_head(struct node *head, struct node *last)
{
head = head->next;
head->prev = NULL;

return 0;
}

This function simply contains the two C0-commands we considered in the previous sec-
tion. Thus, we use the knowledge we obtained there to create a formal specification for
this function. Our formal specification has the form of a Hoare-triple. In our precondition,
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we expect that there is a doubly-linked list on the heap. In our postcondition we state that,
in case the length of that list is greater or equal to two, we have a modified list on the heap
after execution of that function:

Let Ls∈ref list.
{σ. dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls}
retval = remove_head(head,last)
{2 ≤ length Ls→ dList head next prev σlast (tl Ls)}

Now let us assume that in our program state σ, before execution of the function, we have
two lists on the heap,

dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls1
dList σhead2 σnext σprev σlast2 Ls2
set Ls1 ∩ set Ls2 = /0

Let us further assume that we call the function remove_head we just specified on head.
For such a function call, the verification condition generator yields a statement of the
following form:

(∃ Ls. dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls
→ (∀ next prev. (2 ≤ length Ls→ dList head next prev σlast (tl Ls)) → some condition))

That means, we have to give a list Ls in such a way that the precondition for our function
is fulfilled. In this case, the obvious choice is the list Ls1 belonging to σhead and σlast.
With this choice, the precondition is trivially fulfilled.

(∀ next prev. (2 ≤ length Ls1→ dList head next prev σlast (tl Ls1)) → some condition)

Note that our function call introduces new heap states next and prev for which the post-
condition of our function holds.

(2 ≤ length Ls1→ dList head next prev σlast (tl Ls1)) → some condition

When we are in a situation where we have to prove an implication, we can add the left
part of the implication statement to our assumptions and continue proving the right side
of the implication.

The reader might wonder where some condition comes from. In our Hoare logic proofs,
we always verify correctness of functions. These have a postcondition that needs to be
shown. Thus, some condition could be a function postcondition or it could simply be
more conditions (more function calls and/or commands) that imply a postcondition.

Now, our function call provided us with an updated heap state, represented by the heap
functions next and prev, as well as the function’s postcondition which is now part of our
assumptions. Thus, we have
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dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls1
dList σhead2 σnext σprev σlast2 Ls2
set Ls1 ∩ set Ls2 = /0

2 ≤ length Ls1→ dList head next prev σlast (tl Ls1)
So, we know that in case the length of our original first list was greater or equal to 2, we
have a modified list on the heap. Let us consider the second list we had on the initial heap.
Note that we do not know anything about next and prev apart from the simple fact about
the first list we gained from the postcondition of our function call. Thus, we cannot tell if
the second list is still present on the modified heap. This suggests that we should include
additional information about the modified heap state in a function’s postcondition.

3.3 Simple Frame Predicates and Lemmas

In the previous section, we realized that in a function specification, we need to give more
information about the modified heap state. In particular, we need information that enables
us to show that other data structures of the same type that were present on the heap before
execution of the function are still present on the modified heap as long as the function did
not modify them. Since we need to specify this for every function that operates on the
given data structure, it makes sense to express it using a predicate.

Definition: Frame Predicate
A frame predicate is a predicate that specifies which locations had their values modified
during an heap update. It takes a set or a list of heap locations, as well as a certain number
of heap pairs and returns true iff any locations that are different from those in the list
remain unmodified between the individual heap pairs.

Example:
OtherdListsUnchanged Ls oldnext next oldprev prev
= (∀ x. x /∈ set Ls → oldnext x = next x ∧ oldprev x = prev x)

Essentially, the frame predicate specifies a “frame” on the heap in which the values of
elements may have been modified.

So, let us consider the function we had in the previous section and add such a frame
predicate to its postcondition:
{σ. dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls}
retval = remove_head(head,last)
{2 ≤ length Ls→ dList head next prev σlast (tl Ls)
∧ OtherdListsUnchanged Ls σnext next σprev prev}

Note that, in this case, we specify a larger heap frame than necessary. This is essentially
a convenience issue considering that, in general, we know that pairs of lists have no el-
ements in common and thus, we can say that at most the elements in Ls were modified.
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For the elements in Ls, we have the dList-specification in our postcondition, thus we will
not need to use the frame predicate for them.

Considering the two doubly-linked lists we had in the previous section, we have the fol-
lowing facts for them after execution of the function:

dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls1
dList σhead2 σnext σprev σlast2 Ls2
set Ls1 ∩ set Ls2 = /0

2 ≤ length Ls1→ dList head next prev σlast (tl Ls1)
OtherdListsUnchanged Ls1 σnext next σprev prev

Since we know that the intersection set Ls1 ∩ set Ls2 is empty, we know for each element
of Ls2 that it is not part of the list Ls1. Thus, we know for each element of Ls2 that its
prev- and next-pointers have not been modified. There is a dList-lemma (based on a simple
List-lemma which can be proven by induction) that shows

lemma dList_heaps_eq1:
dList p h k q ps
∧ (∀ x ∈ set ps. h x = g x ∧ k x = m x)
→ dList p g m q ps

Using this lemma, we are able to show the fact that we still have the second list on our
modified heap quite easily. However, we can still do better.

At the moment, we have to expand the definition of our frame predicate to be able to
apply the lemma. Since we will use this very often in our proofs, it makes sense to show
an additional lemma designed in such a way that we do not have to expand the frame
predicate definition every time.

Definition: Frame Lemma
A frame lemma is a lemma which states for a data structure, a corresponding frame pred-
icate and the fact that the data structure is not contained in the modified heap frame, that
the data structure is still present on the modified heap.

Example:

lemma OtherdListsUnchanged_intersect_empty:
set Ls ∩ set Ls1 = /0

∧ dList head next prev last Ls
∧ OtherdListsUnchanged Ls1 next nexta prev preva
→ dList head nexta preva last Ls

So, if we use the frame predicate in every function specification that modifies a data
structure, we are able to show that different data structures remain unmodified by that
function call. This, however, requires that we have such distinctness facts for the involved
data structures. In our example, we simply assumed the needed fact from the beginning.
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In reality there is a reason why different data structures are actually different from each
other. This has something to do with the order in which we allocated these data structures
on our heap.

3.4 Keeping Track of Allocation

When we create a new data structure on the heap, we want to be able to say that this new
data structure is different from all other data structures that are already on the heap. In
the previous chapter, we already introduced the list of allocated elements alloc and the
new-operator. This operator always returns a heap location which is different from those
contained in the current allocation list. For each heap state, we have such a list of allocated
elements. However, if we do not remember facts about allocation in our assertions, we do
not have any information about it at all. Since we do not want to consider data structures
that are not allocated, it makes sense to add a fact about allocation to our data structure
predicate.

For a dList, being allocated means that every element of the list is contained in the alloca-
tion list. Let us consider the improved predicate

allocated_dList head next prev last Ls alloc
= set Ls ⊆ set alloc
∧ dList head next prev last Ls

For such an allocated doubly-linked list, we know that every new element we allocate
will be different from those in the list. For execution of single C0-commands inside a
function, this already is enough to show that old lists on the heap are distinct from those
that are created during the function body. However, when we face a function call, we
need information about changes made to the allocation state. When a function allocates
new elements on the heap, calling that function yields a new allocation list. All facts of
interest about this list must be specified in the postcondition of that function or they will
be lost.

In particular, during specification and verification we want to talk about allocation of
complete data structures and not only of single elements. Thus, we introduce a predicate
that enables us to say for a number of heap locations at a time that they were allocated
between two individual allocation states:
NewAlloc xs oldalloc newalloc
= (xs ∩ set oldalloc = /0 ∧ (xs ∪ set oldalloc) ⊆ set newalloc)

The predicate takes a set of locations xs and two allocation lists. We say that a set of
elements xs has been allocated between two allocation states iff the elements from xs were
not contained in the old allocation list but are contained in the new one. Additionally, we
always keep the previously allocated elements in our allocation list.
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Let us consider the specification for a function that, for a given allocated list, creates a
new list of the same length and returns the head element of that list.

Let Ls∈ref list.
{σ. allocated_dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls σalloc }
head1 = samelength(head,last)
{ (∃ last1 Ls1. allocated_dList head1 next prev last1 Ls1 alloc

∧ length Ls1 = length Ls
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls1) σalloc alloc
∧ OtherdListsUnchanged Ls1 σnext next σprev prev) }

Assume that we have an allocated doubly-linked list in heap state σ, before execution of
the function call,

allocated_dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls σalloc

This way, the precondition of our function is trivially fulfilled and we obtain a new loca-
tion last1 and a new list Ls1 as well as a new heap state for next prev and alloc in such
a way that the post condition holds. Thus, after execution of the function, we have the
following facts:

allocated_dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls σalloc
allocated_dList head1 next prev last1 Ls1 alloc
length Ls1 = length Ls
NewAlloc (set Ls1) σalloc alloc
OtherdListsUnchanged Ls1 σnext next σprev prev

We want to show that in our new heap state, we still have the initial list as an allocated
dList. We have to show the two defining facts of an allocated doubly-linked list, i.e.

set Ls ⊆ set alloc
dList σhead next prev σlast Ls

From our allocated_dList-definition for head and last, we know that Ls is allocated in
σ. Since σalloc is contained in alloc by definition of the NewAlloc-predicate, Ls is also
allocated in the heap state after execution of the function.

To use the frame lemma for the dList datastructure, we have to show set Ls ∩ set Ls1 =
/0. Assume there is an element y ∈ set Ls ∩ set Ls1. In this case, y is also contained in
σalloc since set Ls ⊆ set σalloc from the intial allocated_dList-definition. Thus, we have

y ∈ (set Ls1 ∩ set σalloc)

which forms a contradiction to the NewAlloc-statement in our assumptions. Thus, Ls1 and
Ls indeed have no element in common and we were able to show that our initial allocated
list is still present on the updated heap.

So, allocation information provides a way to show that allocated data structures are dif-
ferent from each other. It makes sense and it is not hard to provide additional lemmas
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that allow us to avoid expanding the allocated_dList-definition when we want to apply the
frame lemma. However, let us first consider a function containing a simple while loop:

struct node* nth_list(int c, struct node *head, struct node *last)
{
struct node *head1;
head1 = samelength(head, last);
while c > 0 do
{
head1 = samelength(head, last);
c = c - 1;

}
return head1;

}

While this is not a particularly sophisticated example, let us further assume that we are
merely interested in the last list that is created by the while loop, i.e. the one that is
represented by head1 when we leave the while loop, and let us consider the other lists
that are created to be temporary results which are no longer needed. This by itself does
not need to make sense, as, in practice, we never use “pure” lists, i.e. lists whose elements
do not contain values. In reality, we could have temporary arithmetic results (for lists
representing big numbers) or, for example, sorted list parts as in mergesort. However, this
example is sufficient to expose a specific aspect about keeping track of allocation.

In an ideal world, we would like to show that, for any value c and a programming en-
vironment that offers garbage collection, this function does essentially the same as the
samelength-function we considered earlier.

Let Ls∈ref list.
{σ. allocated_dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls σalloc }
head1 = nth_list(c,head,last)
{ (∃ last1 Ls1. allocated_dList head1 next prev last1 Ls1 alloc

∧ length Ls1 = length Ls
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls1) σalloc alloc
∧ OtherdListsUnchanged Ls1 σnext next σprev prev) }

To show this, we need to show that, assuming the precondition holds, the postcondition is
fulfilled after execution of the function. Since the function contains a while loop, we need
to give an invariant condition that is preserved during execution of the while loop. Since,
during our while loop, we call a function that requires us to know that the initial list is still
present on the heap, we need to remember that we had this list on our initial heap in the
invariant condition. Also, such an invariant condition needs to be strong enough to allow
us to show the postcondition. After each step of the while loop, we obtain a new heap
state. Thus, we need to include a frame predicate in our invariant condition, or else we
would not be able to show the frame condition in our postcondition. Also, since we call
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the samelength-function before entering the while loop, we know that at the beginning of
each step of the while loop, there exists an element last1 and a list Ls1 in such a way
that head1 and last1 represent that list. Additionally, the remaining conditions of our
postcondition need to be contained in our invariant in some way.

Inv = allocated_dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls σalloc
(∃ last1 Ls1. allocated_dList 1head1 1next 1prev last1 Ls1 1alloc
∧ OtherdListsUnchanged Ls1 σnext 1next σprev 1prev
∧ length Ls1 = length Ls ∧ NewAlloc (set Ls1) σalloc 1alloc)

To keep a better overview about heap states in this proof, we annotate the heap state before
execution of a step of the while loop with 1 and increment this when we obtain a new heap
state (by a function call, for example).

Since we call the samelength-function before we enter the while loop, this invariant condi-
tion is quite trivially fulfilled using the facts we gained and the fact from our precondition.

Also, this invariant condition is strong enough to show that the postcondition holds when
we leave the while loop since it contains the facts we desire in the postcondition.

The only question that remains is whether we are able to show that this invariant is pre-
served during execution of the while loop. We have to show that, assuming the invariant
condition holds and the while condition is fulfilled, the invariant holds on the new heap
state after execution of the body of the while loop. Thus, we have our assumption Inv.
We know that, before execution of the body of the while loop, there is a location on the
heap and a list of references. Let us call them last1’ and Ls1’, respectively. We have

allocated_dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls σalloc
allocated_dList 1head1 1next 1prev last1’ Ls1’ 1alloc
OtherdListsUnchanged Ls1’ σnext 1next σprev 1prev
length Ls1’ = length Ls
NewAlloc (set Ls1’) σalloc 1alloc)
0 < 1c

In the body of our while loop, we call the samelength-function mentioned earlier. Using
the NewAlloc-fact and the OtherdListsUnchanged frame lemma, we show that our original
list Ls is still present on the current heap. Thus, the precondition of the function is ful-
filled. We obtain a new heap state we annotate with 2 as well as a heap location last1a
and a list Ls1a. Afterwards, we decrement c. We now have the following additional facts:

allocated_dList 2head1 2next 2prev last1a Ls1a 2alloc
length Ls1a = length Ls
NewAlloc (set Ls1a) 1alloc 2alloc
OtherdListsUnchanged Ls1a 1next 2next 1prev 2prev
2c = 1c - 1
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We have to show that the invariant condition holds on our most current heap and variable
state. The first condition in our invariant is trivially fulfilled as it merely tells about the
heap state before execution of the function. For the remaining conditions, we need to
give a heap location and a list in such a way that we have a list on the most current heap
that fulfills our requirements. As we modified the value of head1, we have to choose
last1a and the list Ls1a we obtained from the call to the samelength-function during
the while loop. The NewAlloc-condition is not hard to show by expanding the definitions.
The condition about the length of our lists is trivially fulfilled. What remains is the frame
condition we have to prove. Using

OtherdListsUnchanged Ls1a 1next 2next 1prev 2prev
OtherdListsUnchanged Ls1’ σnext 1next σprev 1prev

we have to show

OtherdListsUnchanged Ls1a σnext 2next σprev 2prev

That is, we want to show that only the elements in Ls1a were modified during the while
loop. However, from our assumptions we know that also the elements of the previous list
Ls1’ may have been modified. Since we cannot show set Ls1’⊆ set Ls1a, we encounter
a problematic situation.

One possibility would be to relax our post- and invariant conditions and allow that there
may be a number of additional elements that were modified and allocated during execution
of the while loop, and ultimately, the function. We would also need to specify that these
elements are different from those of the final list we allocated in our function, since, after
execution of the function we would merely know that they were allocated between the
same heap states. However, considering that, in reality, we have a system that provides
garbage collection, it feels quite unnatural to be forced to carry around no longer used
heap locations in our proofs. In the next section, we provide alternative frame predicates
that solve this problem in a more elegant way.

3.5 Frame Predicates with Allocation

In the last section, we have seen that, with our current frame predicates, we cannot sim-
ply “forget” data structures we allocated during a function call when they are no longer
needed. Due to the design of the frame predicates, we always need to remember facts
about those data structures that were newly allocated and modified, even if we do have
neither means nor motivation to access them anymore after the function call. In a model
with deallocation, we would simply deallocate any data structure we do not need any
longer, however, in our environment with built-in garbage collection, we do not have that
option.
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As a solution, we suggest to consider only the already allocated heap part in our frame
predicates.

Definition: Frame Predicate with Allocation Information
A frame predicate with allocation information is a frame predicate that takes a list or set
of heap locations, a certain number of pairs of heap functions and an allocation list. The
allocation list is, in general, associated with the “older” one of the two heap states. Such a
predicate states that all elements that are allocated and are not contained in the heap frame
of modified elements remain unchanged between the two heap states.

Example:

Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged Ls oldnext next oldprev prev alloc
= (∀ x. x ∈ set alloc ∧ x /∈ set Ls → oldnext x = next x ∧ oldprev x = prev x)

The obvious advantage is that, when we allocate a new data structure, we do not need
to specify a heap frame that was modified since all the elements we modify were not
allocated during the initial heap state. The frame lemma for such an improved frame
predicate on allocated lists would look like

lemma Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged_intersect_empty:
set Ls ∩ set Ls1 = /0

∧ allocated_dList head next prev last Ls alloc
∧ Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged Ls1 next nexta prev preva alloc
→ allocated_dList head nexta preva last Ls alloc

Note that our allocated_dList-specification contains the needed allocation fact for Ls
which enables us to show the additional condition in our frame predicate. Thus, the frame
lemma essentially looks and feels the same as the old one.

Let us now consider the example from the previous section. With our new frame predicate,
the specification for the samelength-function is the following:

Let Ls∈ref list.
{σ. allocated_dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls σalloc }
head1 = samelength(head,last)
{ (∃ last1 Ls1. allocated_dList head1 next prev last1 Ls1 alloc

∧ length Ls1 = length Ls
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls1) σalloc alloc
∧ Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged [] σnext next σprev prev σalloc) }

Note that no elements that were allocated before the function call were modified during
the function call. With our old frame predicate, we had to specify the newly allocated list
Ls1 as modified heap frame.

Let us again consider the function nth_list discussed in the previous section.
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struct node* nth_list(int c, struct node *head, struct node *last)
{
struct node *head1;
head1 = samelength(head, last);
while c > 0 do
{
head1 = samelength(head, last);
c = c - 1;

}
return head1;

}

Let us again try to show that, for any value c, in an environment with garbage collection,
this function does essentially the same as the samelength-function:

Let Ls∈ref list.
{σ. allocated_dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls σalloc }
head1 = nth_list(c,head,last)
{ (∃ last1 Ls1. allocated_dList head1 next prev last1 Ls1 alloc

∧ length Ls1 = length Ls
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls1) σalloc alloc
∧ Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged [] σnext next σprev prev σalloc) }

As invariant condition, we choose

Inv = allocated_dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls σalloc
(∃ last1 Ls1. allocated_dList 1head1 1next 1prev last1 Ls1 1alloc
∧ Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged [] σnext 1next σprev 1prev σalloc
∧ length Ls1 = length Ls ∧ NewAlloc (set Ls1) σalloc 1alloc)

The postcondition and the proof part from precondition to invariant condition of the func-
tion are pretty much trivially shown as in the previous section.

Let us see if we can show invariant preservation during the while loop this time. We have
to show that, assuming the invariant condition holds and the while condition is fulfilled,
the invariant holds on the new heap state after execution of the body of the while loop.
From our invariant condition, we obtain a heap location and a list for which the invariant
condition is fulfilled before execution of the body of the while loop. As in the last section,
let us call them last1’ and Ls1’, respectively. We have

allocated_dList σhead σnext σprev σlast Ls σalloc
allocated_dList 1head1 1next 1prev last1’ Ls1’ 1alloc
Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged [] σnext 1next σprev 1prev σalloc
length Ls1’ = length Ls
NewAlloc (set Ls1’) σalloc 1alloc)
0 < 1c
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In the body of our while loop, we call the samelength-function. Using the NewAlloc-fact
and the Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged frame lemma, we show that our original list Ls
is still present on the current heap. Thus, the precondition of the function is fulfilled. We
obtain a new heap state we annotate with 2 as well as a heap location last1a and a list
Ls1a. Afterwards, we decrement c. We now have the following additional facts:

allocated_dList 2head1 2next 2prev last1a Ls1a 2alloc
length Ls1a = length Ls
NewAlloc (set Ls1a) 1alloc 2alloc
Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged [] 1next 2next 1prev 2prev 1alloc
2c = 1c - 1

We have to show that the invariant condition holds on our most current heap and variable
state. All conditions apart from the frame condition are identical to those we had in the
previous section. Using

Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged [] 1next 2next 1prev 2prev 1alloc
Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged [] σnext 1next σprev 1prev σalloc

we have to show

Otherallocated_dListsUnchanged [] σnext 2next σprev 2prev σalloc

That is, we want to show that no elements that were allocated before execution of the
function were modified during the while loop. Let el be allocated in σalloc. Using the
frame condition from our invariant, we know that el was not modified between σ and the
heap state at the beginning of that step of our while loop. Now, if we are able to show that
el is still allocated in 1alloc, we can use the frame predicate obtained from the call to the
samelength-function to close the gap in our proof. Actually, in our invariant condition we
have the statement

NewAlloc (set Ls1’) σalloc 1alloc

which contains the fact that set σalloc ⊆ set 1alloc. Using this, it is not hard to see that
el ∈ set 1alloc. Thus, our invariant condition is preserved during execution of the while
loop.

We have seen that, for any number of data structures we create during a function call, our
improved frame predicate allows us to specify that previously allocated data structures
remain unchanged in an elegant way while also retaining their old features.
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Chapter 4

The Big Integer Package

In this thesis, a big number package has been implemented and verified. This chapter
deals with how we represent big numbers in C0 and HOL, lists the interface of the li-
brary we implemented, and, overall, considers the verification process of the big number
package. We study abstractions used in HOL to describe big numbers and give specifi-
cation and proof sketches for all covered functions. The functions have been specified
and verified in Isabelle/HOL with respect to partial correctness, i.e. termination has not
been proven. For each function, we outline the proof strategy that has been used. If nec-
essary, special lemmata are given. We will not go into minute detail here, but rather give
guidelines for proving formal correctness of these functions using an interactive proof
assistant.

4.1 Representation of Big Integers

We represent big numbers (to a certain base b ∈ N) by a sign bit s ∈ {0,1} and n ∈ N0
digits dn−1, . . . ,d0 ∈ {0,1, . . . ,b−1} with dn−1 6= 0. The integer value of such an n-sized
big number to base b is given as

〈s,dn−1, . . . ,d0〉= (−1)s
n−1

∑
i=0

di ·bi

All 0-sized big numbers (n = 0) represent the value 0 ∈ Z.
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In C0 we represent the digits di with the following struct:

struct bigint_digit
{
struct bigint_digit *digit_next;
struct bigint_digit *digit_prev;
unsigned int value;

};

Here, value is the value of d(i) and digit_next is a pointer to di+1 or the NULL pointer
if i = n−1. Accordingly, digit_prev is a pointer to di−1 or the NULL pointer if i = 0.

Our C0 representation of big numbers is then given by the following struct:

struct bigint
{
struct bigint_digit *first_digit;
struct bigint_digit *last_digit;
unsigned int size;
bool sign;

};

Here, first_digit is a pointer to the least significant digit d0, last_digit is a pointer
to the most significant digit dn−1, size is a variable that stores the number of digits, and
sign stores the sign of the big integer (true for negative and false for positive).

Big numbers in C0 are always represented by pointer variables to bigint structures on
the heap.

bignum

bigint

NULL

NULL

first_digit

last_digit

size:

sign:

3

true

bigint_digit

digit_next

digit_prev

value:

bigint_digit

digit_next

digit_prev

value:

bigint_digit

digit_next

digit_prev

value:2 3 9

Figure 4.1: An example big number to base b = 10, representing the value -239

In our big number implementation in C0, we obviously have to consider big numbers for
a specific base b.

#define bigInt_base 65536u
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We defined the constant bigInt_base in such a way that the multiplication of any big
number digits will not cause an integer overflow, i.e. the result will fit into an unsigned
integer variable.

4.2 Informal Specification of the Big Integer Package

We list the interface and additional functions belonging to the big number package. Dur-
ing the implementation effort of the package, we added several utility functions to reduce
complexity of individual functions.

4.2.1 Constant Definitions

The following constants are used throughout the fundamental algorithms and datastruc-
tures package of which the big number package is a part.

#define NO_ERROR 0
#define ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY -1

#define EQUAL 0
#define LESS 1
#define GREATER 2

4.2.2 Public Interface

The public interface of the big number package contains the following functions:

• Creation of a new big number
struct bigint *bigIntNew();

The function creates a new big integer whose value equals zero, if there is enough
memory space left. Return values:

– NULL: The function ran out of memory.

– otherwise: The function returns a pointer to the newly created big integer.

• Assignment: Integer to big number
int bigNumAssignInt(struct bigint *bignum, int integer);

The function assigns the value of the integer integer to the big number bignum.
Return values:
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– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

• Assignment: Big number to big number

int bigNumAssignBigint(struct bigint *fstbignum,
struct bigint *sndbignum);

The function assigns the value of the big integer sndbignum to the big integer
fstbignum. Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

• Addition of two big numbers

int bigIntAdd(struct bigint *op1, struct bigint *op2, struct bigint
*result);

The function adds two big numbers op1 and op2 and assigns the result to the big
number result. Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

• Unary minus

int bigIntMinus(struct bigint *num);

The function inverts the sign bit of the big number pointed to by num. Return value:

– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

• Multiplication of two big numbers

int bigIntMul(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b,
struct bigint *product);

The function multiplies two big numbers a and b assigning the result to the big
number pointed to by quotient. Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

• Division and modulo routine

int bigIntDivMod(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b,
struct bigint *quotient, struct bigint *remainder);
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This function simultaneously computes the quotient and remainder that occur when
dividing a by b using the simple school division method and the quotient estimate
from [6]. The division and modulo functions of the interface both call this function.
Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

• Division of two big numbers

int bigIntDiv (struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b,
struct bigint *quotient);

The function divides the big number a by b and assigns the result to the big number
pointed to by quotient. Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

• Modulo function

int bigIntMod(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b,
struct bigint *remainder);

The function computes the remainder of dividing a by b and assigns it to the big
number pointed to by remainder. Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

• Exponentiation modulo n

int bigIntModExp(struct bigint *base, struct bigint *exp,
struct bigint *n, struct bigint *remainder);

The function computes baseexp modulo n and assigns the result to the big number
pointed to by remainder. Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

• Comparing the values of two big numbers

int bigIntCompare(struct bigint *first, struct bigint *second);

The function compares the values of the two big numbers first and second. Re-
turn values:
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– EQUAL: The values of the two big numbers are the same.

– LESS: The value of first is smaller than the value of second.

– GREATER: The value of first is greater than the value of second.

4.2.3 Private Functions

To reduce the complexity of individual functions, several utility functions (which ex-
plicitely do not belong to the public interface of the package) have been implemented.

• Clearing a big number
int bigNumClear(struct bigint *bignum);

This function sets the value of bignum to zero. Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

• Digit Insertion: Front
int bigIntInsertDigitFront(struct bigint *bignum,

unsigned int digit);

This function inserts a new digit with the value of digit in front of the list belong-
ing to bignum, that is, digit will be inserted as new most significant digit. This
function assumes that bignum is a pointer to a valid big number. Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The new digit has successfully been created and inserted.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

• Digit Insertion: Back
int bigIntInsertDigitBack(struct bigint *bignum, unsigned int digit);

This function inserts a new digit with the value of digit at the end of the list
belonging to bignum, that is, digit will be inserted as new least significant digit,
effectively increasing the significance of the previous digits. Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The new digit has successfully been created and inserted.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

In-place Addition of Big Numbers
int bigIntAddLocal(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b);

This function adds the absolute values of the big numbers a and b, storing the result
in a while keeping the sign bit of a. This efficient in-place addition helps to speed
up multiplication. Return values:
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– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

• Multiplication with a single digit

int bigIntDigitMul(struct bigint *bignum, unsigned int digit,
struct bigint *product);

This function multiplies the big number bignum and the digit digit, storing the
result in product. Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

– ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

• Absolute value comparison

int bigIntAbsCompare(struct bigint *first, struct bigint *second);

The function compares the absolute values of the two big numbers first and
second. Return values:

– EQUAL: The absolute values of the two big numbers are the same.

– LESS: The absolute value of first is smaller than the value of second.

– GREATER: The absolute value of first is greater than the value of second.

• Division by a single digit

int bigIntDigitDiv(struct bigint *a, unsigned int digit,
struct bigint *quotient);

This function divides the big number represented by a by the single digit digit,
stores the absolute quotient value in the big number quotient (in case quotient
is not the NULL pointer) and returns the absolute remainder. This function is used in
the main division routine.

• Dividing three digits by two

unsigned int bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2(unsigned int a1, unsigned int a2,
unsigned int a3, unsigned int b1, unsigned int b2);

This function takes five unsigned integer values, a1, a2, a3, b1, and b2. These
are essentially interpreted as the two big numbers 〈0,a1,a2,a3〉 and 〈0,b1,b2〉. The
function returns the unsigned integer quotient q = b 〈0,a1,a2,a3〉

〈0,b1,b2〉 c iff all digits are in

range and 〈0,b1,b2〉 is normalized (i.e. b1 ≥ bigInt_base
2 ). This function is used

for quotient estimation during the division routine. This function has been inspired
by the research report on fast recursive division by Christoph Burnikel and Joachim
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Ziegler [6], which provides a good overview and some mathematical-style proofs
on the division quotient estimation procedure.

• Effective Subtraction with Leading Zeros
int bigIntSubLocal(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b);

This function subtracts the big number represented by b from the big number a,
modifying a in the process. After execution of the function, a will contain the
division result, but depending on the specific big numbers involved, the resulting a
may include leading zeroes. Return values:

– NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

• Removing leading zeroes
int bigIntRemoveLeadingZeros(struct bigint *a)

This function removes all leading zeroes of a, turning it from a big number with
leading zeroes to a big number. The function always returns NO_ERROR.

4.3 Big Number Formalization in HOL

In this section, we will introduce the fundamental heap abstraction used to describe big
numbers. Also, we will discuss a few helpful predicates that describe properties that very
often need to be specified and proven. At last, we present a select few lemmas of general
importance throughout the thesis.

4.3.1 Heap Abstractions

To give a formal definition of big numbers in higher order logic, we need to define several
functions. Let us recall the struct used to define a big number in C0:

struct bigint
{
struct bigint_digit *first_digit;
struct bigint_digit *last_digit;
unsigned int size;
bool sign;

};

So, the fields first_digit, last_digit, size, and sign of the big number have to
be represented in HOL. For this task, we have the following heap functions of our state
space:
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• first_digit : ref → ref

• last_digit : ref → ref

• size : ref → nat

• sign : ref → bool

These heap functions take a heap location and return the corresponding fields of the
bigint struct residing at that location. We use the type re f to denote pointers in C0.

However, we can clearly see that these heap functions do not give a complete description
of big numbers. So far, we know nothing about the contents of the digits referenced by
first_digit and last_digit, nor do we know about the list structure on the heap. The
struct used to represent the digits,

struct bigint_digit
{
struct bigint_digit *digit_next;
struct bigint_digit *digit_prev;
unsigned int value;

};

yields the remaining heap functions

• digit_next : ref → ref

• digit_prev : ref → ref

• value : ref → nat

needed to represent the fields of the bigint_digit struct. This is a simple doubly-linked
list structure, thus we will be able to utilize the dList predicate we introduced in Sec-
tion 2.4.4 to define our big number predicate.

What we need is a predicate that returns True iff there is a big number with a certain list
and value at a given location bn. With our dList predicate we establish a ref list of the
actual list of digits on the heap represented by the first_digit and last_digit of our big
number and the digit_next and digit_prev heap functions. Clearly, we can apply the value
function to the elements of the list we obtained, obtaining a nat list of actual values of
the digits. To establish equality between a big number and an integer value, we need two
functions, dealing with the value of the digit list and the value of the sign:
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Figure 4.2: An example illustrating the connection between abstract heap and C0 heap
representation of big numbers.

• Converting nat list to the according natural number

list2nat : nat list → nat

list2nat nil = 0
list2nat (x#xs) = x+bigInt_base · (list2nat xs)

This function takes a list of natural numbers ordered according to digit significance
starting with the least significant digit as head element. It returns the sum of the
products of the individual digits and powers of bigInt_base according to their sig-
nificance:

Σ
n−1
i=0 di ·bigInt_basei

• Converting the boolean sign to the appropriate integer value

bool2int : bool → int

bool2int False = 1
bool2int True = −1

For convenience, we define another predicate:
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• The value of the digit is in the allowed range

in_range_pos : nat → bool
in_range_pos x ≡ x < bigInt_base

Finally, we define the predicate that accepts any valid big number:

BigNumber : ref → (ref → ref) → (ref → ref) → (ref → nat) → (ref → bool) → (ref →
ref)→ (ref → ref)→ (ref → nat)→ ref list → int → ref list → bool

BigNumber bn first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value ls num alloc
= (bn 6= Null ∧ bn ∈ set alloc ∧ set ls ⊆ set alloc

∧ dList (first_digit bn) digit_next digit_prev (last_digit bn) ls
∧ length ls = size bn
∧ (∀x ∈ set ls. in_range_pos (value x))
∧ bool2int (sign bn)·int(list2nat (map value ls)) = num
∧ (first_digit bn 6= Null) = (last_digit bn 6= Null)
∧ (last_digit bn) 6= Null → value (last_digit bn) 6= 0

This predicate takes three variables, bn, ls, and num, and all heap functions of relevance.
The predicate yields True if and only if there is a big number with the list of references ls
and the value num at the location bn.

So, obviously, we do not consider any structure residing at the Null location a big number.
Additionally, we require all big numbers to be at an allocated location and have a list
that is also allocated. The dList predicate tells us whether there is a bidirectional path
resulting in the list ls via the digit_next and digit_prev functions between our first and
last digits. Another property that needs to be guaranteed is that the size field of our big
number contains the actual length of the list ls. Also, all digits of the big number have to
be in range, i.e. be smaller than the chosen base. Then, obviously, we have to establish
equality between the value associated with the list ls and the integer num. Thus, ls is
converted to a list of natural numbers (by mapping the value function on ls) which is in
turn converted to a natural number via the function list2nat. Multiplying with the sign of
bn, we obtain the value of our big number. Additionally, it is helpful to know that either
both first_digit and last_digit of bn are equal to Null, or both are not. At last, we expect
that, if there is at least one digit, the value of the most significant digit of bn is greater
than zero. This constraint prevents leading zeroes.

Still, to specify and verify the correctness of several functions, we need another predicate
to describes big numbers with leading zeroes. These are used within invariant conditions
of several functions. Obviously, this predicate is obtained by simply removing the last
constraint of our BigNumber predicate:

BigNumberLZ : ref→ (ref→ ref)→ (ref→ ref)→ (ref→ nat)→ (ref→ bool)→ (ref→
ref)→ (ref → ref)→ (ref → nat)→ ref list → int → ref list → bool
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BigNumberLZ bn first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value ls num alloc
= (bn 6= Null ∧ bn ∈ set alloc ∧ set ls ⊆ set alloc

∧ dList (first_digit bn) digit_next digit_prev (last_digit bn) ls
∧ length ls = size bn
∧ (∀x ∈ set ls. in_range_pos (value x))
∧ bool2int (sign bn)·int(list2nat (map value ls)) = num
∧ (first_digit bn 6= Null) = (last_digit bn 6= Null)

4.3.2 Helpful Predicates

With an abstraction of big numbers, we can express many properties about big numbers
in a uniform way. As described in Chapter 3, keeping track of allocation and facts about
the unmodified part of the heap can be addressed in a standardized way.

Therefore, we introduce the

• Frame predicate for the bigint struct

OtherBigIntsUnchanged : ref list → (ref → bool)→ (ref → bool)→ (ref → nat)→
(ref → nat)→ (ref → ref)→ (ref → ref)→ (ref → ref)→ (ref → ref)→ ref list →
bool

OtherBigIntsUnchanged bns sign signa size sizea first_digit first_digita
last_digit last_digita alloc

= (∀ bn:ref. bn /∈ set bns ∧ bn ∈ set alloc → (signa bn = signb bn
∧ sizea bn = sizeb bn
∧ first_digita bn = first_digitb bn
∧ last_digita bn = last_digitb bn))

Given a list of references bns supposed to be locations of big numbers, we want to express
that among allocated big numbers, only the structs at the locations contained in our list
bns may have been changed between the two heap states.

Note that in our case we have a combined data structure consisting of the actual big
number structure which contains which contains a list data structure. It was an early
decision to keep the corresponding frame predicates seperate. However, we could just
as well have combined them into a single one. This would lead to fewer frame lemma
applications during the proofs.

• Frame predicate for the bigint_digit struct

OtherListsUnchanged : ref list→ (ref→ ref)→ (ref→ ref)→ (ref→ ref)→ (ref→
ref)→ (ref → nat)→ (ref → nat)→ ref list → bool
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OtherListsUnchanged listelems nexta nextb preva prevb valuea valueb alloc
= (∀ el:ref. el /∈ set listelems ∧ el ∈ set alloc → (nexta el = nextb el

∧ preva el = prevb el
∧ valuea el = valueb el))

Given a list of locations listelems of big number digits, we state that the digit structures
at all allocated locations differing from those contained in the list have not been changed.
Again, we need two digit heap states between which the relation needs to be expressed.

As described in Chapter 3, we use a predicate that describes allocation of a number of
elements between two allocation states.

• Allocation of new references
NewAlloc : ref set → ref list → ref list → bool

NewAlloc newelems oldalloc newalloc
= newelems ∪ set oldalloc ⊆ set newalloc ∧ newelems ∩ set oldalloc = /0

The predicate takes a set of supposedly newly allocated elements newelems, the list of
allocated references of the initial state oldalloc, and the new list of allocated references
newalloc of the final state. Given these, we express that the new elements and the previ-
ously allocated references are allocated in the final state. The other property we guarantee
via the predicate is that the elements of newelems are all fresh, not previously allocated
references. The choice of allowing a subset relation between the old allocation state and
the new allocation state allows us to remove information about temporary lists or big
numbers we do no longer need in our proofs.

These predicates helped considerably to make individual proof states easier to read and
understand while also reducing the complexity of expressions given to the Isabelle/HOL
simplifier.

4.3.3 Generic Big Number Lemmata

We present the frame lemmas for the frame predicates we defined in the previous sub-
section. Additionally, we consider two lemmas that are used in almost every proof of the
thesis.
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Frame lemma for the bigint_digit struct

lemma OtherListsUnchanged_intersect_empty:
shows

(set Ls ∩ set ls = /0

∧ OtherListsUnchanged Ls d_next d_nexta d_prev d_preva value valuea alloc
∧ BigNumber bn first_digit last_digit sizea sign d_next d_prev value ls num alloc)
→ BigNumber bn first_digit last_digit sizeb sign d_nexta d_preva valuea ls num alloc

This lemma allows us to show that the big number at location bn has not been changed
even though there were list changes which did not affect it. Assuming the existence of
a big number with list ls and value num at the location bn, we additionally require that
the size of bn has not been changed, that the list ls of our big number bn contains only
allocated elements, and that no element of ls has been changed, i.e. the intersection of the
list of possibly changed list elements Ls and ls is empty.

The proof of this lemma in Isabelle/HOL is lengthy compared to those of other lemmata.
While there are no overly complex statements, we have to deal with many trivialities that
cannot be automatically resolved. These result from the fact that we need to completely
expand the BigNumber definition down to the Path abstraction level. We have to individu-
ally consider all parts of the big number definition concerning our updated heap functions
d_preva, d_nexta, and valuea.

Frame lemma for the bigint struct

lemma OtherBigIntsUnchanged_bn_notin_list:
shows (bn /∈ set xs

∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged xs signb signa sizeb sizea firstb firsta lastb lasta alloc
∧ BigNumber bn firstb lastb sizeb signb d_next d_prev value ls num alloc)
→ BigNumber bn firsta lasta sizea signa d_next d_prev value ls num alloc

This is a simple but useful lemma concerning the preservation of big numbers in respect
to the bigint struct’s heap functions. Given a list xs of locations representing big
numbers which may have changed and a big number location bn with corresponding
value num and list ls, we know that our big number at location bn has not been changed
as long as bn is not one of the locations contained in xs. The lemma is trivially proven by
giving the definitions of our predicates to the automated theorem prover.
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Allocated big numbers stay allocated

lemma BigNumber_prev_alloc:
shows set alloc ⊆ set alloca

∧ BigNumber a first last size sign next prev value Ls num alloc
→ BigNumber a first last size sign next prev value Ls num alloca

This is a quite trivial lemma which, however, tells a bit about the way we use the two
frame lemmas in a proof context. We simply state that, instead of proving that there is a
big number at location a in the current allocation state, we can simply do so for an earlier
allocation state. The first condition of this lemma tends to be easily proven by expanding
the NewAlloc-definitions. Sometimes, when we go back in the allocation state, we also
want to go back to an earlier heap state. This is where the other lemmas come into play.
However, to use them, it tends to be necessary to consider the previous allocation state
where the big number we want to establish on our current heap state resides in. Thus, we
apply this lemma before using the other two.

The list2nat-value of appended Lists

lemma list2nat_split:
shows list2nat (xs@ys) = list2nat xs + bigInt_base length xs·list2nat ys

We show that given two lists xs and ys, the value of applying list2nat to their concatena-
tion is the same as evaluating the right hand expression. This is a particularly important
lemma in many proofs considering that we often go through a big number list using a
pointer, splitting the list at that location. That leaves us with three parts of the list, the part
before the location, the location itself, and the remaining part of the list after that location.
This lemma can be proven by induction on xs and application of the commutativity and
distributivity rules for natural numbers.
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Chapter 5

Specification and Verification

5.1 bigIntInsertDigitBack

Digit Insertion: Back

int bigIntInsertDigitBack(struct bigint *bignum, unsigned int digit);

This function inserts a new digit with the value of digit at the end of the list belonging to
bignum, that is, digit will be inserted as new least significant digit, effectively increasing
the significance of the previous digits. Return values:

• NO_ERROR: The new digit has successfully been created and inserted.

• ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

5.1.1 Implementation

We allocate a new bigint_digit and use the temporary variable new_digit to store it.

In case the new-operator returns NULL, we set retval to ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY and
return that value. Otherwise, we set the value of our new digit to that of digit.

In case our list is not empty, we call the function dList_InsertHead to insert the new
digit at the correct position and also increase the size of bignum by one.

If we have an empty list, we set the first_digit and last_digit pointers of our big
number bignun to the newly created digit. We set the digit_prev and digit_next
pointers to NULL and set the size of our big number to one.
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1 int bigIntInsertDigitBack(struct bigint *bignum, unsigned int digit)
2 {
3 int retval;
4 struct bigint_digit *new_digit;
5

6 retval = NO_ERROR;
7 new_digit = new(struct bigint_digit);
8

9 if(new_digit == NULL)
10 { retval = ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY; }
11 else
12 {
13 new_digit->value = digit;
14 if(bignum->first_digit != NULL)
15 {
16 bignum->first_digit = dList_InsertHead(bignum->first_digit,
17 new_digit);
18 bignum->size = bignum->size + 1u;
19 }
20 else
21 {
22 bignum->first_digit = new_digit;
23 bignum->last_digit = new_digit;
24 new_digit->digit_prev = NULL;
25 new_digit->digit_next = NULL;
26 bignum->size = 1u;
27 }
28 }
29 return retval;
30 }

Listing 5.1: Source code of bigIntInsertDigitBack

5.1.2 Specification

This function modifies retval, size, first_digit, last_digit, value, digit_next, digit_prev,
and alloc.

Let Ls ∈ ref list and num ∈ int. Let σ ∈ Σ be the program state before execution of the
function.
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Precondition of bigIntInsertDigitBack
digit < bigInt_base
∧ BigNumberLZ bignum first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls num alloc

If the precondition is fulfilled in state σ, we claim that after execution of

retval = bigIntInsertDigitBack(bignum,digit)

the following postcondition holds:

Postcondition of bigIntInsertDigitBack
(∃ x. retval = NO_ERROR ∧ value x = digit ∧ NewAlloc {x} σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumberLZ bignum first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value ([x]@Ls)

(bool2int (sign bignum)·int (digit) + int(bigInt_base)·num) alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged (Ls) σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ (∀ el∈ref. el 6= x→ value el = σvalue el)
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [bignum] σsign σsign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc)

Before execution of the function, we merely expect that the digit we want to insert is
smaller than bigInt_base and that there is a big number at location bignum, possibly with
leading zeros.

In our postcondition, we state that we have a new list element x with value digit. This
element was allocated during the function call and was inserted to bignum’s list in such a
way that it is the new most significant digit of bignum. No list elements apart from those
contained in Ls have been modified. Additionally, the values of any digits different from
x have not been modified. At last, no big number structures apart from bignum were
changed.

5.1.3 Verification

First off, we need to give the formal specification of the dList_InsertHead function,
taken from the dList package. The function takes two arguments, head, the location
before which the second argument will be inserted, and newelem, the location of the
node that will be inserted. It returns the first element of the modified list.

The function modifies digit_next, digit_prev, and res.

Let Ps ∈ ref list and let σ ∈ Σ be the program state before execution of the function.

Precondition of dList_InsertHead
(∃ last. dList head digit_next digit_prev last Ps)

Function call: res = dList_InsertHead(head, newelem);
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Postcondition of dList_InsertHead
(newelem 6= Null →

(newelem /∈ set Ps→ (∃ last. dList res digit_next digit_prev last (newelem#Ps)))
∧ (∀ x. x 6= newelem → digit_next x = σdigit_next x)
∧ (∀ x. x /∈ (set Ps ∪ {newelem}) → digit_prev x = σdigit_prev x))

∧ (newelem = Null → res = head
∧ digit_prev = σdigit_prev
∧ digit_next = σdigit_next)

It is expected that before execution of the function, there exists a location last, such
that there is a doubly linked list present on the heap starting in head, ending in last,
connected via digit_next and digit_prev, representing the list Ps.

In case newelem is not the Null location, the function terminates after inserting newelem
into the list Ps before location head if newelem was not already part of Ps. The heap is
preserved on all other locations.

If, however, newelem turns out to be the Null location, nothing is modified and we return
head.

Since there is no while loop in bigIntInsertDigitBack, we have merely a single sub-
goal to prove.

Solving the only subgoal

Since at the moment we do not consider the case where the new-operator returns Null,
after simplification we end up at the case split introduced in line 14 of the program text.

In case first_digit bignum 6= Null, we call the function dList_InsertHead and thus, we
are obliged to verify that the precondition of that function is fulfilled. We instantiate Ps
with the list Ls which belongs to our big number with leading zeros, a. Additionally,
last is instantiated with last_digit bignum. The precondition of dList_InsertHead is
resolved automatically by giving the BigNumberLZ definition to the simplifier.

We add the postcondition of dList_InsertHead to our assumptions. Since new (set alloc)
is both not the Null-location and is not contained in the previously allocated list Ls, we
are in the first case of the postcondition and the new element was inserted as new head
element into our list.

What remains to prove is that there exists an x with the properties required in our postcon-
dition. This x is the newly allocated element new (set alloc) we gave to the dList_InsertHead
function. All conditions except for the BigNumberLZ condition are trivial, and thus, are
automatically resolved. What is left to prove is:

BigNumberLZ bignum (first_digit(bignum := res)) last_digit (size(bignum := Suc (size bignum)))
sign digit_nexta digit_preva (value(new (set alloc) := digit))
(new (set alloc)#Ls) (bool2int (sign bignum)·int digit + int bigInt_base·num)

(new (set alloc)#alloc)
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where digit_nexta and digit_preva are the according heap functions after execution of
dList_InsertHead. We use the function update notation f (x := y), denoting the function
that gives the same result that f does, except for input x it yields y.

Our current context contains:

digit < bigInt_base,
BigNumberLZ bignum first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls num alloc,
first_digit bignum 6= Null,
(∀ x. x 6= new (set alloc) → digit_nexta x = digit_next x),
(∀ x. x 6= new (set alloc) ∧ x /∈ set Ls→ digit_preva x = digit_prev x),
set Ls ⊆ insert (new (set alloc)) (set alloc), last_digit bignum 6= new (set alloc),
List (digit_nexta (new (set alloc))) digit_nexta Ls, digit_preva (new (set alloc)) = Null,
Path last digit_preva (new (set alloc)) (rev Ls)

Since we know that Ls is non-empty (since first_digit bignum 6= Null), we know that there
exists a list ps such that

Ls = ps@[last_digit bignum]

We need to expand our BigNumberLZ definition. The greater part of the resulting condi-
tions can be resolved by the clarsimp method. The remaining condition deals with the
list2nat-value of our modified big number:

bool2int (sign bignum)·(int digit
+ int (bigInt_base·list2nat (map (λ y. if y=new (set alloc) then digit else value y) Ls)))

= bool2int (sign bignum)·int digit
+ int bigInt_base·(bool2int (sign bignum)·int (list2nat (map value Ls)))

On the left hand side, we have the value of our modified bignum as obtained from our
assumptions. On the right side of the equation, we have the value we expect bignum to
have in our postcondition. Since our newly allocated digit new (set alloc) is not part of
Ls, it is easily shown that

map (λ y. if y=new (set alloc) then digit else value y) Ls = map value Ls.

From that, we merely need to apply a few int-lemmas and commutativity and distributivity
laws to finish the current case.

If, on the other hand, first_digit bignum = Null, the postcondition is automatically proven
by giving definitions to the prover.

2
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5.2 bigIntMul

Multiplication of two big numbers

int bigIntMul(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b,
struct bigint *product);

The function multiplies two big numbers a and b assigning the result to the big number
pointed to by quotient. Return values:

• NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

• ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

5.2.1 Implementation

We create two temporary big numbers, a_i to hold the value of a shifted left to the current
digit, and partial_product to compute the partial products. We initialize product with
the value zero so that we can add the partial products to product during each step of the
while loop. If a does not contain the value zero, we set the value of a_i to that of a and
set the pointer current to the least significant digit of b.

We begin to go through the list of b along the digit_next pointers.

• We multiply a_i by the current digit of b

• Then, we add the partial product we just computed to the final product product

• At last, we shift a_i by another digit and advance the current digit current

After reaching the end of the list, all that remains to do is to set the sign of product to
the appropriate value.

1 int bigIntMul(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b, struct bigint *product)
2 {
3 struct bigint *partial_product;
4 struct bigint *a_i;
5 struct bigint_digit *current_b;
6 int retval;
7

8 retval = NO_ERROR;
9 a_i = bigIntNew();

10 partial_product = bigIntNew();
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11 retval = bigNumAssignInt(product,0);
12

13 if (a->last_digit != NULL)
14 {
15 if(retval == NO_ERROR)
16 { retval = bigNumAssignBigInt(a_i,a); }
17 current_b = b->first_digit;
18 while(current_b != NULL && retval == NO_ERROR)
19 {
20 retval = bigIntDigitMul(a_i,current_b->value, partial_product);
21 if(retval == NO_ERROR)
22 { retval = bigIntAddLocal(product, partial_product); }
23 if(retval == NO_ERROR)
24 { retval = bigIntInsertDigitBack(a_i,0u); }
25 current_b = current_b->digit_next;
26 }
27 }
28

29 product->sign = !(a->sign == b->sign);
30

31 return retval;
32 }

Listing 5.2: Source code of bigIntMul

5.2.2 Specification

This function modifies retval, size, first_digit, last_digit, value, digit_next, digit_prev,
sign, and alloc.

Let Ls1,Ls2 ∈ ref list and num1,num2 ∈ int. Let σ ∈ Σ be the program state before execu-
tion of the function.

Precondition of bigIntMul
b 6= product ∧ a 6= product
∧ product 6= Null ∧ product ∈ set alloc
∧ BigNumber a first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1 num1 alloc
∧ BigNumber b first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls2 num2 alloc

If the precondition is fulfilled in state σ, we claim that after execution of

retval = bigIntMul(a,b,product)

the following postcondition holds:
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Postcondition of bigIntMul
(∃ Ls. retval = NO_ERROR
∧ BigNumber σproduct first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls (num1·num2) alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [σproduct] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc)

In our precondition, we require that the heap locations a and b are different from the
location product intended to store the multiplication result. Also, we expect that product
is allocated and not the Null location. At last, we require that the heap locations a and b
represent big numbers with the respective values num1 and num2.

After execution of the function, we claim that retval contains NO_ERROR and there is a
new list Ls that belongs to product. At location product, we have a big number contain-
ing the value num1·num2. Also, the new list Ls was allocated during the function call. At
last, no previously allocated list elements were modified and no previously allocated big
numbers apart from product were changed.

5.2.3 Verification

Since we have a while-loop in this function, the verification condition generator yields
three subgoals, the proof from precondition to invariant, invariant preservation and the
proof part from invariant to postcondition. During the while loop, we deal with tempo-
rary results that become superfluous at the end of each iteration of the while loop. This
is where the allocation information we added to our OtherListsUnchanged- and Other-
BigIntsUnchanged-predicates comes in handy. We will cover formal correctness of this
function in more detail than some others since it is a comparatively easy function which
mainly consists of calls to other already verified functions.

The Invariant

Invariant of bigIntMul
retval = NO_ERROR
∧ a_i 6= partial_product ∧ product 6= partial_product ∧ a 6= partial_product ∧ b 6= partial_product
∧ a_i 6= product ∧ b 6= product ∧ a 6= product
∧ a 6= a_i ∧ b 6= a_i
∧ NewAlloc {partial_product} σalloc alloc ∧ partial_product 6= Null
∧ NewAlloc {a_i} σalloc alloc
∧ a = σa ∧ b = σb ∧ product = σproduct
∧ product 6= Null
∧ BigNumber a σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls1 num1 σalloc
∧ BigNumber b σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc
∧

((current_b 6= Null ∧ (∃ Ls Ls_a_i Lsb1 Lsb2. Ls2 = Lsb1@[current_b]@Lsb2
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∧ BigNumber product first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls
(bool2int (sign product)·int(list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))) alloc

∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls_a_i) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumber a_i first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls_a_i

(num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1)) alloc
∧ set Ls_a_i ∩ set Ls1 = /0 ∧ set Ls_a_i ∩ set Ls = /0 ∧ set Ls_a_i ∩ set Ls2 = /0
∧ set Ls ∩ set Ls1 = /0 ∧ set Ls ∩ set Ls2 = /0
∧ 0 < length Ls_a_i
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc))
∨
(current_b = Null ∧ (∃ Ls.
BigNumber product first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls

(bool2int (sign product)·int(list2nat (map σvalue Ls2)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))) alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc)))
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [product] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc

In our invariant condition, we state that at the beginning of each step of the while loop
retval contains the value NO_ERROR. All involved big number locations are mutually
distinct with the only exception of a and b which may be the same. Our temporary big
numbers, partial_product and a_i, are newly allocated in respect to the allocation list
before execution of the function. Additionally, partial_product is not the Null-location.
We state that the location a, b and product were not modified from their initial values and
that product is not the Null-location. Also, in our invariant, we need to remember that we
have big numbers a and b with their respective values before execution of the function.
Now, we have two cases in our invariant, the case where we have not yet reached the end
of the list and the case where we have.

In case current_b 6= Null, we have lists Ls and Ls_a_i belonging to product and a_i,
respectively. Also, we have list parts Lsb1 and Lsb2 in such a way that the list of b is split
by current_b into these parts. At location product, we have a big number whose value is
the product of the absolute value of the list part Lsb1 and the absolute value of a with the
initial sign of product. The list Ls, belonging to product, is newly allocated in respect to
the allocation list before execution of the function. At location a_i, there is a big number
whose value is that of num1 shifted left by as many digits as the length of Lsb1. The
respective list Ls_a_i is newly allocated in respect to the allocation list before execution
of the function. Also, the list of a_i has no list elements in common with the lists of a, b
and product, and additionally, the list of product has no list elements in common with
the lists of a and b. The list of a_i is nonempty. At last, no list elements apart from those
in Ls were modified.

In case current_b = Null, we have a list Ls belonging to product which now contains the
absolute value of a multiplied by the absolute value of b with the initial sign of product.
The list Ls was newly allocated in respect to the initial allocation list. No previously list
elelements apart from those in Ls were modified from their initial values.

Independent from these cases, we state that no previously allocated big numbers apart
from product were modified in respect to the heap state before execution of the function.
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The First Subgoal - From Precondition to Invariant

Considering the first if-statement in line 13 of the program text, we notice that, in case the
last digit of a is the Null-location, we do not even reach the while loop and, thus, we simply
have to prove that the postcondition holds for this case. However, since we assigned the
value zero to product already and we know that the value of a is also zero, this is quite a
trivial case and almost exclusively involves showing that the frame predicates are fulfilled
after the three function calls we executed.

If, on the other hand, a contains a nonzero value, we are in the case where we call
bigNumAssignBigInt on a_i and a. This function merely requires that a is the loca-
tion of a big number, that a and a_i are not the same location, and that a_i is allocated
and not the Null-location. The postcondition of bigIntNew yields us the facts that a_i is
newly allocated and not the Null-location. From the fact that a was allocated before we
allocated a_i, we can conclude that they cannot be the same location. In our precondition,
we know that we have a big number at location a. Using the frame predicates, we show
that this big number is still present on the current heap. As we have shown the precon-
dition of bigNumAssignBigInt, we can add the postcondition of that function, to our
assumptions:

(∃ Ls1. retval = NO_ERROR
∧ BigNumber a_i first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1 num1 alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls1) σalloc alloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [a_i] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit last_digit σalloc)

Note that annotation with σ in this postcondition means the heap state before execution
of bigNumAssignBigInt. Thus, in the following, we will use additional notation to
distinguish the different heap states after each single function call. We will annotate our
heap functions f with numbers i corresponding to the i-th modification of the respective
heap: if. It can occur that a function does not modify a given heap during execution. In
this case, we will not increment i.

We choose the name Ls_a_i for the list we obtained from our call to bigNumAssignBigInt.
Thus, we have:

Known facts before entering the while-loop of bigIntMul
b 6= product; a 6= product; product 6= Null; product ∈ set σalloc;
BigNumber a σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls1 num1 σalloc;
BigNumber b σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc;

BigNumber a_i 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size 1sign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue [] 0 1alloc;
NewAlloc {a_i} σalloc 1alloc;
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [] σsign 1sign σsize 1size σfirst_digit 1first_digit σlast_digit 1last_digit σalloc;

BigNumber partial_product 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size 2sign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue [] 0 2alloc;
NewAlloc {partial_product} 1alloc 2alloc;
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [] 1sign 2sign 1size 2size 1first_digit 2first_digit 1last_digit 2last_digit 1alloc;
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1retval = NO_ERROR;
BigNumber product 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 3sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value Ls 0 3alloc;
NewAlloc (set Ls) 2alloc 3alloc;
OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next 1digit_next σdigit_prev 1digit_prev σvalue 1value 2alloc;
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [product] 2sign 3sign 2size 3size 2first_digit 3first_digit 2last_digit 3last_digit 2alloc;
3last_digit a 6= Null;
2retval = NO_ERROR;
BigNumber a_i 4first_digit 4last_digit 4size 4sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Ls_a_i num1 4alloc;
OtherListsUnchanged [] 1digit_next 2digit_next 1digit_prev 2digit_prev 1value 2value 3alloc;
NewAlloc (set Ls_a_i) 3alloc 4alloc;
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [a_i] 3sign 4sign 3size 4size 3first_digit 4first_digit 3last_digit 4last_digit 3alloc;

current_b = 4first_digit b

The first block of known facts is the precondition of our function. The second block
contains the facts we obtained from the postcondition of our first call to bigIntNew.
Likewise, we have the facts from the postcondition of our second call to bigIntNew in our
third block. In the fourth block, we have the facts we obtained from the postcondition of
the call to bigNumAssignInt we performed on product. Now, we have a single statement
we obtained from the if-statement in line 13 of the program text. We know that, after
execution of three functions that modified the last_digit-heap, the last digit of a is not
the Null-location. However, we will see that we did not modify the last_digit-heap
at location a. In our next block, we have the facts from the postcondition of our call
to bigNumAssignBigInt we performed on a_i and a. At last, we know that current_b
points to the first digit of b after we modified the first_digit-heap four times.

What we need to show is that, on the most current heap, our invariant condition is fulfilled.

Condition 1: 2retval = NO_ERROR
The first condition of our invariant is trivially fulfilled.

Condition 2: a_i 6= partial_product ∧ product 6= partial_product ∧ a 6= partial_product
∧ b 6= partial_product ∧ a_i 6= product ∧ b 6= product ∧ a 6= product ∧ a 6= a_i ∧ b 6= a_i

Afterwards, we have to show distinctness of quite a few locations. Two of our conditions
can be taken directly from the precondition of our function, namely the facts a 6= product
and b 6= product. All other statements can be shown using the facts we gain by looking at
the allocation order. For example, a_i is allocated in 1alloc while partial_product is not
allocated in 1alloc and, thus, they cannot be the same location. All remaining subproofs
work in an analoguous way.

Condition 3: NewAlloc {partial_product} σalloc 4alloc ∧ partial_product 6= Null
∧ NewAlloc {a_i} σalloc 4alloc

We have to show that partial_product and a_i are newly allocated in respect to the heap
state before execution of the function. The condition that partial_product 6= Null is
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trivially fulfilled by expanding our known fact that partial_product is the location of a
big number.

Since the proofs for the remaining two statements will be very similar, let us consider
the proof for NewAlloc {partial_product} σalloc 4alloc. The following statements taken
from our known facts will be useful:

NewAlloc {a_i} σalloc 1alloc;
NewAlloc {partial_product} 1alloc 2alloc;
NewAlloc (set Ls) 2alloc 3alloc;
NewAlloc (set Ls_a_i) 3alloc 4alloc

lemma NewAlloc_transEarly:
NewAlloc A alloc alloca ∧ NewAlloc B alloca allocb
→ NewAlloc A alloc allocb

Using this lemma twice, for A={partial_product} as well as B=(set Ls) and B=(set
Ls_a_i), respectively, we obtain the fact

NewAlloc {partial_product} 1alloc 4alloc

lemma NewAlloc_transLate:
NewAlloc A alloc alloca ∧ NewAlloc B alloca allocb
→ NewAlloc B alloc allocb

Applying this lemma for B={partial_product} and A={a_i} yields us the fact desired in
our invariant condition.

Both of the lemmas we used are easily proven by expanding the NewAlloc-definition and
applying simple facts about subset relations.

Condition 4: a = σa ∧ b = σb ∧ product = σproduct

Since we have not modified a, b and product, this condition is trivially fulfilled.

Condition 5: product 6= Null

We can show this by expanding the BigNumber-definition for product.

Condition 6:
BigNumber a σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls1 num1 σalloc
∧ BigNumber b σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc

Since this condition considers the heap state before execution of the function, the facts
from our precondition trivially verify it.

As we are facing an or-statement in our invariant condition, we will perform a case distinc-
tion in our proof. However, before performing the actual case distinction on current_b,
we show that 4first_digit b = σfirst_digit b. To show this, we will need the following facts:
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OtherBigIntsUnchanged [] σsign 1sign σsize 1size σfirst_digit 1first_digit σlast_digit 1last_digit σalloc;
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [] 1sign 2sign 1size 2size 1first_digit 2first_digit 1last_digit 2last_digit 1alloc;
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [product] 2sign 3sign 2size 3size 2first_digit 3first_digit 2last_digit 3last_digit 2alloc;
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [a_i] 3sign 4sign 3size 4size 3first_digit 4first_digit 3last_digit 4last_digit 3alloc

Considering the definition of OtherBigIntsUnchanged1, we can see that we need to show
that b is allocated during the specific allocation state belonging to the respective predicate
and, as well, b is not contained in the list of modified big numbers. Thus, if we can show

b ∈ set σalloc;
b ∈ set 1alloc;
b 6= product ∧ b ∈ set 2alloc;
b 6= a_i ∧ b ∈ set 3alloc;

we obtain the desired fact by expanding the OtherBigIntsUnchanged-definitions.

Note that we have already shown b 6= product and b 6= a_i earlier in condition 2.

From our big number definition for b, we know that b ∈ set σalloc. Now, we will use a
simple lemma.

lemma NewAlloc_el_alloc:
NewAlloc A alloc alloca ∧ el ∈ set alloc → el ∈ set alloca

Applying this lemma to the NewAlloc-facts we have, we obtain all desired allocation facts
about b.

The lemma can be easily shown by expanding the NewAlloc-definition.

Thus, we have shown that 4first_digit b = σfirst_digit b and we continue by performing
our case distinction.

Case A: current_b = Null

In this case, the seventh block of conditions in our invariant simplifies to the right side of
the or-statement and we expect that there is a list that fulfills certain conditions. From our
known facts, we choose the list Ls which belongs to product.
Condition 7A.1:

BigNumber product 4first_digit 4last_digit 4size 4sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Ls
(bool2int (4sign product)·int(list2nat (map σvalue Ls2)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))) 4alloc

We have to show that, on the most current heap state, we have a big number at location
product that contains the absolute multiplication result of a and b multiplied by the sign
of product. The relevant statements taken from our already known facts are:

1OtherBigIntsUnchanged bns sign signa size sizea first_digit first_digita last_digit last_digita alloc
= (∀ bn:ref. bn /∈ set bns ∧ bn ∈ set alloc → (signa bn = signb bn

∧ sizea bn = sizeb bn
∧ first_digita bn = first_digitb bn
∧ last_digita bn = last_digitb bn))
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BigNumber b σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc;
a_i 6= product
BigNumber product 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 3sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value Ls 0 3alloc;
OtherListsUnchanged [] 1digit_next 2digit_next 1digit_prev 2digit_prev 1value 2value 3alloc;
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [a_i] 3sign 4sign 3size 4size 3first_digit 4first_digit 3last_digit 4last_digit 3alloc;
current_b = 4first_digit b;
4first_digit b = σfirst_digit b

So, we know that we have a big number at location product on the previous heap and we
also know that only a_i was modified during the last heap update. Since a_i 6= product
we use our frame lemmas to show that the big number at location product is still present
on the new heap with its old list and value:

BigNumber product 4first_digit 4last_digit 4size 4sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Ls 0 4alloc;

All that is left to show is that the desired value for product is actually zero. Since
σfirst_digit b = 4first_digit b

= current_b
= Null

we know from the BigNumber-definition that the list of b is empty. Thus, the list2nat-
value of that list is zero. Since this is a factor in the value we desire for product, we have
shown that this part of our invariant condition is fulfilled.

Condition 7A.2: NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc 4alloc

The proof for this condition is completely analogous to that of condition 3.

Condition 7A.3:
OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next 2digit_next σdigit_prev 2digit_prev σvalue 2value σalloc

We want to show that no elements that were allocated were modified during the heap
updates between the initial heap and the current heap. Thus, the relevant facts are:

NewAlloc {a_i} σalloc 1alloc;
NewAlloc {partial_product} 1alloc 2alloc;
NewAlloc (set Ls) 2alloc 3alloc;
OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next 1digit_next σdigit_prev 1digit_prev σvalue 1value 2alloc;
OtherListsUnchanged [] 1digit_next 2digit_next 1digit_prev 2digit_prev 1value 2value 3alloc

Remembering the definition of the OtherListsUnchanged-predicate2, we see that all we
need to prove is that, for an element el which is allocated before execution of the func-
tion and is not contained in Ls, the values in the corresponding heap states are identical.

2OtherListsUnchanged listelems nexta nextb preva prevb valuea valueb alloc
= (∀ el:ref. el /∈ set listelems ∧ el ∈ set alloc → (nexta el = nextb el

∧ preva el = prevb el
∧ valuea el = valueb el))
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Since the lists belonging to the OtherListsUnchanged-predicates from our known facts are
empty, we merely need to show that el is allocated in the corresponding allocation states.
This is easy to show since el is allocated in σalloc and we have our NewAlloc-statements
to use the previously mentioned lemma NewAlloc_el_alloc on.

Case B: current_b 6= Null

In this case, we have to show the lefthand side of the or-statement in our invariant con-
dition. This time we have to choose a few more lists. First, we need a list belonging to
product. As in the first case, we choose the list Ls that belongs to product in our known
facts. Next, we need a list that belongs to a_i. Similarly, we choose the list that belongs to
a_i in our known facts, the list Ls_a_i. At last, we need two lists Lsb1 and Lsb2 in such
a way that the list of b is split by current_b into these two lists. For Lsb1 we choose the
empty list, whereas for Lsb2 we choose tl Ls2.

Condition 7B.1: Ls2 = nil@[current_b]@(tl Ls2)

First, we show that our choice of Lsb1 and Lsb2 is the correct one. The condition we
have to prove simplifies to:

Ls2 = current_b # tl Ls2

Since this is a condition that appears a few times throughout the proofs of the library, we
have a simple lemma for this kind of condition:

lemma BigNumber_nonnull_first_split:
BigNumber bignum first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls num alloc
∧ first_digit bignum 6= Null
→ Ls = first_digit bignum # tl Ls

As we have shown earlier that current_b = σfirst_digit b and since we know that cur-
rent_b 6= Null, our lemma is applicable.

Condition 7B.2:
BigNumber product 4first_digit 4last_digit 4size 4sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Ls

(bool2int (4sign product)·int(list2nat (map σvalue nil)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))) 4alloc

Since we multiply with the list2nat-value of an empty list, this big number condition
simplifies to

BigNumber product 4first_digit 4last_digit 4size 4sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Ls 0 4alloc

Identical to the proof of condition 7A.1, we use the frame lemmas to prove the fact that
the big number we created before the while loop at location product is still present on the
most current heap.

Condition 7B.3: NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc 4alloc ∧ NewAlloc (set Ls_a_i) σalloc 4alloc

Similar to condition 3, standard conditions with a standard proof.
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Condition 7B.4:
BigNumber a_i 4first_digit 4last_digit 4size 4sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Ls_a_i

(num1·int(bigInt_base length nil)) 4alloc

As we multiply by a power whose value turns out to be 1, this simplifies to

BigNumber a_i 4first_digit 4last_digit 4size 4sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Ls_a_i num1 4alloc

which actually is one of our already known facts.

Condition 7B.5: set Ls_a_i ∩ set Ls1 = /0 ∧ set Ls_a_i ∩ set Ls = /0 ∧ set Ls_a_i ∩ set Ls2 = /0

∧ set Ls ∩ set Ls1 = /0 ∧ set Ls ∩ set Ls2 = /0

This set of conditions can be proven by looking at the individual allocation order. Let us
consider the proof for the first condition, set Ls_a_i ∩ set Ls1 = /0. From the big number
definition of a we know that Ls1 ⊆ set σalloc. In our known facts, we have that Ls_a_i
has been newly allocated between the allocation states 3alloc and 4alloc:

NewAlloc (set Ls_a_i) 3alloc 4alloc

Consider the following lemma,

lemma NewAlloc_intersection:
NewAlloc A alloc alloca ∧ B ⊆ set alloc → A ∩ B = /0

Applying the lemma for 3alloc and 4alloc, we obtain

NewAlloc (set Ls_a_i) 3alloc 4alloc
Ls1 ⊆ 3alloc

As mentioned before, the first of these conditions is already part of our known facts, only
the second one remains to prove:

Ls1 ⊆ σalloc by BigNumber-definition
⊆ 1alloc by NewAlloc {a_i} σalloc 1alloc
⊆ 2alloc by NewAlloc {partial_product} 1alloc 2alloc
⊆ 3alloc by NewAlloc (set Ls) 2alloc 3alloc

The remaining proofs all share the same pattern.

Condition 7B.6: 0 < length Ls_a_i

To show this condition, we have a lemma

lemma BigNumber_nonnull_value_nonempty_list:
BigNumber bignum first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls num alloc
∧ num 6= 0
→ Ls 6= nil

If we can show num1 6= 0, we can apply this lemma to a_i, Ls_a_i and num1 in the most
current heap state. This would solve the current proof goal since a nonempty list has a
length greater than thero.
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Consider that num1 is also the value of a. In our known facts, we have the statement
3last_digit a 6= Null

which was introduced by an if-statement we passed during execution of the program.
However, in its current form, we cannot use it to our benefit. Thus, we prove

3last_digit a = σlast_digit a

which essentially transfers the fact into the heap state the big number at location a resides
in.

Again, we have a lemma

lemma BigNumber_nonnull_last_value_nonzero:
BigNumber bignum first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls num alloc
∧ last_digit bignum 6= Null
→ num 6= 0

Since we know that σlast_digit a 6= Null, we can apply this lemma to a, Ls1 and num1 to
obtain the desired fact about num1.

The lemmas we used are not hard to prove but still they are not trivial enough for the
prover to solve by itself.

Condition 7B.7:
OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next 2digit_next σdigit_prev 2digit_prev σvalue 2value σalloc

The proof for this condition is absolutely identical to that of condition 7A.3.

Condition 8:
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [product] σsign 4sign σsize 4size σfirst_digit 4first_digit σlast_digit

4last_digit σalloc

Verification of this condition is so similar to the proof for the OtherListsUnchanged-
condition that further detail should not be necessary. Instead of merely “compressing”
two predicates into a single one, like in the case of OtherListsUnchanged, we have four
of them to merge and we have to show that any big number that was allocated in σalloc is
different from the location a_i we allocated later.

Having verified all parts of the invariant condition, we are ready to tackle the next big
subgoal in our proof.

The Second Subgoal - Invariant Preservation

We have to show that, assuming the invariant condition holds and the while-condition is
fulfilled, after execution of the body of the while loop, the invariant condition still holds.

Let us consider the function calls in the body of the while loop.
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Function call 1: retval = bigIntDigitMul(a_i, value current_b, partial_product)

Using the facts from our invariant condition, we have to show the precondition for this
function:

a_i 6= partial_product ∧ partial_product 6= Null
∧ partial_product ∈ set alloc
∧ value current_b < bigInt_base
∧ (∃ Ls num. BigNumber a_i first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls num alloc)

Actually, the first two conditions are already part of our assumptions. The third condition,
that partial_product is allocated, follows trivially by expanding the NewAlloc-definition
for partial_product in our invariant condition.

For the next condition, we show that value current_b = σvalue current_b. This is done
simply by using the OtherListsUnchanged-definition and considering that current_b is
allocated. The rest follows trivially by expanding the BigNumber-definition for b and the
in_range_pos-definition contained therein.

At last, we have to tell the prover which list and value belong to a_i. We simply take the
list Ls_a_i and the value (num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1)) from our invariant condition.
This way, the last condition is trivially fulfilled.

Thus, we obtain a new heap state after execution of the function and we may add the
postcondition of bigIntDigitMul to our assumptions:

(∃ Ls. 1retval = NO_ERROR
∧ BigNumber partial_product 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size 1sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value

Ls ((num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1))·int (value current_b)) 1alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) alloc 1alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] digit_next 1digit_next digit_prev 1digit_prev value 1value alloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [partial_product] sign 1sign size 1size first_digit 1first_digit last_digit

1last_digit alloc)

We will, in the following, use the name Lsp to refer to the list we obtained via this function
call.

Function call 2: retval = bigIntAddLocal(product, partial_product)

We have to show the precondition for this function:

(∃ num1 num2 Ls1 Ls2.
BigNumber product 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size 1sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value Ls1 num1 1alloc
∧ BigNumber partial_product 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size 1sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value Ls2

num2 1alloc
∧ set Ls1 ∩ set Ls2 = /0
∧ partial_product 6= product)

First, we have to give the values of product and partial_product. For product, we
simply take the value product has in our invariant condition, the value

(bool2int (sign product)·int(list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)))
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For partial_product, we choose the value we just obtained from our call to bigIntDigitMul,

((num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1))·int (value current_b))

Now, we have to give the correct lists for product and partial_product. For product,
we choose the list that belongs to product in our invariant condition, the list Ls. For par-
tial_product we take the list Lsp we got from the postcondition of our previous function
call.

In our invariant condition, we know that

BigNumber product first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls
(bool2int (sign product)·int(list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))) alloc

holds. We use our frame lemmas on the frame predicates obtained from the last function
call to show the first condition of our current function’s precondition.

Due to the way we have chosen the list and value for partial_product, the second con-
dition is actually just the big number fact we obtained from the postcondition of the last
function call.

We still have to show the third condition, Ls ∩ Lsp = /0. From our invariant condition we
know

NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc

and from the postcondition of the last function, we know that

NewAlloc (set Lsp) alloc 1alloc

holds. We know that Ls is allocated in alloc whereas Lsp is not, thus, they cannot have
elements in common.

The fourth condition is a fact that is already contained in our invariant condition and thus,
it is fulfilled.

As we have shown the precondition for our function, we obtain a new heap state and add
the postcondition of that function to our assumptions:

(∃ Lsa. 2retval = NO_ERROR
∧ BigNumber product 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size 1sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value (Ls @ Lsa)

((int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
+ abs (num1·int (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·int (value current_b)))
·bool2int (1sign product)) 2alloc

∧ NewAlloc (set Lsa) 1alloc 2alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged Ls 1digit_next 2digit_next 1digit_prev 2digit_prev 1value 2value 1alloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [product] 1sign 1sign 1size 2size 1first_digit 2first_digit 1last_digit

2last_digit 1alloc)

We will refer to the list we obtained here using the name Lsa.

Function call 3: retval = bigIntInsertDigitBack(a_i, 0)
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Again, we have to prove that the precondition of a function is fulfilled. In this case, we
have to show

(∃ Ls num. 0 < bigInt_base
∧ BigNumberLZ a_i 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size 1sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Ls num 2alloc)

In our invariant condition we have a fact about a_i:

BigNumber a_i first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls_a_i
(num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1)) alloc

Thus, we choose the list Ls_a_i and the value (num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1)) to in-
stantiate our existential quantifiers with. The first condition we have to show is trivially
true considerin the definition of bigInt_base. Since we know that a_i is different from
partial_product and product, we can use the frame lemmas for OtherBigIntsUnchanged
to show

BigNumber a_i 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size 1sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls_a_i
(num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1)) alloc

To use the OtherListsUnchanged frame lemmas, we need the fact that Ls ∩ Ls_a_i = /0.
Luckily this fact is contained in our invariant condition. Thus, we have

BigNumber a_i 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size 1sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Ls_a_i
(num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1)) alloc

Using the BigNumber_prev_alloc-lemma, we “lift” our big number to the current alloca-
tion state. All that is left to do is to give the BigNumberLZ- and BigNumber-definitions to
the prover and we are done.

Now, we can add the following postcondition to our assumptions:

(∃ x. 3retval = NO_ERROR
∧ 3value x = 0
∧ NewAlloc {x} 2alloc 3alloc
∧ BigNumberLZ a_i 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 1sign 3digit_next 3digit_prev 3value (x # Ls_a_i)

(bigInt_base·(num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1))) 3alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged Ls_a_i 2digit_next 3digit_next 2digit_prev 3digit_prev 2value 3value 2alloc
∧ (∀ el. el 6= x→ 3value el = 2value el)
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [a_i] 1sign 1sign 2size 3size 2first_digit 3first_digit 2last_digit 3last_digit 2alloc)

Showing the invariant condition for the current heap state

After these three function calls, we advance the current_b location along the most current
digit_next-heap. In total, we have two new lists, Lsp and Lsa, as well as a new heap
location x. We gained the following additional facts:
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Known facts after execution of the body of the while loop
1retval = NO_ERROR;
BigNumber partial_product 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size 1sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value

Lsp ((num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1))·int (value current_b)) 1alloc;
NewAlloc (set Lsp) alloc 1alloc;
OtherListsUnchanged [] digit_next 1digit_next digit_prev 1digit_prev value 1value alloc;
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [partial_product] sign 1sign size 1size first_digit 1first_digit last_digit

1last_digit alloc;
2retval = NO_ERROR;
BigNumber product 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size 1sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value (Ls @ Lsa)

((int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
+ abs (num1·int (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·int (value current_b)))
·bool2int (1sign product)) 2alloc;

NewAlloc (set Lsa) 1alloc 2alloc;
OtherListsUnchanged Ls 1digit_next 2digit_next 1digit_prev 2digit_prev 1value 2value 1alloc;
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [product] 1sign 1sign 1size 2size 1first_digit 2first_digit 1last_digit

2last_digit 1alloc;
3retval = NO_ERROR;
3value x = 0;
NewAlloc {x} 2alloc 3alloc;
BigNumberLZ a_i 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 1sign 3digit_next 3digit_prev 3value (x # Ls_a_i)

(bigInt_base·(num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1))) 3alloc;
OtherListsUnchanged Ls_a_i 2digit_next 3digit_next 2digit_prev 3digit_prev 2value 3value 2alloc;
(∀ el. el 6= x→ 3value el = 2value el)
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [a_i] 1sign 1sign 2size 3size 2first_digit 3first_digit 2last_digit 3last_digit 2alloc;
1current_b = 3digit_next current_b

Condition 1: 3retval = NO_ERROR
The first condition of our invariant is trivially fulfilled.

Condition 2: a_i 6= partial_product ∧ product 6= partial_product ∧ a 6= partial_product
∧ b 6= partial_product ∧ a_i 6= product ∧ b 6= product ∧ a 6= product ∧ a 6= a_i ∧ b 6= a_i

Since none of these locations were modified, this part of our invariant condition is still
fulfilled.

Condition 3: NewAlloc {partial_product} σalloc 3alloc ∧ partial_product 6= Null
∧ NewAlloc {a_i} σalloc 3alloc

We have to show that partial_product and a_i are newly allocated in respect to the heap
state before execution of the function. The condition that partial_product 6= Null is
trivially fulfilled by looking at the old invariant condition in our assumptions.

Using the NewAlloc-statements in our invariant condition and those we obtained through
the postconditions of the functions we called, we show the remaining two conditions. This
is absolutely analogous to the proof of the corresponding condition in the first subgoal.

Condition 4: a = σa ∧ b = σb ∧ product = σproduct

Since we have not modified a, b and product, this condition is trivially fulfilled.
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Condition 5: product 6= Null

We already have this fact in the invariant condition contained in our assumptions.

Condition 6:
BigNumber a σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls1 num1 σalloc
∧ BigNumber b σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc

Since we have this in our assumptions, this is trivially verified.

As we are facing an or-statement in our invariant condition, we will again perform a case
distinction in our proof. Analogous to our actions in the proof of our first subgoal, be-
fore performing the actual case distinction on 1current_b, we show that 3digit_next cur-
rent_b = σdigit_next current_b. To show this, we consider the OtherBigIntsUnchanged-
statements in our known facts. Since the proof is extremely similar to that in the first case,
we will not repeat it here. As we have shown that 3digit_next current_b = σdigit_next
current_b, we continue by performing our case distinction.

Case A: 1current_b = Null

In this case, the seventh block of conditions in our invariant simplifies to the right side of
the or-statement and we expect that there is a list that fulfills certain conditions. From our
known facts, we choose the list (Ls@Lsa) which belongs to product.

Condition 7A.1:
BigNumber product 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 1sign 3digit_next 3digit_prev 3value (Ls @ Lsa)

(bool2int (1sign product)·int(list2nat (map σvalue Ls2)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))) 3alloc

We have to show that, on the most current heap state, we have a big number at location
product that contains the absolute multiplication result of a by the already traversed list
part of b multiplied by the sign of product. The relevant statements taken from our
already known facts and invariant condition are:

Ls2 = Lsb1@[current_b]@Lsb2;
BigNumber b σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc;
BigNumber a σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls1 num1 σalloc;
a_i 6= product;
set Ls_a_i ∩ set Ls = /0;
NewAlloc (set Ls_a_i) σalloc alloc;
NewAlloc (set Lsp) alloc 1alloc;
BigNumber product 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size 1sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value (Ls @ Lsa)

((int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
+ abs (num1·int (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·int (value current_b)))
·bool2int (1sign product)) 2alloc;

NewAlloc (set Lsa) 1alloc 2alloc;
OtherListsUnchanged Ls_a_i 2digit_next 3digit_next 2digit_prev 3digit_prev 2value 3value 2alloc;
(∀ el. el 6= x→ 3value el = 2value el)
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [a_i] 1sign 1sign 2size 3size 2first_digit 3first_digit 2last_digit 3last_digit 2alloc

So, we know that we have a big number at location product on the previous heap and we
also know that only a_i and elements from the list Ls_a_i were modified during the last
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heap update. Since a_i 6= product we use our frame lemma for OtherBigIntsUnchanged
to show that the big number at location product is still present on a part of the new heap
with its old list and value:

BigNumber product 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 1sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value (Ls @ Lsa)
((int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
+ abs (num1·int (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·int (value current_b)))
·bool2int (1sign product)) 2alloc

To use the frame lemma for OtherListsUnchanged, we have to show that the list of product
does not contain elements from Ls_a_i, i.e. set (Ls @ Lsa) ∩ set Ls_a_i = /0. In our
invariant condition, we know that set Ls ∩ set Ls_a_i = /0. To show the remaining
condition, we take a look at the allocation order. From our invariant condition, we know
that Ls_a_i is allocated in alloc. However, Lsa was not allocated in 1alloc and thus, it
also was not allocated in alloc, thus, these lists cannot have elements in common. Using
the frame lemma for product and lifting product to the current allocation state, we obtain

BigNumber product 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 1sign 3digit_next 3digit_prev 3value (Ls @ Lsa)
((int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
+ abs (num1·int (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·int (value current_b)))
·bool2int (1sign product)) 3alloc

All that remains to show is that the value of product is actually the value we require:

((int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
+ abs (num1·int (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·int (value current_b)))·bool2int (1sign product))

= (bool2int (1sign product)·int(list2nat (map σvalue Ls2)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)))

Since bool2int (1sign product) is nonzero, the equality we have to show simplifies to

int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
+ abs (num1·int (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·int (value current_b))

= int(list2nat (map σvalue Ls2)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))

From the big number definition for a, we can easily show that

abs (num1) = int (list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
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We have
int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
+ abs (num1·int (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·int (value current_b))

= int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)) since abs(x·y)
+ abs (num1)·abs (int (bigInt_base length Lsb1))·abs(int (value current_b)) = abs(x)·abs(y)

= int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)) since abs(int(x))
+ abs (num1)·int (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·int (value current_b) = int(x)

= int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
+ int (list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))·int (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·int (value current_b)

= int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1) using
+ list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)·(bigInt_base length Lsb1)·value current_b) int-lemmas

= int ((list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1) + (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·value current_b)
·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))

At this point, we remember that we have earlier shown value current_b = σvalue cur-
rent_b for the precondition of our first function call during the while loop. Thus, we
have

int ((list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1) + (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·value current_b)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
= int ((list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1) + (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·σvalue current_b)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
= int (list2nat (map σvalue (Lsb1 @ [current_b]))·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
= int (list2nat (map σvalue (Lsb1 @ [current_b] @ []))·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))

Note that, since σdigit_next current_b = Null, the second part of b’s list, Lsb2, must be
the empty list. This is easily shown by expanding the big number definition for b. Thus,
we have shown that product contains the value desired in our invariant condition.

Condition 7A.2: NewAlloc (set (Ls @ Lsa)) σalloc 3alloc

The proof for this condition is completely analogous to that of condition 3.

Condition 7A.3:
OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next 3digit_next σdigit_prev 3digit_prev σvalue 3value σalloc

Standard proof, already explained during the first subgoal.

Case B: current_b 6= Null

In this case, we have to show the lefthand side of the or-statement in our invariant condi-
tion. We have to choose a few more lists. First, we need a list belonging to product. As
in the previous case, we choose the list (Ls@Lsa) that belongs to product in our known
facts. We also need a list that belongs to a_i. Similarly, we choose the list that belongs to
a_i in our known facts, the list (x#Ls_a_i). At last, we need two lists in such a way that
the list of b is split by 1current_b into these two lists. For the first list we choose the list
(Lsb1@[current_b]), whereas for the second list we choose tl Lsb2.

Condition 7B.1: Ls2 = (Lsb1@[current_b])@[1current_b]@(tl Lsb2)

Since this is a condition that appears a few times throughout the proofs of the library, we
have a simple lemma for this kind of condition:
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lemma BigNumber_current_nextstep:
BigNumber bignum first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value

(Ls1@[current]@Ls2) num alloc
∧ digit_next current 6= Null
→ Ls1 @ current # Ls2 = (Ls1 @[current]) @ digit_next current # tl Ls2

As we have shown earlier that 1current_b = 3digit_next current_b = σdigit_next cur-
rent_b and since we know that 1current_b 6= Null, our lemma is applicable after simpli-
fying [1current_b]@(tl Lsb2) to 1current_b#(tl Lsb2).

Condition 7B.2:
BigNumber product 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 1sign 3digit_next 3digit_prev 3value (Ls @ Lsa)

(bool2int (1sign product)·int(list2nat (map σvalue (Lsb1@ [current_b]))·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)))
3alloc

Identical to the proof of condition 7A.1, we use the frame lemmas to prove the fact that
the big number we created before the while loop at location product is still present on the
most current heap.

BigNumber product 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 1sign 3digit_next 3digit_prev 3value (Ls @ Lsa)
((int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsb1)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
+ abs (num1·int (bigInt_base length Lsb1)·int (value current_b)))
·bool2int (1sign product)) 3alloc

All that remains to show is that the value of product is actually the value we require. This
part of the proof is so similar to that in case A that we will not repeat it here. Consider
that in the previous case we essentially verified the same condition since Lsb2 was the
empty list in our previous case.

Condition 7B.3: NewAlloc (set (Ls @ Lsa)) σalloc 3alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set (x#Ls_a_i)) σalloc 3alloc

Similar to condition 3, standard conditions with a standard proof.

Condition 7B.4:
BigNumber a_i 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 1sign 3digit_next 3digit_prev 3value (x # Ls_a_i)

(num1·int(bigInt_base length (Lsb1@[1current_b]))) 3alloc

Let us consider the following facts about a_i and the heap modifications from our invariant
and from the function calls during our while loop:

BigNumber a_i first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls_a_i
(num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1)) alloc

BigNumberLZ a_i 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 1sign 3digit_next 3digit_prev 3value (x # Ls_a_i)
(bigInt_base·(num1·int(bigInt_base length Lsb1))) 3alloc

set Ls_a_i ∩ set Ls = /0;
0 < length Ls_a_i;
OtherListsUnchanged [] digit_next 1digit_next digit_prev 1digit_prev value 1value alloc;
OtherListsUnchanged Ls 1digit_next 2digit_next 1digit_prev 2digit_prev 1value 2value 1alloc;
(∀ el. el 6= x→ 3value el = 2value el)
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Note that the BigNumberLZ statement we have for a_i is valid on the most current heap
state and that the value represented by it is, apart from a few arithmetic operations, the
value we desire. All we need to show is that on our most current heap, we have not only
a big number with leading zeros, but an actual big number. Thus, we need to show

3last_digit a_i 6= Null → 3value (3last_digit a_i) 6= 0

For the old heaps last_digit and value, this condition is part of the BigNumber state-
ment about a_i in our invariant condition. Thus, we begin by showing 3last_digit a_i =
last_digit a_i.

We use the following lemma

lemma BigNumberLZ_lastdigit_last_in_list:
BigNumberLZ bignum first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls num alloc
Ls 6= []
→ last_digit bignum = last Ls

Applying this to our BigNumberLZ-statement about a_i, we obtain

3last_digit a_i = last (x # Ls_a_i)

Since Ls_a_i is not the empty list, we know that last (x # Ls_a_i) = last Ls_a_i.

As any big number can be interpreted as a big number with leading zeros, we apply the
lemma to our big number fact we have in our invariant condition and we obtain

last_digit a_i = last Ls_a_i

Thus, we have shown 3last_digit a_i = last_digit a_i. Now we can simply use the Oth-
erListsUnchanged-predicates and our forall-statement to show that the value of last_digit
a_i was not modified during execution of the body of the while loop. This concludes the
proof of the current condition.

Condition 7B.5: set (x # Ls_a_i) ∩ set Ls1 = /0 ∧ set (x # Ls_a_i) ∩ set (Ls @ Lsa) = /0

∧ set (x # Ls_a_i) ∩ set Ls2 = /0 ∧ set (Ls @ Lsa) ∩ set Ls1 = /0 ∧ set (Ls @ Lsa) ∩ set Ls2 = /0

This set of conditions can be proven by looking at the individual allocation order and the
list intersection facts from our invariant. Let us consider the proof for the first condition,
set (x # Ls_a_i) ∩ set Ls1 = /0. From our invariant condition we know that set Ls_a_i
∩ set Ls1 = /0. In our known facts, we have that x has been newly allocated between the
allocation states 2alloc and 3alloc:

NewAlloc {x} 2alloc 3alloc

Thus, since we can show that Ls1 is already allocated in 2alloc, x cannot be an element
of Ls1. The remaining proofs work in an analogous way.
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Condition 7B.6: 0 < length (x # Ls_a_i)

To show this condition, we simply look at the fact from our invariant condition

0 < length Ls_a_i

and we can see that it is still fulfilled if we consider a longer list than Ls_a_i.

Condition 7B.7:
OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next 3digit_next σdigit_prev 3digit_prev σvalue 3value σalloc

Standard proof.

Condition 8:
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [product] σsign 1sign σsize 3size σfirst_digit 3first_digit σlast_digit

3last_digit σalloc

The same as usual.

This concludes the proof of invariant preservation for the while loop in our function.

The Third Subgoal - From Invariant to Postcondition

Considering that we do not have function calls after the while loop, this is a function
where our invariant condition provides facts that are already very close to those we desire
in our postcondition. The only thing we do after the while loop is to set the sign of
product according to the signs of a and b. When we leave the while loop, we know that
current_b = Null and thus, the righthand part of the or-statement in our invariant condition
holds. We have

Known facts leaving the invariant condition
retval = NO_ERROR
∧ a_i 6= partial_product ∧ product 6= partial_product ∧ a 6= partial_product ∧ b 6= partial_product
∧ a_i 6= product ∧ b 6= product ∧ a 6= product
∧ a 6= a_i ∧ b 6= a_i
∧ NewAlloc {partial_product} σalloc alloc ∧ partial_product 6= Null
∧ NewAlloc {a_i} σalloc alloc
∧ a = σa ∧ b = σb ∧ product = σproduct
∧ product 6= Null
∧ BigNumber a σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls1 num1 σalloc
∧ BigNumber b σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc
∧ current_b = Null ∧ (∃ Ls.

BigNumber product first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls
(bool2int (sign product)·int(list2nat (map σvalue Ls2)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))) alloc

∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc)
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [product] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc

Let us consider the sign-heap after execution of the last statement in our program. We
have a new sign heap
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1sign = sign(product := (sign a 6= sign b))

and we want to prove

Postcondition of bigIntMul
(∃ Ls. retval = NO_ERROR
∧ BigNumber σproduct first_digit last_digit size 1sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls (num1·num2) alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [σproduct] σsign 1sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc)

We can see that the only conditions left to prove are that actually the value of product
with its modified sign is the same as the desired multiplication result and that the Other-
BigIntsUnchanged-statement holds. However, verifying that no big numbers apart from
product were modified is quite trivial considering the OtherBigIntsUnchanged statement
in our invariant condition and considering that between sign and 1sign we only modified
the sign of product.

We use the OtherBigIntsUnchanged-predicate to show that the signs of a and b were not
modified from their original values, i.e. σsign a = sign a and σsign b = sign b.

Since the two big number statements about product we have hold on different sign heaps,
we have to expand the BigNumber-definitions concerning their value.

From the BigNumber-statement in our invariant condition, we have

bool2int (sign product)·int(list2nat (map σvalue Ls2)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
= bool2int (sign product)·int (list2nat (map value Ls))

Since bool2int (sign product) 6= 0, we know

int(list2nat (map σvalue Ls2)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)) = int (list2nat (map value Ls))

From our big number definitions for a and b we have

num1 = bool2int (σsign a)·int (list2nat (map value Ls1))
num2 = bool2int (σsign b)·int (list2nat (map value Ls2))

We need to show

bool2int (1sign product)·int (list2nat (map value Ls)) = num1·num2

We have
bool2int (1sign product)·int (list2nat (map value Ls))
= bool2int (σsign a 6= σsign b)·int (list2nat (map value Ls))
= bool2int (σsign a 6= σsign b)·int(list2nat (map σvalue Ls2)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))

We can show that

bool2int (σsign a 6= σsign b) = bool2int (σsign a)·bool2int (σsign b)
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Thus, we have

bool2int (σsign a 6= σsign b)·int(list2nat (map σvalue Ls2)·list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
= bool2int (σsign a)·bool2int (σsign b)

·int(list2nat (map σvalue Ls2))·int (list2nat (map σvalue Ls1))
= num1·num2

This concludes the correctness proof for the function bigIntMul.

2

5.3 bigIntSubLocal

Effective Subtraction with Leading Zeros

int bigIntSubLocal(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b);

This function subtracts the big number represented by b from the big number a, modify-
ing a in the process. After execution of the function, a will contain the division result,
but depending on the specific big numbers involved, the resulting a may include leading
zeroes. Return values:

• NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

5.3.1 Implementation

To perform in-place subtraction on our big numbers, we need to traverse both big number
lists at the same time, until one or both lists end. For this, we use pointers current_a
and current_b that we initialize with the respective big number’s least significant digit.
Also, we need to keep track of a subtraction carry. We store this carry in the variable
carry which is initialized with the value zero.

We begin to traverse both lists at the same time. During each step,

• we subtract the value of current_b and our carry from the value of current_a.

– In case the value of current_b added to carry is greater than the value of
current_a, we need to add bigInt_base before performing the subtraction
to avoid an unsigned integer underflow. In this case, our new carry is one,
since we added bigInt_base which has to be subtracted again during the
next step.

– Otherwise our carry is zero and the computation is pretty straightforward
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• we set the value of current_a to the difference we just computed and advance the
list traversion pointers

After leaving the while loop, our carry can be nonzero, which means that we need to
traverse the remaining list of a, subtracting the carry until we get a nonzero carry.

Thus, during each step

• we check if the value of the current digit of a is zero

– if it is, we subtract one from bigInt_base and our carry remains one

– if not, we simply subtract the carry from the value of the current digit and our
carry becomes zero

• we set the value of current_a to the one we just computed and advance the list
pointer

1 int bigIntSubLocal(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b)
2 {
3 unsigned int carry;
4 unsigned int tmp;
5 struct bigint_digit *current_a, *current_b;
6 int retval;
7

8 retval = NO_ERROR;
9 carry = 0u;

10 current_a = a->first_digit;
11 current_b = b->first_digit;
12

13 while(current_a != NULL && current_b != NULL)
14 {
15 if(current_b->value + carry > current_a->value)
16 { tmp = bigInt_base + current_a->value - current_b->value - carry;
17 carry = 1u; }
18 else
19 { tmp = current_a->value - carry - current_b->value;
20 carry = 0u; }
21 current_a->value = tmp;
22

23 current_a = current_a->digit_next;
24 current_b = current_b->digit_next;
25 }
26 while (current_a != NULL && carry == 1u)
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27 {
28 if(current_a->value == 0u)
29 { tmp = bigInt_base - carry;
30 carry = 1u; }
31 else
32 { tmp = current_a->value - carry;
33 carry = 0u; }
34 current_a->value = tmp;
35 current_a = current_a->digit_next;
36 }
37 return retval;
38 }

Listing 5.3: Source code of bigIntSubLocal

5.3.2 Specification

This function modifies retval, size, first_digit, last_digit, value, digit_next, digit_prev,
and alloc.

Let Ls1,Ls2 ∈ ref list and num1,num2 ∈ int. Let σ ∈ Σ be the program state before execu-
tion of the function.

Precondition of bigIntSubLocal
a 6= b ∧ abs(num2) ≤ abs(num1)
∧ list_intersect_empty Ls1 [Ls2]
∧ BigNumber a first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1 num1 alloc
∧ BigNumber b first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls2 num2 alloc

If the precondition is fulfilled in state σ, we claim that after execution of

retval = bigIntSubLocal(a,b)

the following postcondition holds:

Postcondition of bigIntSubLocal
retval = NO_ERROR
∧ BigNumberLZ σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1

(bool2int(σsign σa)·(abs(num1)-abs(num2))) σalloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged (Ls1) σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [σa] σsign σsign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit last_digit σalloc

In the precondition, we expect that a and b are different locations on the heap and that
there are big numbers present at these locations with respective values num1 and num2,
and lists Ls1 and Ls2. Additionally, we require that the lists Ls1 and Ls2 have no list
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elements in common and that absolute value of num2, the value we subtract, is less than
the absolute value of num1.

After execution of the function, we know that at location a there is a big number (possibly
with leading zeros) with list Ls1, containing the absolute difference of num1 and num2
multiplied by the previous sign of a. No previously allocated lists elements apart from
those contained in Ls1 were modified and no big numbers other than a were changed.

5.3.3 Verification

This function contains two while loops, thus we obtain five subgoals after invoking the
verification condition generator. We need the second while loop because it is possible that
we leave the first while loop with a nonzero carry we need to subtract from the remaining
list part of a. The subgoals we have to deal with are the proof part from precondition to the
first invariant, preservation of the first invariant, the proof part between first and second
invariant, preservation of the second invariant and the proof part from second invariant to
postcondition. We can consider this function rather low level since it does not call other
functions.

The First Invariant Condition

First invariant condition of bigIntSubLocal
retval = NO_ERROR
∧ σa 6= σb
∧ BigNumber σa σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls1 num1 σalloc
∧ BigNumber σb σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc
∧ set Ls1 ∩ set Ls2 = /0 ∧ length Ls2 ≤ length Ls1
∧ list2nat (map σvalue Ls2) ≤ list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)
∧

((current_b 6= Null ∧ current_a 6= Null ∧
(∃ Lsa1 Lsb1 Lsa2 Lsb2. Ls1 = Lsa1@[current_a]@Lsb1 ∧ Ls2 = Lsa2@[current_b]@Lsb2

∧ length Lsa1 = length Lsa2
∧ (carry = 0 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2) ≤ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1)
∨ carry = 1 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1) < list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2))
∧ BigNumber σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1

(bool2int (σsign σa)·int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1)
+ bigInt_baselength Lsa1·(carry + list2nat (map σvalue (current_a#Lsb1)))
- list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2))) σalloc

∧ OtherListsUnchanged Lsa1 σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc))
∨
(current_b = Null ∧ current_a 6= Null ∧
(∃ Lsa Lsb. Ls1 = Lsa@[current_a]@Lsb

∧ length Lsa = length Ls2
∧ (carry = 0 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue Ls2) ≤ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa)
∨ carry = 1 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa) < list2nat (map σvalue Ls2))
∧ BigNumber σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1

(bool2int (σsign σa)·int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsa)
+ bigInt_baselength Lsa·(carry + list2nat (map σvalue (current_a#Lsb)))
- list2nat (map σvalue Ls2))) σalloc

∧ OtherListsUnchanged Lsa σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc))
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∨
(current_a = Null ∧ carry = 0
∧ BigNumberLZ σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1

(bool2int (σsign σa)·int (list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)
- list2nat (map σvalue Ls2))) σalloc

∧ OtherListsUnchanged Ls1 σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc))
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit last_digit σalloc

In our first invariant condition, we state that retval contains the value NO_ERROR and
that a and b are distinct locations on the heap. We remember that we have big numbers at
locations a and b with their respective values before execution of the function. The lists
of a and b have no list elements in common and the list belonging to b is not longer than
that of a. Also, from our precondition, we remember that the absolute value of b is less
or equal to that of a.

Since we traverse both lists at the same time, we check for the end of any of the two
lists in our while loop condition. This would naturally yield four cases for all possible
combinations, however since the list of b cannot be longer than that of a, the case that
current_a = Null and current_b 6= Null cannot occur.

In case current_b 6= Null and current_a 6= Null, we have not reached the end of either
list. Thus, there exist lists Lsa1 and Lsb1, as well as Lsa2 and Lsb2, in such a way that
the lists of a and b are split by current_a and current_b into their respective parts. The
already traversed list parts of a and b are of the same length. Now, either our subtraction
carry is zero and the initial value of the list part of b we traversed is smaller or equal to
the already traversed list part of a, or the value of b’s list part is greater than that of a and
the value of our carry is one. Also, the big number at location a contains original value of
a and the carry at the current digit position minus the value of the list part of b we already
traversed. No list elements apart from those in the already traversed list part of a were
modified from their initial values.

In case current_b = Null and current_a 6= Null, we are in the situation where we reached
the end of b’s list, but not that of the list of a. Again, there exist lists Lsa and Lsb in such
a way that the list of a is split into these parts by current_a. The length of the already
traversed list part of a is the same as the length of b’s list. Similar to the previous case,
either our carry is zero and the value of b’s list is smaller or equal to that of the traversed
list part of a or the value of our carry is one and the value of the list of b is greater than
the value of the already traversed list of a. Also, the big number at location a contains the
original value of a’s list and the carry at the current digit position minus the value of b’s
list. No list elements other than those contained in the already traversed list part of a were
changed.

In our last case, current_a = Null, we know that we reached the end of both lists and that
the value of our carry is zero. The value of a is the one desired in our postcondition, i.e.
the absolute difference between the value of a and b with the original sign of a. No list
elements apart from those in a’s list were modified.
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At last, no previously allocated big numbers were changed.

The Second Invariant Condition

Second invariant condition of bigIntSubLocal
retval = NO_ERROR
∧ BigNumber σa σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls1 num1 σalloc
∧ BigNumber σb σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc
∧ list2nat (map σvalue Ls2) ≤ list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)
∧

((current_a 6= Null ∧ (∃ Lsa Lsb. Ls1 = Lsa@current_a#Lsb ∧ length Ls2 ≤ length Lsa
∧ (carry = 0 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue Ls2) ≤ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa)
∨ carry = 1 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa) < list2nat (map σvalue Ls2))
∧ BigNumber σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1

(bool2int (σsign σa)·int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsa)
+ bigInt_baselength Lsa·(carry + list2nat (map σvalue (current_a#Lsb)))
- list2nat (map σvalue Ls2))) σalloc

∧ OtherListsUnchanged Lsa σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc))
∨
(current_a = Null ∧ carry = 0
∧ BigNumberLZ σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1

(bool2int (σsign σa)·int (list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)
- list2nat (map σvalue Ls2))) σalloc

∧ OtherListsUnchanged Ls1 σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc))
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit last_digit σalloc

In our second invariant condition, we require that retval contains the value NO_ERROR
and we remember that we have big numbers at locations a and b with their respective
values before execution of the function. The absolute value of b is smaller or equal to that
of a.

In case current_a 6= Null, we have lists Lsa and Lsb in such a way that the list of a is split
by current_a into these list parts. The length of b’s list is shorter or equal to the length of
the list part of a we already traversed. Essentially, this case is identical to the second case
of our first invariant. From our big number at location a, we subtracted the value of b, but
we still need to subtract the carry at the current digit position. No list elements other than
those in the list part of a we already traversed were modified.

If, however, current_a = Null, we know that the carry is zero and a has been modified to
contain the desired subtraction result. No list elements apart from those in the list of a
were changed. This case is identical to the third case of our first invariant.

At last, no previously allocated big number structures were modified.

First Subgoal - From Precondition to the First Invariant

Using the precondition of the function and the facts gained from the function part before
the while loop, we have to show that the first invariant condition holds. We know
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a 6= b;
abs(num2) ≤ abs(num1);
list_intersect_empty Ls1 [Ls2];
BigNumber a first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1 num1 alloc;
BigNumber b first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls2 num2 alloc;
retval = NO_ERROR;
carry = 0;
current_a = first_digit a;
current_b = first_digit b

Actually, most of the conditions we have to show are trivially fulfilled due to the choices
we made in our invariant condition. Two conditions that are not automatically proven are

length Ls2 ≤ length Ls1 and list2nat (map σvalue Ls2) ≤ list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)

Both of these conditions can be shown using the BigNumber-definitions for a and b as
well as a fact from the precondition of the function, i.e. abs(num2) ≤ abs(num1).

Since we have a case distinction in our invariant condition, we also perform this case
distinction in our proof.

Case 1: current_a 6= Null ∧ current_b 6= Null

In this case we have to give two lists for both a and b in such a way that their respective
lists are split by current_a and current_b in those lists. For a we choose the empty
list and tl Ls1, whereas for b we choose the empty list and tl Ls2. This way, the only
non-obvious condition that remains is

BigNumber σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1
(bool2int (σsign σa)·int (list2nat (map σvalue [])
+ bigInt_baselength Lsa1·(carry + list2nat (map σvalue (current_a#tl Ls1)))
- list2nat (map σvalue []))) σalloc

However, considering the value of carry and the list2nat-value of empty lists, the prover
is able to see that we require just the same big number as the one we have in our precon-
dition.

Case 2: current_a 6= Null ∧ current_b = Null

This case is extremely similar to the first case. The main difference is that the BigNumber
statement for a in our invariant condition is slightly different from that in the previous
case. However, the prover is still able to see that all conditions are fulfilled when we
expand the BigNumber-definition.

Case 3: current_a = Null

In this case we show that also current_b = Null holds. Assume it does not. Thus, we
know that b contains at least one digit. Because of that, the value of b is not zero. Thus,
the absolute value of b is greater than that of a since we know that the value of a is 0.
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When both big numbers represent the value zero, then obviously a contains the subtraction
result of zero from zero.

The frame predicates can be shown by expanding their definitions.

Second Subgoal - Preservation of the First Invariant

We have to show that assuming the while-condition is fulfilled and the invariant holds
before execution of a step of the while loop, it still holds after execution of the body of
the while loop.

In the body of the while loop, we have an if-statement. Thus, we obtain two cases.

Case 1: value current_b + carry > value current_a

In this case, the body of the while loop yields the following facts:
1value = value(current_a := bigInt_base + value current_a - value current_b - carry);
1carry = 1;
1current_a = digit_next current_a;
1current_b = digit_next current_b

In case we have to subtract something that is greater than a’s current digit, we add big-
Int_base before performing the subtraction to avoid an unsigned integer underflow. In this
case, we have to subtract bigInt_base again during the next step, thus we set carry to 1.

Case 2: value current_b + carry ≤ value current_a

Here, the body of the while loop yields the following facts:
1value = value(current_a := value current_a - value current_b - carry);
1carry = 0;
1current_a = digit_next current_a;
1current_b = digit_next current_b

In this case, we are able to perform the subtraction without introducing a carry.

Note that by execution of the body of our while loop we merely modify one heap function
and three variables. Let us consider the interesting parts of our invariant condition we
have to prove.

Nontrivial parts of the first invariant condition
((1current_b 6= Null ∧ 1current_a 6= Null ∧
(∃ Lsa1 Lsb1 Lsa2 Lsb2. Ls1 = Lsa1@[1current_a]@Lsb1 ∧ Ls2 = Lsa2@[1current_b]@Lsb2

∧ length Lsa1 = length Lsa2
∧ (1carry = 0 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2) ≤ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1)
∨ 1carry = 1 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1) < list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2))
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∧ BigNumber σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev 1value Ls1
(bool2int (σsign σa)·int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1)
+ bigInt_baselength Lsa1·(1carry + list2nat (map σvalue (1current_a#Lsb1)))
- list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2))) σalloc))

∨
(1current_b = Null ∧ 1current_a 6= Null ∧
(∃ Lsa Lsb. Ls1 = Lsa@[1current_a]@Lsb

∧ length Lsa = length Ls2
∧ (1carry = 0 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue Ls2) ≤ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa)
∨ 1carry = 1 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa) < list2nat (map σvalue Ls2))
∧ BigNumber σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev 1value Ls1

(bool2int (σsign σa)·int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsa)
+ bigInt_baselength Lsa·(1carry + list2nat (map σvalue (1current_a#Lsb)))
- list2nat (map σvalue Ls2))) σalloc))

∨
(1current_a = Null ∧ 1carry = 0
∧ BigNumberLZ σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev 1value Ls1

(bool2int (σsign σa)·int (list2nat (map σvalue Ls1)
- list2nat (map σvalue Ls2))) σalloc))

Since we talk about the values of the lists before execution of the function in our invariant,
we show that the heap values of current_a and current_b were not modified from their
initial values. In the case of current_b this is rather simple since we remember that a’s
list and b’s list do not have list elements in common. For current_a, we need to show
that it is not contained in the already traversed list part of a. However, since the elements
of a doubly linked list are distinct, we can easily see that current_a is not part of that list.
Thus, the list frame predicate can be used to show the desired facts.

Let us consider only the first case of our invariant condition. The other cases work in
an analogous way, since, for them, we can show that the list part or parts we still have to
traverse must be empty due to the Null-values of 1current_b and 1current_a, respectively.

In case 1current_b 6= Null and 1current_a 6= Null, we have to choose lists in such a way
that our updated current-location divides a’s and b’s lists into their respective counter-
parts. For the list of a, we choose (Lsa1@[current_a]) and (tl Lsb1), whereas for b we
choose (Lsa2@[current_b]) and (tl Lsb2). Using standard lemmas we easily show that
these lists indeed split their corresponding big number’s list in the desired way. By our
choice of lists, the desired length fact for the already traversed list follows trivially from
the old invariant condition. We still have to verify the two core statements of our invariant,
our fact about the carry and the fact about the modified big number at location a. Let us
first consider the statement about the carry:

1carry = 0 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa2@[current_b])) ≤ list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa1@[current_a]))
∨ 1carry = 1 ∧ list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa1@[current_a])) < list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa2@[current_b]))

In Case 1, value current_b + carry > value current_a, we know that 1carry = 1. Thus,
we have to show the righthand side of the or-statement. Now, we need another case
distinction on the value of our carry before execution of the body of the while loop.
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Case 1A: carry = 0

In this case, we have

list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa1@[current_a])) (3.1a)

= list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · σvalue current_a (3.1b)

< bigInt_baselength Lsa1 +bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · σvalue current_a (3.1c)

≤ bigInt_baselength Lsa1 +bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · (σvalue current_b−1) (3.1d)

= bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · σvalue current_b (3.1e)

= bigInt_baselength Lsa2 · σvalue current_b (3.1f)

≤ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2)+bigInt_baselength Lsa2 · σvalue current_b (3.1g)
= list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa2@[current_b])) (3.1h)

In 3.1b we applied the list2nat_split-lemma to seperate the value of current_a from the
rest of the term. Afterwards, in 3.1c we used a lemma that states that the list2nat value of
a list is always less than bigInt_base to the power of the length of the list. In 3.1d we used
the fact that σvalue current_a < σvalue current_b. This quite trivially follows from Case
1 and the fact that current_a and current_b did not have their heap values modified. In
3.1f we used the fact from our invariant condition that length Lsa1 = length Lsa2.

Case 1B: carry = 1

In this case, we know from our invariant condition that

list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1) < list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2) (3.2)

holds. We have

list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa1@[current_a])) (3.3a)

= list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · σvalue current_a (3.3b)

< list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · σvalue current_a (3.3c)

≤ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · σvalue current_b (3.3d)

= list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2)+bigInt_baselength Lsa2 · σvalue current_b (3.3e)
= list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa2@[current_b])) (3.3f)

In 3.3c we applied the fact from our invariant condition, whereas in 3.3d we used the fact
that current_a ≤ current_b + carry - 1 which simplifies to current_a ≤ current_b.
The remaining steps are either trivial or similar to those of the previous case.

For Case 2, value current_b + carry≤ value current_a, we know that 1carry = 0. Thus,
we have to show
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list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa2@[current_b])) ≤ list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa1@[current_a]))

Again, we perform a case distinction on carry.

Case 2A: carry = 0

In this case we have the following fact from our invariant condition:

list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2)≤ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1) (3.4)

Thus, we have

list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa2@[current_b])) (3.5a)

= list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2)+bigInt_baselength Lsa2 · σvalue current_b (3.5b)

≤ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa2 · σvalue current_b (3.5c)

≤ list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa2 · σvalue current_a (3.5d)

= list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · σvalue current_a (3.5e)
= list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa1@[current_a])) (3.5f)

In 3.5c we use the fact from our invariant condition, and in 3.5d we used the fact that
value current_b + carry ≤ value current_a.

Case 2B: carry = 1

In this case, we have

list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa2@[current_b])) (3.6a)

= list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2)+bigInt_baselength Lsa2 · σvalue current_b (3.6b)

< bigInt_baselength Lsa2 +bigInt_baselength Lsa2 · σvalue current_b (3.6c)

= bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · (σvalue current_b+1) (3.6d)

≤ bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · σvalue current_a (3.6e)
≤ list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa1@[current_a])) (3.6f)

In 3.6c, we use the same lemma about the upper bound of the list2nat-value of a list as we
did in Case 1A. Actually, in this case we are able to show a stronger fact than we need.
However, this does not matter in our proof.

What remains to show is that the big number condition for our modified a holds:

BigNumber σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev 1value Ls1
(bool2int (σsign σa)·int (list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa1@[current_a]))
+ bigInt_baselength (Lsa1@[current_a])·(1carry + list2nat (map σvalue (1current_a#tl Lsb1)))
- list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa2@[current_b])))) σalloc
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From our invariant condition, we know that before execution of the body of the while loop
we had:

BigNumber σa first_digit last_digit size σsign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1
(bool2int (σsign σa)·int (list2nat (map σvalue Lsa1)
+ bigInt_baselength Lsa1·(carry + list2nat (map σvalue (current_a#Lsb1)))
- list2nat (map σvalue Lsa2))) σalloc

Since the value-heap is the only heap function we modify, the list structure of a remains
unchanged and there is nothing to show for that part of the big number definition. Actu-
ally, all we have to verify is correctness of the list2nat-value condition for our modified
big number a,

list2nat (map 1value Ls1)
= list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa1@[current_a]))

+ bigInt_baselength (Lsa1@[current_a])·(1carry + list2nat (map σvalue (1current_a#tl Lsb1)))
- list2nat (map σvalue (Lsa2@[current_b]))

We have

Ls1 = Lsa1@current_a#Lsb1 ∧ Lsb1 =1 current_a#tl Lsb1 (3.7)

For Lsa1 and Lsb1 we can easily show

map 1value Lsa1 = map value Lsa1 ∧ map 1value Lsb1 = map value Lsb1 (3.8)

From our old big number definition for a, we can easily show

list2nat(map value Ls1) = list2nat(map σvalue Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1

· (carry+ list2nat(map σvalue (current_a#Lsb1)))
− list2nat(map σvalue Lsa2) (3.9)

We have

list2nat(map 1value Ls1) (3.10a)

= list2nat(map 1value (Lsa1@current_a#Lsb1)) (3.10b)

= list2nat(map 1value Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1

· (1value current_a+bigInt_base · list2nat(map 1value Lsb1)) (3.10c)

= list2nat(map value Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1

· (1value current_a+bigInt_base · list2nat(map value Lsb1)) (3.10d)

As the new value of current_a differs in the two cases we introduced earlier, we have to
consider them again.

For Case 1, we know that 1carry = 1 and

1value current_a = bigInt_base+ value current_a− value current_b− carry (3.11)
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Thus, we have

list2nat(map value Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1

· (1value current_a+bigInt_base · list2nat(map value Lsb1)) (3.12a)

= list2nat(map value Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1

· (bigInt_base+ value current_a− value current_b− carry
+bigInt_base · list2nat(map value Lsb1)) (3.12b)

= list2nat(map value Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1

· (value current_a+bigInt_base · list2nat(map value Lsb1))

+bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · (bigInt_base− value current_b− carry) (3.12c)

= list2nat(map value Ls1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · (bigInt_base− value current_b− carry) (3.12d)

Using 3.9, we have

list2nat(map value Ls1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · (bigInt_base− value current_b− carry) (3.12d)

= list2nat(map σvalue Lsa1)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1

· (carry+ list2nat(map σvalue (current_a#Lsb1)))
− list2nat(map σvalue Lsa2)

+bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · (bigInt_base− value current_b− carry) (3.12e)

= list2nat(map σvalue (Lsa1@[current_a]))+bigInt_baselength (Lsa1@[current_a])

· (1+ list2nat(map σvalue Lsb1))

− (list2nat(map σvalue Lsa2)+bigInt_baselength Lsa1 · value current_b) (3.12f)

Since 1carry = 1 and length Lsa1 = length Lsa2 and since we know that σvalue current_b
= value current_b as well as Lsb1 = 1current_a#tl Lsb1, it is not hard to see that the
desired condition is fulfilled.

The proof for Case 2 is completely analogous apart from the fact that 1carry = 0 and we
do not add bigInt_base in our new value for current_a.

Third Subgoal - From the First Invariant to the Second Invariant

When we leave the first while loop, we can guarantee that we reached the end of the list of
b. What remains is to let the carry “ripple” through the remaining list of a, if necessary.

Looking at the design of our two invariants, we can see that there is nothing difficult to
show.

Fourth Subgoal - Preservation of the Second Invariant

As the second invariant condition is essentially a simpler variant of the first one, it should
not be necessary to elaborate on proof details. In the second invariant, we already reached
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the end of b and, thus, our computations do not involve current_b any longer. Apart from
that, we still do the same we did before.

Fifth Subgoal - From the Second Invariant to Postcondition

Considering how we designed our second invariant, it is very easy to show that our post-
condition holds.
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Chapter 6

Division and Modulo

I think that I shall never envision
An op unlovely as division.

An op whose answer must be guessed
And then, through multiply, assessed;

An op for which we dearly pay,
In cycles wasted every day.

Division code is often hairy;
Long division’s downright scary.

The proofs can overtax your brain,
The ceiling and floor may drive you insane.

Good code to divide takes a Knuthian hero
But even God can’t divide by zero!

(From Hacker’s Delight by Henry. S. Warren, Jr.)

In the following sections, we will study those functions in our big number package that
deal with the division algorithm. The function bigIntDivMod, which computes both the
division and modulo result, and its auxiliary functions are easily the most complex func-
tions in the whole big number package. We not only have to deal with a fairly large
number of calls to other functions, but we also have to establish some purely mathemat-
ical facts that are not immediately obvious. Verification of formal correctness for these
functions was actually not as hard as implementing the functions in the first place, and
then, finding the correct specification and invariants.

We begin by giving a mathematical-style overview over the big integer division and con-
tinue with a schematic overview of our implementation. Afterwards, we study imple-
mentation, specification, and verification for the involved functions, beginning with the
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function bigIntDigitDiv. This function divides a big number by a single digit and re-
turns the division and modulo results. This case of division is actually pretty simple since
the next quotient digit can be easily computed. For “real” big number division, things are
a little more complicated. We will see that dividing by a number which contains more
than a single digit is a lot more involved than one might think at first glance.

We have tried to keep our division algorithm as short and simple as possible. Thus,
we will not deal with methods to speed up division here. Consider the research report
from Christoph Burnikel and Joachim Ziegler [6] for more information on fast recursive
division. Their report actually contained some mathematical proofs and information on
the quotient digit estimation procedure which were helpful during development of our
verified division routine.

6.1 The Algorithm

For nonnegative integer division, we choose the simple school division algorithm. If an
8-year-old can do this, a computer should have no trouble with it, right?

6.1.1 School Division

Let us consider a simple example.

5 2 3 4 5 : 4 3 = 1 2 1 7
4 3 ↪→ 43 fits into 52 only one time
0 9 3

8 6 ↪→ 43 fits twice into 93
0 7 4

4 3 ↪→ 43 is merely contained once in 74
3 1 5
3 0 1 ↪→ 43 fits seven times into 315

1 4

In school division, we go from left to right through the dividend until we have a value that
is larger than the divisor. At this point, we guess how many times the dividend will fit
into our current value. In the first step of our example, it is very easy for a human to see
that 1 is the first digit of the quotient. Then, we subtract the product of quotient digit and
divisor from our current value. Often, we obtain a nonzero remainder. Afterwards, we
move rightwards by a single step in our dividend and include that digit in our temporary
remainder. Then, we find the next quotient digit, multiply and subtract, and so on. When
no more digits are left in our dividend, our computation is complete and we have quotient
and remainder as our results.
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Actually, we can see that almost all of these steps are easily automated. Moving to the next
digit is easy, inserting that digit as new least significant digit to a temporary remainder
is easy, even multiplication and subtraction are essentially simple operations we have
already verified correctness for. From a computational point of view, the only step that is
not clearly defined is the act of “guessing” the correct quotient digit.

Mathematical Correctness of School Division

Let us, for the moment, assume that we can reliably compute the next quotient digit.

Let A = 〈0,a1, . . . ,aN〉 with N ∈N0 be the dividend and let B = 〈0,bm, . . . ,b1〉 with m∈N
be the divisor. A and B are nonnegative big numbers to a base c ∈ N.

Let An = 〈0,a1, . . . ,an〉 with n ∈ {0, . . . ,N} be the part of the dividend we already tra-
versed in our division algorithm. We want to show for each n that our school division
algorithm produces the correct quotient Q and remainder R for the division of An by B.

Case: n = 0

When we begin school division, An contains no digit and, thus, its value is zero. Accord-
ingly, we have Q = 0 and R = 0. Thus, An = Q ·B+R is fulfilled with 0 ≤ R < B.

Case: n → n+1

Let Q,R ∈ Z such that An = Q ·B+R and R ≡ An mod B with 0 ≤ R < B according to the
the definition of Euclidean division.

If there is another digit of A to be inserted, we have to show that our school division
algorithm yields the correct new quotient and remainder results. In case n = N we leave
school division with the correct result since AN = A.

In our algorithm, we insert the next digit of A as the least significant digit of our current
remainder R. Afterwards, we compute a new quotient digit q which is the division result
of our modified remainder by B. That is, we know there exists an r ∈ Z in such a way that
R · c+an+1 = q ·B+ r with 0 ≤ r < B. Afterwards, we subtract the product of q and B:

R′ = R · c+an+1−q ·B (1.1)

We append our new quotient digit to the quotient:

Q′ = Q · c+q (1.2)

We have to show that R′ and Q′ are indeed the desired remainder and quotient results. Let
us begin by showing that R′ is the remainder of the division of An by B. For R, we know
that there exists an integer value k ∈ Z in such a way that

R = An + k ·B (1.3)
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Thus, from (1.1), we have

R′ = R · c+an+1−q ·B = (An + k ·B) · c+an+1−q ·B (1.4a)
= An · c+an+1 +(k · c−q) ·B (1.4b)
= An+1 +(k · c−q) ·B (1.4c)

We see that R′ and An+1 are indeed congruent modulo B. We still need to show 0≤R′ < B.
We have

R′ = R · c+an+1−q ·B = R · c+an+1− (R · c+an+1− r) = r (1.5)

Since we know 0 ≤ r < B, we have shown 0 ≤ R′ < B.

What remains to be shown is that Q′ is indeed the desired quotient, i.e. that

An+1 = Q′ ·B+R′ (1.6)

holds. We have

Q′ ·B+R′ = (Q · c+q) ·B+R′ (1.7a)
= Q ·B · c+q ·B+R′ (1.7b)
= Q ·B · c+(R · c+an+1− r)+R′ (1.7c)
= (An−R) · c+R · c+an+1− r +R′ (1.7d)
= An · c+an+1− r + r (1.7e)
= An+1 (1.7f)

In 1.7c we used the fact that R · c + an+1 = q · B + r, whereas in 1.7d we applied the
corresponding quotient fact for Q. In 1.7e we used the equality we have shown in 1.5.

We have shown that the mathematical operations we perform in our school division algo-
rithm yield the correct final result. However, one thing we did not yet consider is whether
q is always less than our base c. In practice, we only want to insert single digits to a big
number because the remaining digits of our big number will remain unmodified this way.

6.1.2 Quotient Digit Estimation

During the proof we performed in the previous section we simply assumed that we have a
way to calculate the next quotient digit q with the desired properties. In school division we
guess a q. Being humans, sometimes we guess wrong. In such a case we simply correct
our guess until it fulfills the desired conditions. However, this description of guessing and
correcting our result is not an algorithm that can be implemented in program code. In the
following, we will study an algorithm to find the correct quotient digit.
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Before we begin, let us consider a simple division lemma.

Lemma
Let A,B,q ∈ Z. The value q is the Euclidean division result of A by B if

q ·B ≤ A < (q+1) ·B

holds.

Proof: We have A = q ·B +(A− q ·B) and need to show 0 ≤ A− q ·B < B to show the
lemma. 0≤ A−q ·B follows immediately from the lefthand side of the assumption. From
the righthand side of our assumption, we have

A−q ·B < (q+1) ·B−q ·B = B

Thus, q fulfills the properties required for the quotient in Euclidean division.

Computing the Next quotient digit

In the following, we will see that for two big numbers A and B which fulfill certain condi-
tions we can guess the first digit of their quotient quite accurately considering only their
first three and two digits, respectively. In the worst case, our guess will be too large by 1.

Let A = 〈0,an, . . . ,a0〉 and B = 〈0,bn−1, . . . ,b0〉 with n > 1 and bn−1 ≥ c
2 .

Further, let A < B · c.

Let q′ be the division result of the first three digits of A by the first two digits of B,
i.e. there exists an r′ such that 〈0,an,an−1,an−2〉 = q′ · 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉+ r′ with 0 ≤ r′ <
〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉. Due to the restrictions to A and B, the inequality q′ ≤ c holds.1

In our algorithm, we now compute the product q′ ·B and compare it to A. In case q′ ·B≤A,
we know that q′ is the correct quotient digit. If, however, q′ ·B > A, the quotient digit we
need is q′−1.

If we can show (q′− 1) ·B ≤ A and A < (q′ + 1) ·B, we know that our algorithm makes
the correct decision.

We have

(q′−1) ·B = q′ ·B−B (1.8a)

= q′ · 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉 · cn−2 +q′ · 〈0,bn−3 . . . ,b0〉−B (1.8b)

≤ 〈0,an,an−1,an−2〉 · cn−2 +q′ · 〈0,bn−3 . . . ,b0〉−B (1.8c)

≤ A+q′ · (cn−2−1)−B (1.8d)

≤ A+ c · (cn−2−1)− cn−1 (1.8e)
≤ A (1.8f)

1We will prove this later.
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In 1.8c, we used the division fact for q′, i.e. 〈0,an,an−1,an−2〉= q′ ·〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉+r′. In
1.8d, we see that A is greater or equal to the first three digits of A shifted left and also, we
use an easy-to-prove lemma on big numbers which states that the value of a big number
is always less than the base c to the power of the length of the number.2 Then, we use the
fact that q′ ≤ c and, since we know that bn−1 ≥ c

2 > 0, we can derive B ≥ cn−1. Thus, we
have shown the first of the two inequalities.

For the second inequality, we have

(q′+1) ·B = (q′+1) · 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉 · cn−2 +(q′+1) · 〈0,bn−3 . . . ,b0〉 (1.9a)

≥ (q′+1) · 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉 · cn−2 (1.9b)

= q′ · 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉 · cn−2 + 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉 · cn−2 (1.9c)

= (〈0,an,an−1,an−2〉− r′) · cn−2 + 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉 · cn−2 (1.9d)

= 〈0,an,an−1,an−2〉 · cn−2− r′ · cn−2 + 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉 · cn−2 (1.9e)

≥ 〈0,an,an−1,an−2〉 · cn−2− (〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉−1) · cn−2

+ 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉 · cn−2 (1.9f)

= 〈0,an,an−1,an−2〉 · cn−2 + cn−2 (1.9g)

> 〈0,an,an−1,an−2〉 · cn−2 + 〈0,an−3, . . . ,a0〉 (1.9h)
= A (1.9i)

In 1.9d we use the division result property for q′, whereas in 1.9f we apply the fact that
r′ < 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉. Our lemma on the upper bound of a big number value is used again
in 1.9h.

Thus, we have shown that our guess for the quotient is as accurate as we claimed, and,
accordingly, our algorithm computes the correct quotient digit. Still, we did not yet prove
the fact that our guess q′ of the quotient is smaller or equal to our big integer base c.

From our assumption A < B · c, we can derive

〈0,an,an−1〉 ≤ 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉 (1.10)

We have

q′ · 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉= 〈0,an,an−1,an−2〉− r′ (1.11a)
≤ 〈0,an,an−1,an−2〉 (1.11b)
= 〈0,an,an−1〉 · c+an−2 (1.11c)
≤ 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉 · c+(c−1) (1.11d)

< c · 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉+ c · c
2

≤ (c+1) · 〈0,bn−1,bn−2〉 (1.11e)

2Let n ∈ N and let A = 〈0,an−1, . . . ,a0〉 be a big number to base c. Then, A < cn holds. This is rather
trivial and can be shown by induction.
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In 1.11e we used c−1 < c · c
2 which is not hard to show for c > 2. Thus, we have q′ < c+1

which is equivalent to q′≤ c. Since A < B ·c, we actually know that if q′ = c our algorithm
returns q′−1 and, thus, the result we return is always less than our base c.

6.1.3 Our Implementation

In the following, we will give a short overview of our implementation of big integer
division and the choices we made during development. Also, we briefly consider the
division and modulo operators we use in our specification and proofs in Isabelle/HOL.

Negative Integer Division

For positive integer division in programming, the euclidean definition of quotient and re-
mainder is commonly accepted. When negative operands occur, however, the results vary
between different programming languages [5]. Still, a property nearly all languages agree
with is a = q ·b + r. Commonly, the remainder r of the division of a by b is constrained
by either 0 ≤ r < |b| or −|b| < r ≤ 0. The choice between the two remainders depends
on the specific programming language and the signs of a and b. In our implementation,
we choose C-style division in which the remainder has the same sign as our dividend a
whereas the quotient is positive for equal signs of a and b and negative otherwise. A con-
venient aspect of this choice is that we can simply perform positive integer division on
the absolute values of our operands and assign the correct signs for our results at the end.

Floored Division in Isabelle/HOL

Unfortunately our choice of division operation does not coincide with the notion of di-
vision and modulo defined in the corresponding Isabelle/HOL theories. The div- and
mod-operators adhere to the specification of floored division which means that the quo-
tient is always rounded towards negative infinity and the remainder has the sign of the
divisor. Thus, our specification for quotient q and remainder r of the division of a by b is
the following:

q = sgn(a) · sgn(b) · (|a| div |b|)
r = sgn(a) · (|a| mod |b|)

where sgn is the function that returns -1 if its argument is negative and 1 otherwise. Let
us show that this definition fulfills the main property of division:

q ·b+ r = sgn(a) · sgn(b) · (|a| div |b|) ·b+ sgn(a) · (|a| mod |b|) (1.12a)
= sgn(a) · (sgn(b) · (|a| div |b|) · sgn(b) · |b|+ |a| mod |b|) (1.12b)
= sgn(a) · (|a| div |b| · |b|+ |a| mod |b|) = sgn(a) · |a|= a (1.12c)
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Dividing Three Digits By Two

In our quotient digit estimation algorithm, we compute the division of the first three digits
of the dividend by the first two digits of the divisor. However, in our C0-implementation
this would yield an integer overflow. Thus, we provide a function which computes the
desired result.

Actually, the algorithm to compute such a division result is similar to the quotient digit
estimation procedure for big numbers (see fig. 6.1). For a detailed proof consider the
section about the function bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2 later in this chapter.

The Main Division Routine

The function bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit computes the single-digit quotient
digit of two big numbers. The two main requirements for this function are that the first
digit of the divisor bb is greater or equal to bigInt_base

2 and that the value of the dividend
aa is smaller than the value of bb multiplied by bigInt_base. If these requirements are
fulfilled, the function returns the quotient of the division of the value of aa by bb. We
return zero if aa is shorter than bb, or, depending on the size of aa in relation to that of
bb, we either call bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2 normally or with a leading zero for aa (see
fig. 6.1). The function then continues according to the quotient digit estimation algorithm
presented in the previous section.

The function bigIntDivMod contains our main division routine. Since we want to offer
division for arbitrary big numbers a and b as long as the value of b is nonzero, we have
to find a factor f such that multiplication of the value of b by f yields a big number bb
with a most significant digit greater or equal to bigInt_base

2 . This was one of our require-
ments to use bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit. During each step of the while loop
of bigIntDivMod, we insert another digit of aa to our current remainder tmpremainder.
Then, we compute the single-digit quotient q of the division of tmpremainder by the
value of bb. We subtract the product of q and the value of bb from our temporary remain-
der. This yields the remainder of the division of the already traversed list part of aa by
bb. For a graphical representation of bigIntDivMod, see fig. 6.1.

Note that in case our divisor only contains a single digit we use a special routine designed
for division by a single digit instead. In the next section, we will consider that particu-
lar function. In the following sections, we study the functions bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2,
bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit, and bigIntDivMod. In the end, we will also con-
sider a function that uses our division routine, namely the function bigIntModExp which
computes a modulo exponentiation result.
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6.2 bigIntDigitDiv

Division by a single digit

int bigIntDigitDiv(struct bigint *a, unsigned int digit,
struct bigint *quotient);

This function divides the big number represented by a by the single digit digit, stores the
absolute quotient value in the big number quotient (in case quotient is not the NULL
pointer) and returns the absolute remainder. This function is used in the main division
routine.

6.2.1 Implementation

We use the temporary variable remainder to store the remainder of the division of the
current list part of a by digit. Thus, we initialize remainder with the value zero. In
case quotient is not the NULL-pointer, we use the function bigNumClear to set its value
to zero and afterwards set the sign of quotient to that of a.

We initialize current_a, our list traversion pointer, with the most significant digit of a.

As long as we have not reached the end of the list with our current_a pointer,

• we compute the new quotient digit newdigit by performing the unsigned integer
division of the current remainder times bigInt_base and the value of our current
digit by digit

• we compute the new remainder. Since at the time of implementation, there was
no modulo operation in C0, we subtract newdigit times digit from our current
divisor.

• in case quotient is not the NULL-pointer, we insert the new digit if and only if either
quotient already contains digits or the new digit we want to insert is nonzero. This
is done to prevent leading zeros.

• at last, we advance the current_a pointer

When we reach the end of the list, quotient contains the quotient of our division if and
only if it was not a NULL-pointer, and also, remainder contains the remainder.

1 unsigned int bigIntDigitDiv(struct bigint *a, unsigned int digit,
2 struct bigint *quotient)
3 {
4 int retval;
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5 unsigned int remainder, newdigit;
6 struct bigint_digit *current_a;
7

8 remainder = 0u;
9

10 if(quotient != NULL)
11 {
12 junk = bigNumClear(quotient);
13 quotient->sign = false;
14 }
15

16 current_a = a->last_digit;
17

18 while(current_a != NULL)
19 {
20 newdigit = (remainder * bigInt_base + current_a->value) / digit;
21 remainder = (remainder * bigInt_base + current_a->value) - newdigit * digit;
22 if(quotient != NULL && (quotient->last_digit != NULL || newdigit != 0u))
23 { retval = bigIntInsertDigitBack(quotient, newdigit); }
24 current_a = current_a->digit_prev;
25 }
26 return remainder;
27 }

Listing 6.1: Source code of bigIntDigitDiv

6.2.2 Specification

This function modifies remainder, size, first_digit, last_digit, value, digit_next, digit_prev,
sign, and alloc.

Let Ls1 ∈ ref list and num1 ∈ int. Let σ ∈ Σ be the program state before execution of the
function.

Precondition of bigIntDigitDiv
BigNumber a first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1 num1 alloc
∧ 0 < digit ∧ digit < bigInt_base
∧ a 6= quotient
∧ (quotient 6= Null → quotient ∈ set alloc)

If the precondition is fulfilled in state σ, we claim that after execution of

remainder = bigIntDigitDiv(a,digit,quotient)

the following postcondition holds:
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Postcondition of bigIntDigitDiv
(∃ Ls.

(σquotient 6= Null →
NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumber σquotient first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls

(abs num1 div int(σdigit)) alloc)
∧ remainder = list2nat (map σvalue Ls1) mod σdigit
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [σquotient] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc)

Before execution of this function, we require that there is a big number at location a and
that the digit digit we divide by is nonzero and smaller than bigInt_base. Also we expect
that a is different from the location quotient used to store the quotient, if desired. At last,
if quotient is not the Null location, we require that it is already allocated.

In our postcondition, we say that the heap contains a newly allocated list Ls for quotient
which represents the division result of the absolute value of a by digit if quotient is not
the Null location. Apart from this, we state that the return value remainder contains the
remainder of our division. No previously allocated list elements have been modified and
no big numbers apart from quotient have been changed.

6.2.3 Verification

This function contains a rather short and simple-looking while loop. Indeed, verification
of this function is not overly complicated after a sufficient invariant condition is found.
Due to the while loop, the verification condition generator leaves us with three subgoals
to prove.

The Invariant

Invariant of bigIntDigitDiv
quotient = σquotient ∧ digit = σdigit ∧ a = σa
∧ 0 < digit ∧ digit < bigInt_base
∧ (quotient 6= Null → sign quotient = False)
∧ a 6= quotient
∧ BigNumber a σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls1 num1 σalloc
∧

((current_a 6= Null ∧ (∃ Lsa Lsb. Ls1 = Lsa@[current_a]@Lsb
∧ remainder = list2nat (map value Lsb) mod digit
∧ (quotient 6= Null →

(∃ Ls. NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumber quotient first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls

(int(list2nat (map value Lsb)) div int digit) alloc))))
∨
(current_a = Null ∧ remainder = list2nat (map value Ls1) mod digit
∧ (quotient 6= Null →

(∃ Ls. NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumber quotient first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls

(int (list2nat (map value Ls1)) div int digit) alloc))))
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∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [quotient] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc

In our invariant condition, we state that a, quotient and digit have not been changed from
their initial values before execution of the function. We remember that digit is nonzero
and smaller than bigInt_base. If quotient is not the Null-location, we expect that the sign
of quotient is positive. Additionally, we require that quotient is different from a, since
we modify quotient’s list during the while loop. We remember that we have a big number
at location a with the respective value and list before execution of the function.

In case current_a 6= Null, we know that we have not yet reached the end of a’s list. Thus,
we know that there are lists Lsa and Lsb in such a way that Ls1 is split by current_a into
these two lists. In this case, remainder contains the remainder of the division of the value
of the already traversed list part Lsb by digit. If quotient is not the Null-location, we have
a newly allocated list Ls belonging to quotient and the value of quotient is the absolute
division result of the value of Lsb by digit.

In case current_a = Null, we reached the end of the list of a and remainder contains the
final modulo result of the absolute value of a by digit. In case quotient is not the Null-
location, there is a newly allocated list Ls belonging to quotient representing the division
quotient of the absolute value of a by digit.

At last, no previously allocated list elements were modified and no big number structures
apart from quotient were changed.

First Subgoal - From Precondition to Invariant

Looking at our program text, we find an if-statement before the while loop. Thus, we
get two cases. In case quotient 6= Null, we call the function bigNumClear to set the value
of quotient to zero. Considering the precondition and the way we built our invariant
condition, none of the conditions we have to show is particularly interesting and most
of them are even solved automatically. In case current_a 6= Null, we choose butlast Ls1
(which is the list we obtain when we remove the last element from Ls1) and the empty list.
Thus, it is easy to see that zero is actually the correct value for product and remainder
(which is also the value we assign to them before the while loop).

Second Subgoal - Invariant Preservation

We have to show that the invariant condition still holds after execution of the body of the
while loop. Because of the if-statement during the while loop, we get two cases. From
the part of the while loop before we reach the if-statement, we obtain
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1newdigit = (remainder·bigInt_base + value current_a) div digit;
1remainder = (remainder·bigInt_base + value current_a) - 1newdigit·digit

Case 1: quotient 6= Null ∧ (last_digit quotient 6= Null ∨ 1newdigit 6= 0)

In this case, we have a function call that yields us a new list element x and we obtain the
following facts:
1value x = 1newdigit;
NewAlloc {x} alloc 1alloc;
BigNumberLZ quotient 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value (x # Ls)

(int (1newdigit) + int bigInt_base·(int(list2nat (map value Lsb)) div int digit)) 1alloc;
OtherListsUnchanged Ls digit_next 1digit_next digit_prev 1digit_prev value 1value alloc;
(∀ el. el 6= x→ 1value el = value el);
OtherBigIntsUnchanged [quotient] sign sign size 1sizeb first_digit 1first_digit last_digit 1last_digit alloc;
1current_a = 1digit_prev current_a

Case 2: quotient = Null ∨ (last_digit quotient = Null ∧ 1newdigit = 0)

In this case, we additionally obtain
1current_a = digit_prev current_a

Considering the changes to our program state, this case is essentially just a more trivial
version of Case 1. Thus, we will only explicitely consider the first case.

Let us consider the interesting parts of our invariant condition, i.e. those that are not
proven in an immediately obvious or standardized way.

Nontrivial parts of the invariant condition
(1current_a 6= Null ∧ (∃ Lsa Lsb. Ls1 = Lsa@[1current_a]@Lsb
∧ 1remainder = list2nat (map 1value Lsb) mod digit
∧ (quotient 6= Null →

(∃ Ls. BigNumber quotient 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value Ls
(int(list2nat (map 1value Lsb)) div int digit) 1alloc))))

∨
(1current_a = Null ∧ 1remainder = list2nat (map 1value Ls1) mod digit
∧ (quotient 6= Null →

(∃ Ls. BigNumber quotient 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value Ls
(int (list2nat (map 1value Ls1)) div int digit) 1alloc)))

We will only consider the case 1current_a 6= Null since the mathematical proofs are
essentially the same for both cases. In case 1current_a = Null, we know that the list Lsa
from our old invariant condition must be empty which simplifies the arithmetic statement
we have to prove in the desired way.

We choose the lists butlast Lsa and current_a#Lsb for the existential quantifiers in our
invariant condition. Using the appropriate lemma (which is not hard to show), we show
that these lists indeed fulfill the desired list division property for Ls. We still have to show
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1remainder = list2nat (map 1value (current_a#Lsb)) mod digit
∧ (quotient 6= Null →

(∃ Ls. BigNumber quotient 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value Ls
(int(list2nat (map 1value (current_a#Lsb))) div int digit) 1alloc))

For the first condition, we have

1remainder = (remainder ·bigInt_base+ value current_a)− 1newdigit ·digit (2.1a)

= (remainder ·bigInt_base+ value current_a)
− (remainder ·bigInt_base+ value current_a) div digit ·digit (2.1b)

Using the lemmas

lemma mod_div_equality’: m mod n = m - m div n·n

lemma mod_add1_eq: (a + b) mod c = (a mod c + b mod c) mod c

and

lemma mod_mult1_eq’: (a·b) mod c = (a mod c·b) mod c
we have

(remainder ·bigInt_base+ value current_a)
− (remainder ·bigInt_base+ value current_a) div digit ·digit (2.1b)

= (remainder ·bigInt_base+ value current_a) mod digit (2.1c)
= (list2nat(map value Lsb) mod digit ·bigInt_base+ value current_a) mod digit (2.1d)
= ((list2nat(map value Lsb) mod digit ·bigInt_base) mod digit

+ value current_a mod digit) mod digit (2.1e)
= ((list2nat(map value Lsb) ·bigInt_base) mod digit

+ value current_a mod digit) mod digit (2.1f)
= (list2nat(map value Lsb) ·bigInt_base+ value current_a) mod digit (2.1g)
= list2nat(map value (current_a#Lsb)) mod digit (2.1h)

Using the frame predicates, it is not hard to show

list2nat(map value (current_a#Lsb)) = list2nat(map 1value (current_a#Lsb))

and, thus, our condition for 1remainder is fulfilled. That only leaves our big number property for
quotient to verify. In case quotient = Null, there is nothing to show. Thus, let us assume quotient
6= Null. We have to show

(∃ Ls. BigNumber quotient 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value Ls
(int(list2nat (map 1value (current_a#Lsb))) div int digit) 1alloc)
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From our function call to bigIntInsertDigitBack, we obtained

BigNumberLZ quotient 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value (x # Ls)
(int (1newdigit) + int bigInt_base·(int(list2nat (map value Lsb)) div int digit)) 1alloc;

Thus, we choose the obvious list for our existential quantifier, the list x#Ls. On the one hand we
have to show that 1value (last_digit quotient) 6= 0 to verify that quotient does not have leading
zeros. However, this is a rather trivial standard proof which was already explained before. The
only condition that remains to be checked is that the value of quotient is actually the desired one.
We have

int(1newdigit)+ int bigInt_base · (int(list2nat (map value Lsb)) div int digit) (2.2a)

= int(1newdigit+bigInt_base · (list2nat (map value Lsb)) div digit) (2.2b)
= int((remainder ·bigInt_base+ value current_a) div digit

+bigInt_base · (list2nat (map value Lsb)) div digit) (2.2c)

Using the lemma

lemma zdiv_zadd_mult_self2: b 6= 0 → a div b + c = (a + c·b) div b
we have

int((remainder ·bigInt_base+ value current_a) div digit
+bigInt_base · (list2nat (map value Lsb)) div digit) (2.2c)

= int(((remainder ·bigInt_base+ value current_a)
+(bigInt_base · (list2nat (map value Lsb)) div digit) ·digit) div digit) (2.2d)

= int((bigInt_base · (remainder+ list2nat (map value Lsb) div digit ·digit)
+ value current_a) div digit) (2.2e)

Since remainder = list2nat (map value Lsb) mod digit
we can use the following lemma:

lemma mod_div_equality: m div n·n + m mod n = m
Thus, we have

int((bigInt_base · (remainder+ list2nat (map value Lsb) div digit ·digit)
+ value current_a) div digit) (2.2e)

= int((bigInt_base · list2nat (map value Lsb)+ value current_a) div digit) (2.2f)
= int(list2nat (map value (current_a#Lsb)) div digit) (2.2g)

= int(list2nat (map 1value (current_a#Lsb)) div digit) (2.2h)

= int(list2nat (map 1value (current_a#Lsb))) div int digit (2.2i)

We see that the value of quotient is indeed the one we desire in our invariant condition.

This finishes our brief study of the proof for invariant preservation. We considered only
the core facts and left out all the trivialities and similar cases. Thus, this replication of our
formal proof obviously is incomplete. However, with these directions it should be easy to
create a proof in an interactive verification environment.
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Third Subgoal - From Invariant to Postcondition

Considering that there are no commands after the while loop and looking at the way we
designed the invariant condition, the postcondition of our function is not hard to show. The
proof merely involves providing the correct list for quotient, if applicable, and showing
that the list Ls1 was not modified from its initial value during execution of the while loop.

6.3 bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2

Dividing three digits by two

unsigned int bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2(unsigned int a1, unsigned int a2,
unsigned int a3, unsigned int b1, unsigned int b2);

This function takes five unsigned integer values, a1, a2, a3, b1, and b2. These are essen-
tially interpreted as the two big numbers 〈0,a1,a2,a3〉 and 〈0,b1,b2〉. The function returns
the unsigned integer quotient q = b 〈0,a1,a2,a3〉

〈0,b1,b2〉 c iff all digits are in range and 〈0,b1,b2〉 is

normalized (i.e. b1 ≥ bigInt_base
2 ). This function is used for quotient estimation during

the division routine. This function has been inspired by the research report on fast re-
cursive division by Christoph Burnikel and Joachim Ziegler [6], which provides a good
overview and some mathematical-style proofs on the division quotient estimation proce-
dure.

6.3.1 Implementation

We estimate the real quotient by dividing the first two digits a1, a2 by b1, storing the
result in the variable q. Our estimation can be equal to the real quotient, or it can be too
large by two, at most. Thus, we compute the result of the multiplication q times 〈0,b1,b2〉
and use temporary unsigned integer variables r1, r2 and r3 to store the individual digits
of our result.

Now we can compare this result to 〈0,a1,a2,a3〉. In case the multiplication result is
greater than 〈0,a1,a2,a3〉, we need to decrease q, compute a new multiplication result,
compare again and decrease q again if necessary.

1 unsigned int bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2(unsigned int a1, unsigned int a2,
2 unsigned int a3, unsigned int b1, unsigned int b2)
3 {
4 unsigned int r1,r2,r3,q;
5

6 q = (a1 * (bigInt_base) + a2) / b1;
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7

8 r3 = q * b2 - (q * b2) / (bigInt_base) * (bigInt_base);
9 r2 = q * b1 + (q * b2) / (bigInt_base);

10 r1 = r2 / (bigInt_base);
11 r2 = r2 - (r2 / (bigInt_base)) * (bigInt_base);
12

13 if(a1 < r1 || (a1 == r1 && a2 < r2)
14 || (a1 == r1 && a2 == r2 && a3 < r3))
15 {
16 q = q - 1u;
17

18 r3 = q * b2 - (q * b2 / (bigInt_base)) * (bigInt_base);
19 r2 = q * b1 + q * b2 / (bigInt_base);
20 r1 = r2 / (bigInt_base);
21 r2 = r2 - (r2 / (bigInt_base)) * (bigInt_base);
22

23 if(a1 < r1 || (a1 == r1 && a2 < r2)
24 || (a1 == r1 && a2 == r2 && a3 < r3))
25 { q = q - 1u; }
26 }
27

28 return q;
29 }

Listing 6.2: Source code of bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2

6.3.2 Specification

This function modifies q.

Let σ ∈ Σ be the program state before execution of the function.

Precondition of bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2
bigInt_base div 2 ≤ b1
∧ a1 < bigInt_base
∧ a2 < bigInt_base
∧ a3 < bigInt_base
∧ b1 < bigInt_base
∧ b2 < bigInt_base
∧ (a1 < b1 ∨ (a1 = b1 ∧ a2 ≤ b2))

If the precondition is fulfilled in state σ, we claim that after execution of

q = bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2(a1,a2,a3,b1,b2)

the following postcondition holds:
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Postcondition of bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2
q = (a1·bigInt_base·bigInt_base + a2·bigInt_base + a3) div (b1·bigInt_base + b2)
∧ q ≤ bigInt_base
∧ (a1 = 0 → q < bigInt_base)

Before execution of the function, we require that the value of b1 is greater than bigInt_base
2 .

Also, we expect that all involved variables contain values smaller than bigInt_base. At
last, we require that 〈0,a1,a2〉 is smaller or equal to 〈0,b1,b2〉.

In our postcondition, we state that the return value q contains the division result of
〈0,a1,a2,a3〉 by 〈0,b1,b2〉. Also, we claim that the value of q is smaller or equal to
bigInt_base and, in case a1 is zero, q is smaller than bigInt_base.

6.3.3 Verification

Verifying this function’s correctness, we exclusively deal with statements about arithmetic
expressions. In particular, we can prove the second statement of our postcondition using
the first statement of the postcondition and the assumptions from the precondition. Let us
begin the proof by showing

(a1·bigInt_base·bigInt_base + a2·bigInt_base + a3) div (b1·bigInt_base + b2) ≤ bigInt_base

To prove this statement, we need to consider two cases from our precondition. In case a1
< b1, we have

(a1 ·bigInt_base ·bigInt_base+a2 ·bigInt_base+a3) div (b1 ·bigInt_base+b2) (3.1a)

≤ ((b1−1) ·bigInt_base ·bigInt_base+(bigInt_base−1) ·bigInt_base

+(bigInt_base−1)) div (b1 ·bigInt_base+b2) (3.1b)

= (b1 ·bigInt_base ·bigInt_base−1) div (b1 ·bigInt_base+b2) (3.1c)

≤ (b1 ·bigInt_base ·bigInt_base) div (b1 ·bigInt_base) (3.1d)

= bigInt_base (3.1e)

In Equation 3.1b, we use the fact that a1 ≤ (b1 - 1) and, from our precondition we use the
facts that a2 ≤ (bigInt_base - 1) and a3 ≤ (bigInt_base - 1).

In the other case, a1 = b1 ∧ a2 ≤ b2, we have

(a1 ·bigInt_base ·bigInt_base+a2 ·bigInt_base+a3) div (b1 ·bigInt_base+b2) (3.2a)

≤ (b1 ·bigInt_base ·bigInt_base+b2 ·bigInt_base+a3) div (b1 ·bigInt_base+b2) (3.2b)

= ((b1 ·bigInt_base+b2) ·bigInt_base+a3) div (b1 ·bigInt_base+b2) (3.2c)

At this point, we are going to use a standard division lemma,
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lemma div_mult_self2:
0 < n → (m + n·k) div n = k + m div n

Thus,

((b1 ·bigInt_base+b2) ·bigInt_base+a3) div (b1 ·bigInt_base+b2) (3.2c)

= (a3+(b1 ·bigInt_base+b2) ·bigInt_base) div (b1 ·bigInt_base+b2) (3.2d)

= bigInt_base+ a3 div (b1 ·bigInt_base+b2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤ bigInt_base div ( bigInt_base

2 ·bigInt_base) = 0

(3.2e)

= bigInt_base (3.2f)

We have shown q ≤ bigInt_base if the first statement of our postcondition is fulfilled. What is left
to prove is:

q = (a1·bigInt_base·bigInt_base + a2·bigInt_base + a3) div (b1·bigInt_base + b2)
∧ (a1 = 0 → q < bigInt_base)

We can trivially show the second condition by realizing that the value of q in the individual cases
(introduced by the if-statements in line 13 and 23 of the program text) is always less or equal to
(a1·bigInt_base + a2) div b1:

q ≤ ( a1︸︷︷︸
= 0

·bigInt_base+a2) div b1 = a2 div b1 ≤ (bigInt_base−1) div 1 < bigInt_base (3.3)

After showing these simple additional facts for our postcondition, the core statement of this func-
tion remains to prove, i.e. that q contains the expected division result. To prove that a given
number is the division result of two other numbers, we use the following

lemma split_div’:
P (m div n) = (n = 0 ∨ (∃ q. (n·q ≤ m ∧ m < n·(q+1)) ∧ P q))

In our specific case, we have P = (λ x. q = x) and we know that the number we divide by is
nonzero. Thus, our lemma simplifies to:

(q = m div n) = (n·q ≤ m ∧ m < n·(q+1))

Using this lemma to substitute our only remaining subgoal, we are obliged to prove:

(b1·bigInt_base + b2)·q ≤ (a1·bigInt_base·bigInt_base + a2·bigInt_base + a3)
∧ (a1·bigInt_base·bigInt_base + a2·bigInt_base + a3) < (b1·bigInt_base + b2)·(q + 1)

Since the value of q is different in the three cases introduced by the if-statements in line 13 and
23 of the program, we have to consider these cases individually. As we have to deal with longer
arithmetic calculations and inequalities, we will, in the following, use the constant c to denote
bigInt_base to keep the proofs readable.
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Case 1: q = (a1·c + a2) div b1

This is the case where the condition of the first if-statement is not fulfilled and we immediately
reach the end of the function without modifying q from the value we initially assigned to it.
Since the condition of the if-statement is false, we apply De Morgan rules and we add to our
assumptions:

a1 ≥ r1
∧ (a1 6= r1 ∨ a2 ≥ r2)
∧ (a1 6= r1 ∨ a2 6= r2 ∨ a3 ≥ r3)

Also, considering the assignment statements for r1, r2 and r3, we have

r1 = (q·b1 + (q·b2) div c) div c
∧ r2 = (q·b1 + (q·b2) div c) - (q·b1 + (q·b2) div c) div c·c
∧ r3 = q·b2 - (q·b2) div c·c

We will begin by showing the first condition,

(b1·bigInt_base + b2)·q ≤ (a1·bigInt_base·bigInt_base + a2·bigInt_base + a3)

For this, we will consider three more subcases.

Subcase 1a: a1 6= r1

In this case, we know that a1 > r1. Thus, we have

a1 · c · c+a2 · c+a3 ≥ a1 · c · c (3.4a)

≥ (r1+1) · c · c (3.4b)

= ((q ·b1+(q ·b2) div c) div c) · c · c+ c · c (3.4c)

≥ ((q ·b1+(q ·b2) div c)+1− c) · c+ c · c (3.4d)

= c+q ·b1 · c+(q ·b2) div c · c (3.4e)

≥ c+q ·b1 · c+q ·b2+1− c (3.4f)

≥ (b1 · c+b2) ·q (3.4g)

In steps 3.4d and 3.4f, we use a lemma on natural numbers which might not be immediately
obvious,

lemma nat_le_div_n_mul_n:3

0 < n → a + 1 - n ≤ a div n·n

3Actually, the proof for this lemma is very short: a div n·n = a - a mod n ≥ a - (n - 1) = a + 1 - n
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Subcase 1b: a1 = r1 ∧ a2 6= r2
In this case, we know that a2 > r2. Thus, we have

a1 · c · c+a2 · c+a3 ≥ a1 · c · c+a2 · c (3.5a)
≥ r1 · c · c+(r2+1) · c (3.5b)
= (q ·b1+(q ·b2) div c) div c · c · c+((q ·b1+(q ·b2) div c)

− (q ·b1+(q ·b2) div c) div c · c) · c+ c (3.5c)
= (q ·b1+(q ·b2) div c) · c+ c (3.5d)
= q ·b1 · c+(q ·b2) div c · c+ c (3.5e)
≥ q ·b1 · c+(q ·b2+1− c)+ c (3.5f)
≥ (b1 · c+b2) ·q (3.5g)

In step 3.5f of the proof, we used our lemma from the previous subcase. Actually, since
r1 canceled out with a part of r2, this proof was even simpler than that of the first case.

Subcase 1c: a1 = r1 ∧ a2 = r2 ∧ a3 ≥ r3
In this case, we have

a1 · c · c+a2 · c+a3 ≥ r1 · c · c+ r2 · c+ r3 (3.6a)

= (q ·b1+(q ·b2) div c) div c · c · c
+((q ·b1+(q ·b2) div c)

− (q ·b1+(q ·b2) div c) div c · c) · c+ r3 (3.6b)

= (q ·b1+(q ·b2) div c) · c+ r3 (3.6c)

= q ·b1 · c+(q ·b2) div c · c+q ·b2− (q ·b2) div c · c (3.6d)

= (b1 · c+b2) ·q (3.6e)

Here, we do not even need to apply any lemmas. Expanding the definitions of r1, r2 and r3 is
fully sufficient to complete the proof.

This concludes the proof of the first condition in our first case for q. We still need to prove

(a1·bigInt_base·bigInt_base + a2·bigInt_base + a3) < (b1·bigInt_base + b2)·(q + 1)

We have

(b1 · c+b2) · (q+1)≥ b1 · c · (q+1) (3.7a)

= ((a1 · c+a2) div b1) ·b1 · c+b1 · c (3.7b)

≥ ((a1 · c+a2)+1−b1) · c+b1 · c (3.7c)

= a1 · c · c+a2 · c+ c (3.7d)

> a1 · c · c+a2 · c+a3 (3.7e)

In 3.7c, we again used the lemma nat_le_div_n_mul_n. Thus, we have shown the second condition.
Let us continue with
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Case 2: q = (a1·c + a2) div b1 - 1

In this case, we know we passed the first if-statement but failed the condition of the second one.

Again we have

r1 = (q·b1 + (q·b2) div c) div c
∧ r2 = (q·b1 + (q·b2) div c) - (q·b1 + (q·b2) div c) div c·c
∧ r3 = q·b2 - (q·b2) div c·c

and considering DeMorgan-rules, we add to our assumptions

a1 ≥ r1
∧ (a1 6= r1 ∨ a2 ≥ r2)
∧ (a1 6= r1 ∨ a2 6= r2 ∨ a3 ≥ r3)

Since, apart from the value of q, these facts are identical to those we had in the first case, the proof
for the first condition is absolutely identical to the one we already performed. In the proof of the
second condition, however, we explicitly considered the value of q, and thus, we still have to show

(a1·bigInt_base·bigInt_base + a2·bigInt_base + a3) < (b1·bigInt_base + b2)·(q + 1)

In this case, the proof for the second condition is more complicated than in the first case. We
derive this inequality by using the facts we obtain from the knowledge that we passed the first
if-statement. We consider the former values of r1, r2 and r3. We will refer to these values using
r1’, r2’ and r3’. We have

a1 < r1’
∨ (a1 = r1’ ∧ a2 < r2’)
∨ (a1 = r1’ ∧ a2 = r2’ ∧ a3 < r3’)

where

r1’ = ((q + 1)·b1 + ((q + 1)·b2) div c) div c
∧ r2’ = ((q + 1)·b1 + ((q + 1)·b2) div c) - ((q + 1)·b1 + ((q + 1)·b2) div c) div c·c
∧ r3’ = (q + 1)·b2 - ((q + 1)·b2) div c·c

Again, we will consider three subcases.

Subcase 2a: a1 < r1’
We have

a1 · c · c+a2 · c+a3 ≤ (r1’−1) · c · c+a2 · c+a3 (3.8a)

= r1’ · c · c− c · c+a2 · c+a3 (3.8b)

≤ r1’ · c · c− c · c+(c−1) · c+(c−1) (3.8c)

< r1’ · c · c (3.8d)

= ((q+1) ·b1+((q+1) ·b2) div c) div c · c · c (3.8e)

≤ ((q+1) ·b1+((q+1) ·b2) div c) · c (3.8f)

= (q+1) ·b1 · c+((q+1) ·b2) div c · c (3.8g)

≤ (q+1) ·b1 · c+(q+1) ·b2 (3.8h)

= (b1 · c+b2) · (q+1) (3.8i)
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In step 3.8c we use the facts from our precondition that a2 and a3 contain values that
are both less than bigInt_base. In equation 3.8f and 3.8h of this proof, we apply another
lemma on natural numbers,

lemma div_n_mul_n:4

0 < n → (a div n)·n ≤ a

We finished the first subcase and move on to the next subcase.

Subcase 2b: a1 = r1’ ∧ a2 < r2’

We have

a1 · c · c+a2 · c+a3 ≤ r1’ · c · c+(r2’−1) · c+a3 (3.9a)

= r1’ · c · c+ r2’ · c− c+a3 (3.9b)

≤ r1’ · c · c+ r2’ · c− c+(c−1) (3.9c)

< r1’ · c · c+ r2’ · c (3.9d)

= ((q+1) ·b1+((q+1) ·b2) div c) · c (3.9e)

= (q+1) ·b1 · c+((q+1) ·b2) div c · c (3.9f)

≤ (q+1) ·b1 · c+((q+1) ·b2 (3.9g)

= (b1 · c+b2) · (q+1) (3.9h)

In step 3.9e we silently let the corresponding terms of r2’ and r1’·c cancel out, whereas
in equation 3.9g we applied the lemma div_n_mul_n mentioned in the previous subcase.
This concludes the proof for this subcase.

Subcase 2c: a1 = r1’ ∧ a2 = r2’ ∧ a3 < r3’

We have

a1 · c · c+a2 · c+a3 < r1’ · c · c+ r2’ · c+ r3’ (3.10a)

= ((q+1) ·b1+((q+1) ·b2) div c) · c+ r3’ (3.10b)

= ((q+1) ·b1+((q+1) ·b2) div c) · c
+(q+1) ·b2− ((q+1) ·b2) div c · c (3.10c)

= (q+1) ·b1 · c+(q+1) ·b2 (3.10d)

= (b1 · c+b2) · (q+1) (3.10e)

In 3.10b, we simply used the definitions of r1’ and r2’ and two terms canceled out. In
this proof, we do not need to use any lemmata as expanding the definitions of r1’, r2’ and
r3’ suffices.

This concludes the proof of the second condition in our second case for q.

4proof: (a div n)·n = a - a mod n ≤ a
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Case 3: q = (a1·c + a2) div b1 - 2

In this case, we passed both if-statements. For our purposes, validity of the second if-
condition is a stronger fact than that of the first if-condition. Thus, from the second
if-condition we obtain

a1 < r1
∨ (a1 = r1 ∧ a2 < r2)
∨ (a1 = r1 ∧ a2 = r2 ∧ a3 < r3)

where

r1 = ((q + 1)·b1 + ((q + 1)·b2) div c) div c
∧ r2 = ((q + 1)·b1 + ((q + 1)·b2) div c) - ((q + 1)·b1 + ((q + 1)·b2) div c) div c·c
∧ r3 = (q + 1)·b2 - ((q + 1)·b2) div c·c

We can immediately see that, apart from the value of q, these conditions are identical
to the facts we had for r1’, r2’ and r3’ in the previous case. Thus, we can prove the
second condition in our current case in a completely analogous way to that of the previous
condition. This leaves us with the first condition,

(b1·bigInt_base + b2)·q ≤ (a1·bigInt_base·bigInt_base + a2·bigInt_base + a3)

In this case, we do not have facts obtained from a failed if-statement for our use. Thus,
we have to consider the value of q in our proof.

We have

(b1 · c+b2) ·q = (b1 · c+b2) · ((a1 · c+a2) div b1−2) (3.11a)
= (b1 · c+b2) · ((a1 · c+a2) div b1)−2 · (b1 · c+b2) (3.11b)
≤ (b1 · c+b2) · ((a1 · c+a2) div b1)−2 · ((c div 2) · c+0) (3.11c)
= (a1 · c+a2) div b1 ·b1 · c+(a1 · c+a2) div b1 ·b2− c · c (3.11d)
≤ (a1 · c+a2) · c+(a1 · c+a2) div b1 ·b2− c · c (3.11e)
≤ (a1 · c+a2) · c+(c+1) ·b2− c · c (3.11f)
≤ (a1 · c+a2) · c+(c+1) · (c−1)− c · c (3.11g)
= (a1 · c+a2) · c−1 (3.11h)
≤ a1 · c · c+a2 · c+a3 (3.11i)

In 3.11c, we used a fact from our precondition, in particular, the fact b1 ≥ bigInt_base
2 . In

step 3.11e, we apply our previously mentioned div_n_mul_n-lemma on the leftmost term.
At this point we use a fact we yet have to show. In equation 3.11f we assume that (a1·c +
a2) div b1 ≤ c + 1 holds. In 3.11g we use the fact that b2 ≤ c - 1 which trivially follows
from the precondition of our function. In the following, we quite simply reach our proof
goal.
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However, we still need to verify (a1·c + a2) div b1 ≤ c + 1 to close the gap in our proof.

We have
(a1 · c+a2) div b1 ≤ (b1 · c+a2) div b1 (3.12a)

since we can conclude a1 ≤ b1 from the precondition of our function. Now, we will
use a standard division lemma we already applied much earlier during verification of this
function.

lemma div_mult_self2:
0 < n → (m + n·k) div n = k + m div n

Thus, we have

(b1 · c+a2) div b1 = (a2+b1 · c) div b1 (3.12b)
= c+a2 div b1 (3.12c)
≤ c+(c−1) div (c div 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

= 1

(3.12d)

= c+1 (3.12e)

Since c is a multiple of 2, we can establish (c−1) div (c div 2) = 1 by giving the specific
value of c to the prover.

This concludes our correctness proof for bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2.

2

In case this does not yet look intimidating enough to the reader, let us consider that, in
the machine proof, we continuously have to deal with (usually not hard to prove, but
annoying) additional inequalities each time we manipulate subtraction statements. This
results from the choice to work with natural numbers, corresponding to unsigned integers,
in this function. C0 does not recognize integer division but merely provides unsigned
integer division. However, it might have been smarter to use nonnegative integer values
in this proof and simply typecast them to unsigned integers for division. In any case, in
this proof we had the choice between proving some extra inequalities or carrying around
integer type conversions. Still, after finding the way through the proof-jungle, we realize
this function is merely a part of something much larger.
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6.4 bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit

Next quotient digit evaluation routine

unsigned int bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit(struct bigint *aa,
struct bigint *bb, struct bigint *qb);

This function takes three big numbers, aa, bb and qb. We require that the division result
of aa by bb fits into a single big number digit. The function computes this division result
and returns it, using qb to store temporary results during the calculation.

6.4.1 Implementation

We begin by comparing the size of aa to that of bb.

In case aa and bb have the same length, we estimate the quotient by dividing the first
two digits of both big numbers by each other. Thus, we call bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2 with
a leading zero, obtaining the quotient q. Afterwards we multiply bb with q and store
the result in our temporary big number qb. Comparing qb to aa, we decide whether our
estimated quotient is too large and decrease it if necessary.

In case the list of aa is longer than that of bb, we call bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2 with the first
three digits of aa and the first two digits of bb, obtaining an estimated quotient q. In case
the value of q is bigInt_base, we simply decrease q by one and are done. Otherwise,
we again compute the product of qb and aa to decide whether we have to decrease q.

At last, if the length of aa’s list is shorter than that of bb, we can easily tell that the value
of our quotient q has to be zero.

1 unsigned int bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit(struct bigint *aa,
2 struct bigint *bb, struct bigint *qb)
3 {
4 unsigned int q;
5 int tmp2;
6

7 if(aa->size >= bb->size)
8 {
9 if(aa->size == bb->size)

10 {
11 q = bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2(0u,aa->last_digit->value,
12 aa->last_digit->digit_prev->value,
13 bb->last_digit->value,
14 bb->last_digit->digit_prev->value);
15 junk = bigIntDigitMul(bb,q,qb);
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16 tmp2 = bigIntAbsCompare(aa,qb);
17 if(tmp2 == LESS)
18 { q = q - 1u; }
19 }
20 else
21 {
22 q = bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2(aa->last_digit->value,
23 aa->last_digit->digit_prev->value,
24 aa->last_digit->digit_prev->digit_prev->value,
25 bb->last_digit->value,
26 bb->last_digit->digit_prev->value);
27 if(q == bigInt_base)
28 { q = q - 1u; }
29 else
30 {
31 junk = bigIntDigitMul(bb,q,qb);
32 tmp2 = bigIntAbsCompare(aa,qb);
33 if(tmp2 == LESS)
34 { q = q - 1u; }
35 }
36 }
37 }
38 else
39 { q = 0u; }
40 return q;
41 }

Listing 6.3: Source code of bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit

6.4.2 Specification

This function modifies q, sign, size, first_digit, last_digit, value, digit_prev, digit_next,
and alloc.

Let Ls1,Ls2 ∈ ref list and num1,num2 ∈ int. Let σ ∈ Σ be the program state before execu-
tion of the function.

Precondition of bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit
BigNumber aa first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1 num1 alloc
∧ BigNumber bb first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls2 num2 alloc
∧ 0 ≤ num1 ∧ 0 < num2
∧ distinct [aa, bb, qb]
∧ bigInt_base div 2 ≤ value (last_digit bb)
∧ 2 ≤ size bb
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∧ qb 6= Null ∧ qb ∈ set alloc
∧ abs num1 < abs num2·int bigInt_base

If the precondition is fulfilled in state σ, we claim that after execution of

q = bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit(aa,bb,qb)

the following postcondition holds:

Postcondition of bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit
int q = num1 div num2
∧ q < bigInt_base
∧ NewAlloc {} σalloc alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [qb] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc

In our precondition, we require that the locations aa and bb contain big numbers. Also,
we require that the locations aa, bb and qb are mutually distinct. We expect that the value
of aa is nonnegative and the value of bb is nonzero and positive. We assume that the value
of bb’s most significant digit is greater than bigInt_base

2 and bb contains at least two digits.
We require that qb is not the Null location and already allocated. At last, we expect that
the absolute value of aa is smaller than the absolute value of bb times bigInt_base.

After execution of the function, we know that the return value q contains the result of the
division of aa by bb and that this result is nonzero and smaller than bigInt_base. No digits
that were allocated during the function call are still needed, but we still have to specify
that the new alloc heap contains the old one. Also, no previously allocated list elements
were modified and no big numbers apart from qb were changed.

6.4.3 Verification

This function easily compensates the lack of a while loop with several function calls,
a nontrivial mathematically-oriented specification and several cases introduced by if-
statements. In our introduction to division, we already presented a mathematical proof
for the core-statement in the postcondition of this function (int q = num1 div num2). The
correctness proof in Isabelle is not hard to replicate based on the mathematical proof. We
use the lemma

lemma split_zdiv_lemma:
0 < n ∧ 0 ≤ m
→ (n·q ≤ m ∧ m < n·(q + 1)) = (q = m div n)

which corresponds to the lemma we introduced for quotient estimation in 6.1.1.
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However, verification of correctness for this function involves a bit more. We still need
to check that the preconditions of the the functions we call are fulfilled. This tends to be
rather trivial for all function calls apart from the two calls to bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2.

Let us consider the precondition of the function call to bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2 in line 22
of the program text. In this case, we know that size aa > size bb. Actually, we are able
prove size aa = size bb + 1. This is an important fact needed in our mathematical proof.
We have to show

bigInt_base div 2 ≤ value (last_digit bb)
∧ value (last_digit aa) < bigInt_base
∧ value (digit_prev (last_digit aa)) < bigInt_base
∧ value (digit_prev (digit_prev (last_digit aa))) < bigInt_base
∧ value (last_digit bb) < bigInt_base
∧ value (digit_prev (last_digit bb)) < bigInt_base
∧ (value (last_digit aa) < value (last_digit bb)
∨ (value (last_digit aa) = value (last_digit bb)
∧ value (digit_prev (last_digit aa)) ≤ value (digit_prev (last_digit bb))))

Note that the first condition is actually already contained in the precondition of our func-
tion, bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit, and thus, it is trivially fulfilled. The next five
conditions can be shown using the in_range_pos-definitions contained in the BigNumber-
definitions for aa and bb. As well, we need a fact from our precondition which states
that size bb ≥ 2. The proof involves showing that all of these location cannot be the Null-
location and, based on this, we can show that all these list elements are actually contained
in their respective lists which is the condition for the in_range_pos-statement.

For the last condition, we perform a case distinction.

Case 1: value (last_digit aa) < value (last_digit bb)

In this case, the precondition for bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2 is trivially fulfilled.

Case 2: value (last_digit aa) ≥ value (last_digit bb)

In this case, the lefthand side of the or-statement cannot be fulfilled. Thus, we try to show
the righthand side:

value (last_digit aa) = value (last_digit bb)
∧ value (digit_prev (last_digit aa)) ≤ value (digit_prev (last_digit bb))

We perform another case distinction.
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Case 2.1: value (last_digit aa) > value (last_digit bb)
In this case, we have

abs num2 · int bigInt_base (4.1a)
= int(list2nat(map value Ls2) ·bigInt_base) (4.1b)
= int(list2nat(map value (butlast Ls2@[last_digit bb])) ·bigInt_base) (4.1c)
= int(list2nat(map value (butlast Ls2)) ·bigInt_base

+bigInt_baselength (butlast Ls2) · value (last_digit bb) ·bigInt_base) (4.1d)

< int(bigInt_baselength (butlastLs2) ·bigInt_base

+bigInt_baselength (butlast Ls2) · (value (last_digit aa)−1) ·bigInt_base) (4.1e)

= int(bigInt_basesize bb +bigInt_basesize bb · (value (last_digit aa)−1)) (4.1f)

= int(bigInt_basesize bb · value (last_digit aa)) (4.1g)

= int(bigInt_basesize aa−1 · value (last_digit aa)) (4.1h)
≤ int(list2nat(map value (butlast Ls1@[last_digit aa]))) (4.1i)
= abs num1 (4.1j)

which is a contradicition to the assumption abs num1 < abs num2·bigInt_base from the
precondition of our function.

Case 2.2: value (last_digit aa) ≤ value (last_digit bb)

Combined with our fact from Case 2, this simplifies to

value (last_digit aa) = value (last_digit bb)

Thus, all that remains to show is
value (digit_prev (last_digit aa)) ≤ value (digit_prev (last_digit bb))

Analogous to the previous case, we can show that

value (digit_prev (last_digit aa)) > value (digit_prev (last_digit bb)) (4.2)

leads to a contradiction in our assumptions.

This concludes the proof for the precondition of our call to bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2. The
proof for the other call to bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2 is even simpler.

The careful reader might have noticed the check whether q contains the value bigInt_base
in line 27 of the program code. This artifact results from the fact that our digit multipli-
cation routine merely allows us to multiply with a digit that is less than bigInt_base. It
would have been possible to specify digit multiplication in such a way that multiplication
with bigInt_base is allowed. However, we noticed this issue so late that it was, at that
time, easier to simply include this check here instead of changing specification and proof
for bigIntDigitMul. However, this marginally simplifies the proof of q < bigInt_base
which is a statement in our postcondition. We simply use the fact q ≤ bigInt_base we
obtained from the postcondition of bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2 and obtain the desired result.
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6.5 bigIntDivMod

Division and modulo routine

int bigIntDivMod(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b,
struct bigint *quotient, struct bigint *remainder);

This function simultaneously computes the quotient and remainder that occur when di-
viding a by b using the simple school division method and the quotient estimate from [6].
The division and modulo functions of the interface both call this function. Return values:

• NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

• ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

6.5.1 Implementation

First, we check if the value of a is zero. If it is, we simply call bigNumClear on quotient
and remainder, setting their values to zero, and are done.

We check if b contains merely a single digit. If so, we call the function bigIntDigitDiv
to divide a by b’s single digit. We have to assign the single digit remainder returned by
bigIntDigitDiv to remainder and set the appropriate signs for quotient and remainder.

Now, with a nonzero big number a and a big number b that contains at least two digits,
we proceed by allocating temporary big numbers aa, bb, qb and bignum. bignum will
contain the current remainder of the division of the current list part of aa by bb during the
while loop. We use bigNumClear to set the value of quotient to zero.

We compute a factor f that, when multiplied with b, yields a big number with a first digit
greater than bigInt_base

2 . We multiply a and b with f and store the respective results in aa
and bb.

Then, we set the signs of aa, bb and bignum to false. We begin traversing the list of aa
with the pointer current, starting from the most significant digit.

During the while loop,

• we insert another digit from aa to bignum and remove leading zeros from bignum,

• we call bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit to obtain the next quotient digit q,

• we multiply bb by q, storing the result in qb,

• we subtract qb from bignum, obtaining the current division remainder as a big num-
ber with leading zeros, and
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• we insert q to quotient using bigIntInsertDigitBack and advance the current
pointer.

After the while loop, we remove leading zeros from quotient and bignum. We di-
vide bignum by our normalization factor f, obtaining the remainder of the division of
a by b. At last, we assign the correct signs to our resulting big numbers quotient and
remainder.

1 int bigIntDivMod(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b,
2 struct bigint *quotient, struct bigint *remainder)
3 {
4 struct bigint *aa, *bb, *qb, *tmpremainder;
5 struct bigint_digit *current;
6 int retval;
7 unsigned int f,carry,q;
8

9 retval = NO_ERROR;
10

11 if(a->size == 0u)
12 {
13 retval = bigNumClear(quotient);
14 retval = bigNumClear(remainder);
15 }
16 else
17 {
18 if(b->size == 1u)
19 {
20 carry = bigIntDigitDiv(a,b->first_digit->value, quotient);
21 retval = bigNumAssignInt(remainder, int(carry));
22 quotient->sign = (!a->sign == b->sign);
23 remainder->sign = a->sign;
24 }
25 else
26 {
27 aa = bigIntNew();
28 bb = bigIntNew();
29 qb = bigIntNew();
30 tmpremainder = bigIntNew();
31 junk = bigNumClear(quotient);
32

33 // Normalize the operands and store the resulting operands in aa, bb
34 f = bigInt_base / (b->last_digit->value + 1u);
35 retval = bigIntDigitMul(a,f,aa);
36 retval = bigIntDigitMul(b,f,bb);
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37

38 aa->sign = false;
39 bb->sign = false;
40 tmpremainder->sign = false;
41 current = aa->last_digit;
42

43 while(current != NULL)
44 {
45 junk = bigIntInsertDigitBack(tmpremainder, current->value);
46 retval = bigIntRemoveLeadingZeros(tmpremainder);
47 q = bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit(tmpremainder,bb,qb);
48 retval = bigIntDigitMul(bb,q,qb);
49 retval = bigIntSubLocal(tmpremainder,qb);
50 retval = bigIntInsertDigitBack(quotient,q);
51 current = current->digit_prev;
52 }
53 retval = bigIntRemoveLeadingZeros(quotient);
54 retval = bigIntRemoveLeadingZeros(tmpremainder);
55 carry = bigIntDigitDiv(tmpremainder,f,remainder);
56 quotient->sign = (!a->sign == b->sign);
57 remainder->sign = a->sign;
58 }
59 }
60 return retval;
61 }

Listing 6.4: Source code of bigIntDivMod

6.5.2 Specification

This function modifies retval, sign, size, first_digit, last_digit, value, digit_prev, digit_next,
and alloc.

Let Ls1,Ls2 ∈ ref list and num1,num2 ∈ int. Let σ ∈ Σ be the program state before execu-
tion of the function.

Precondition of bigIntDivMod
BigNumber a first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1 num1 alloc
∧ BigNumber b first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls2 num2 alloc
∧ distinct [a, b, quotient, remainder]
∧ num2 6= 0
∧ quotient 6= Null ∧ quotient ∈ set alloc
∧ remainder 6= Null ∧ remainder ∈ set alloc
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If the precondition is fulfilled in state σ, we claim that after execution of

retval = bigIntDivMod(a,b,quotient,remainder)

the following postcondition holds:

Postcondition of bigIntDivMod
(∃ Lsquotient Lsremainder. retval = NO_ERROR
∧ NewAlloc (set Lsquotient) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumber quotient first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Lsquotient

(bool2int(σsign a 6= σsign b)·(abs num1 div abs num2)) alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Lsremainder) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumber remainder first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Lsremainder

(bool2int(σsign a)·(abs num1 mod abs num2)) alloc
∧ list_intersect_empty Lsquotient [Lsremainder]
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [quotient,remainder] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit

σlast_digit last_digit σalloc)

Before execution of the function, we require that there are big numbers present at the heap
locations a and b. We expect that a, b, remainder and quotient are mutually distinct and
that the value of b is nonzero. At last, we require that the locations used to store the
results, quotient and remainder, are both allocated and not the Null-location.

In our postcondition, we state that there are newly allocated lists Lsquotient and Lsremainder
belonging to quotient and remainder, representing the respective division and modulo
result. These lists have no list elements in common. No previously allocated list elements
were changed and no big numbers apart from quotient and remainder were modified.

6.5.3 Verification

This function was easily the most complicated of the whole big number package. We re-
located quotient digit estimation into the function bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit
since the complexity involved was too much to handle inside the while loop. Apart
from this, the proof obviously has some elements that are very similar to the proof of
bigIntDigitDiv. The main difference is that the remainder is not a single digit but
a whole big number. Thus, some added complexity results from the arithmetic opera-
tions we have to perform on big numbers, whereas in bigIntDigitDiv we merely had
some calculations with unsigned integer values. From a mathematical viewpoint, how-
ever, those quotient and remainder calculations are so similar that the proofs can be easily
inferred. However, for this function we have other interesting proof details to consider.
For example, showing that the program part before the while loop yields a program state
which fulfills the invariant condition is more difficult than it might appear at first glance.
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The Invariant

Invariant of bigIntDivMod
(∃ Lsaa Lsbb. retval = NO_ERROR
∧ remainder = σremainder ∧ quotient = σquotient ∧ a = σa ∧ b = σb
∧ remainder 6= Null ∧ remainder ∈ set alloc
∧ distinct [tmpremainder, remainder, aa, bb, a, b, quotient, qb]
∧ sign tmpremainder = False
∧ BigNumber a σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls1 num1 σalloc
∧ BigNumber b σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc
∧ BigNumber aa first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Lsaa (abs num1·int f) alloc
∧ BigNumber bb first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Lsbb (abs num2·int f) alloc
∧ abs num2·int f 6= 0
∧ f < bigInt_base
∧ 2 ≤ size bb
∧ bigInt_base div 2 ≤ value (last_digit bb)
∧ NewAlloc {tmpremainder} σalloc alloc
∧ NewAlloc {qb} σalloc alloc ∧ qb 6= Null
∧

((current 6= Null
∧ (∃ Lsa Lsb Lsremainder. Lsaa = Lsa@[current]@Lsb
∧ list_intersect_empty Lsremainder [Lsaa, Lsbb]
∧ NewAlloc (set Lsremainder) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumberLZ tmpremainder first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Lsremainder

(int (list2nat (map value Lsb)) mod (abs num2·int f)) alloc
∧ (∃ Ls. NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc

∧ list_intersect_empty Ls [Lsremainder, Lsaa, Lsbb]
∧ BigNumberLZ quotient first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls

(bool2int (sign quotient)·(int (list2nat (map value Lsb)) div (abs num2·int f))) alloc)))
∨
(current = Null
∧ (∃ Lsremainder. list_intersect_empty Lsremainder [Lsaa,Lsbb]
∧ NewAlloc (set Lsremainder) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumberLZ tmpremainder first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Lsremainder

(int (list2nat (map value Lsaa)) mod (abs num2·int f)) alloc
∧ (∃ Ls. NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc

∧ list_intersect_empty Ls [Lsremainder,Lsaa,Lsbb]
∧ BigNumberLZ quotient first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls

(bool2int (sign quotient)·(int (list2nat (map value Lsaa)) div (abs num2·int f))) alloc))))
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [quotient, remainder] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc)

In our invariant condition, we require that retval contains the value NO_ERROR. We state
that quotient, remainder, a and b were not modified from their initial values before ex-
ecution of the function. Also, remainder is already allocated and not the Null-location.
The big numbers involved in the while loop are mutually distinct. The sign of tmpre-
mainder is positive. We remember that we have big number a and b before execution of
the function with their respective values and lists. Also, we have big numbers aa and bb
on the current heap which contain the absolute values of a and b multiplied by a factor
f, respectively. We expect that the value of bb is nonzero and that f is smaller than big-
Int_base. Additionally, we require that bb contains at least two digits since, otherwise,
we would be using the function bigIntDigitDiv instead of entering the while loop. A
very important fact needed in quotient digit estimation is that the most significant digit of
bb is greater or equal to bigInt_base

2 . The big numbers tmpremainder and qb are newly
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allocated in respect to the heap state before execution of the function and qb is not the
Null-location.

In case current 6= Null, we know that we have not yet reached the end of aa’s list. Thus,
we know there exist lists Lsa and Lsb in such a way that the list of aa is split by current
into these list parts. Also, we have a list Lsremainder belonging to tmpremainder. This
list has no list elements in common with the lists of aa or bb and has been newly allocated
in respect to the allocation state before execution of the function. The big number at
location tmpremainder contains the remainder of the division of the already traversed
list part of aa by the value of bb. We have another list Ls that has been newly allocated
and belongs to quotient. Similarly, this list is different from the other lists that have
been allocated during the function. At location quotient, we have a big number that may
contain leading zeros. The value of this big number is the division result of the already
traversed list part of aa by the value of bb, multiplied by the sign of quotient.

In case current = Null, we reached the end of the list of aa. At locations tmpremainder
and quotient we have big numbers whose respective values are the remainder and quo-
tient results of the division of the values of aa by bb. The corresponding lists are newly
allocated in respect to the allocation state before execution, mutually distinct and different
from the lists of aa and bb.

No previously allocated list elements are modified and we did not change any previously
allocated big number structures apart from quotient and remainder.

First Subgoal - From Precondition to Invariant

Looking at our program text, we see that in case the size of a is zero, we do not even reach
the while loop, but instead assign the value zero to quotient and remainder and leave the
function. In this case, the postcondition is not hard to verify since the value of a is zero.

If the size of b is one, we are in the situation where we can call another function whose
correctness we verified earlier. We call bigIntDigitDiv, and afterwards, we call the
function bigNumAssignInt to assign the one-digit remainder obtained from the previous
call to remainder. Apart from setting the correct signs for our resulting big numbers, all
the important work has been done by bigIntDigitDiv. We merely have to verify that
our choices for the signs were the correct ones; the proof is quite similar to that of the
condition we has to show at the end of bigIntMul for product.

If, however, the value of a is nonzero and b contains at least two digits, we prepare for
the while loop. In particular, we calculate the factor f used to normalize our operands.
In our invariant condition we do not remember much about f apart from the facts that f
is nonzero and less than bigInt_base. So, why again did we multiply with f in the first
place? In our quotient estimation procedure, we require that the most significant digit of
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the big number we divide by is greater or equal to bigInt_base div 2 and this is exactly
what we remember in our invariant condition for bb. However, we have not yet shown
that multiplication of b with f actually yields a number which fulfills this condition. We
have to show

bigInt_base div 2 ≤ 2value (3last_digit bb)

Actually, this is the only condition we have to show which is neither standard nor trivial.

The important facts for showing this condition are:
BigNumber b σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc
f = bigInt_base div (σvalue (1last_digit b) + 1)
BigNumber bb 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 3sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Lsbb (num2·int(f)) 6alloc
5sign = 4sign(bb := False)

Setting the sign of bb to False modifies bb in such a way that it represents the absolute
value of bb’s old value.

We begin by showing that the lists of b and bb have the same length. For this, we consider
the following lemma:

lemma BigNumber_value_less_base_exp_imp_size_eq:
BigNumber a first_digita last_digita sizea signa digit_nexta digit_preva valuea Ls1 num1 alloca
∧ BigNumber b first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls2 num2 alloc
∧ abs num1 ≤ abs num2
∧ abs num2 < int (bigInt_baselength Ls1)
→ length Ls2 = length Ls1

This lemma can be proven using a case distinction on the relation between length Ls1 and
length Ls2. In the cases length Ls1 < length Ls2 and length Ls1 > length Ls2 we simply
derive a contradiction with our assumptions.

To use this lemma for b and bb, we have to show
abs num2 ≤ abs (num2·int(f))
∧ abs (num2·int(f)) < int (bigInt_baselength Ls2)

The first condition is rather trivial to show since it is easy to see that f ≥ 1. For the second
condition, we have

abs(num2 · int(f)) = int(list2nat(map σvalue Ls2)) · int(f) (5.1a)
= int(list2nat(map σvalue (butlast Ls2@[σvalue(σlast_digit b)]))) · int(f) (5.1b)
= int(list2nat(map σvalue (butlast Ls2))

+bigInt_baselength(butlast Ls2) · σvalue(σlast_digit b)) · int(f) (5.1c)

< int(bigInt_baselength(butlast Ls2)

+bigInt_baselength(butlast Ls2) · σvalue(σlast_digit b)) · int(f) (5.1d)

= int(bigInt_baselength(butlast Ls2) · (σvalue(σlast_digit b)+1) · f) (5.1e)
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Since our big number b was not modified, we know

f = bigInt_base div (σvalue(1last_digit b)+1) (5.2a)

= bigInt_base div (σvalue(σlast_digit b)+1) (5.2b)

Using this fact and a lemma we already used in the correctness proof for bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2,

lemma div_n_mul_n:
0 < n → (a div n)·n ≤ a

we have

abs(num2 · int(f)) < int(bigInt_baselength(butlast Ls2) · (σvalue(σlast_digit b)+1) · f) (5.3a)

≤ int(bigInt_baselength(butlast Ls2) ·bigInt_base) (5.3b)

= int(bigInt_baselength Ls2) (5.3c)

Thus, we have shown length Ls2 = length Lsbb.

To show our condition concerning the value of bb’s most significant digit, we introduce
two additional lemmas.

lemma BigNumber_last_value:
BigNumber a first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls num alloc
∧ last_digit a 6= Null
∧ int(x·bigInt_base(length Ls−1)) ≤ abs(num) → x ≤ value (last_digit a)"

This lemma is not hard to prove. We can perform a proof by contradiction, showing that
the assumption x > value (last_digit a) leads to a contradiction with our other assumptions.

lemma normalization_lemma:
0 < x ∧ x < bigInt_base
→ bigInt_base div 2 ≤ x·(bigInt_base div (x + 1))"

The proof for this lemma is not as trivial as those for the previous lemmas. Thus, we will
consider it in detail.

proof: Let x∈nat. We show that there exists an i ∈nat such that

i ≤ 15∧bigInt_base div 2i+1 ≤ x < bigInt_base div 2i

holds. Since x < bigInt_base and since bigInt_base = 216 is a power of 2, this can be easily
shown.

Using our two inequalities for x, we have

x · (bigInt_base div (x+1)) = x · (216 div (x+1)) (5.4a)

≥ 216 div 2i+1 · (216 div (x+1)) (5.4b)

≥ 216 div 2i+1 · (216 div (216 div 2i) (5.4c)
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Now we use a lemma which can be shown using induction:

lemma div_pow_minus:
a = 0 ∧ c ≤ n → an div ac = an−c

Thus, we have

x · (bigInt_base div (x+1))≥ 216 div 2i+1 · (216 div (216 div 2i) (5.4c)

= 216−(i+1) · (216 div 216−i) (5.4d)

= 216−(i+1) ·216−(16−i) (5.4e)

= 216−(i+1)+i (5.4f)

= 216−1 (5.4g)

= 216 div 21 (5.4h)
= bigInt_base div 2 (5.4i)

We return to our proof of

bigInt_base div 2 ≤ 2value (3last_digit bb)

We want to use the lemma BigNumber_last_value to show this condition. Apart from the
trivially fulfilled big number condition needed for our lemma, we have to show
3last_digit bb 6= Null
∧ int((bigInt_base div 2)·bigInt_base(length Lsbb−1)) ≤ abs(num2·int(f))

The first condition is rather trivial considering that we know that the length of bb is the
same as that of b which already contains more than one digit.
For the second condition, we have

abs(num2 · int(f)) = abs(num2) · int(f) (5.5a)
= int(list2nat(map σvalue Ls2)) · int(f) (5.5b)
= int(list2nat(map σvalue (butlast Ls2@[σvalue(σlast_digit b)]) · f) (5.5c)

≥ int(bigInt_baselength(butlast Ls2) · σvalue(σlast_digit b) · f) (5.5d)

Since
f = bigInt_base div (σvalue(σlast_digit b)+1)

our lemma normalization_lemma is applicable.
Thus, we have

abs(num2 · int(f))≥ int(bigInt_baselength(butlast Ls2)· (5.5e)

≥ int(bigInt_baselength(butlast Ls2) · (bigInt_base div 2)) (5.5f)

= int(bigInt_baselength Ls2−1 · (bigInt_base div 2)) (5.5g)

= int(bigInt_baselength Lsbb−1 · (bigInt_base div 2)) (5.5h)
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which shows the desired condition.

2

Second Subgoal - Invariant Preservation

In our while loop, we actually call a function which has a precondition that is not triv-
ially fulfilled using facts from our invariant condition and applying frame lemmas. With
the calls to bigIntInsertDigitBack and bigIntRemoveLeadingZeros, we modified
tmpremainder and there is a list Lsr such that
BigNumber tmpremainder 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 1value

Lsr (bool2int (sign tmpremainder)·int (value current)
+ int(bigInt_base)·(int (list2nat (map value Lsb)) mod (abs num2·int f))) 1alloc

holds.

For the call to bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit we have to show the following pre-
condition:
(∃ Ls1 num1 Ls2 num2.
BigNumber tmpremainder 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 1value Ls1 num1 1alloc
∧ BigNumber bb 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 1value Ls2 num2 1alloc
∧ 0 ≤ num1 ∧ 0 < num2
∧ distinct [aa, bb, qb]
∧ bigInt_base div 2 ≤ 1value (2last_digit bb)
∧ 2 ≤ 2size bb
∧ qb 6= Null ∧ qb ∈ set 1alloc
∧ abs num1 < abs num2·int bigInt_base

For this precondition, we choose the lists Lsr and Lsbb, as well as the value we have for
tmpremainder after execution of the two preceding function calls and the value of bb we
had in our invariant condition, respectively. All of these conditions apart from a single
one can be easily shown using frame lemmas and predicates and facts from our invariant
condition. The remaining condition is
abs (bool2int (sign tmpremainder)·int (value current)

+ int(bigInt_base)·(int (list2nat (map value Lsb)) mod (abs num2·int f)))
< abs (abs num2·int f)·int bigInt_base

We have
abs(bool2int(sign tmpremainder) · int(value current)

+ int(bigInt_base) · (int(list2nat(map value Lsb)) mod (abs num2 · int f))) (5.6a)
= int(value current)+ int(bigInt_base) · (int(list2nat(map value Lsb)) mod (abs num2 · int f)) (5.6b)
≤ int(value current)+ int(bigInt_base) · (abs num2 · int f−1) (5.6c)
< int(bigInt_base)+ int(bigInt_base) · (abs num2 · int f−1) (5.6d)
= int(bigInt_base) · (abs num2 · int f) (5.6e)
= abs(abs num2 · int f) · int(bigInt_base) (5.6f)
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Thus, the precondition for bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit is fulfilled and we ob-
tain the division result of the value of tmpremainder by the value of bb. The precondi-
tions for the remaining function calls are rather trivial to verify. Most of the statements of
our invariant condition can be verified in our usual way using frame lemmas and predi-
cates. The remaining proof of correctness for the division and quotient results works in an
analogous way to that of bigIntDigitDiv. Thus, further detail should not be necessary
here.

Third Subgoal - From Invariant to Postcondition

After execution of the while loop, we call a few functions to obtain the desired quotient
and remainder results for a and b using the results we obtained for aa and bb in our
invariant condition.

Considering that
(f ·x) div (f ·y) = x div y

is a standard division lemma, it is not hard to show that quotient already contains the
desired division result. We merely have to verify that our choice for the sign was the
correct one.

For our temporary remainder, we call bigIntRemoveLeadingZeros and bigIntDigitDiv,
storing the result in remainder. Using the lemma

lemma mod_mult_distrib:
m mod n·k = (m·k) mod (n·k)

we show that remainder indeed contains the desired modulo result. Verifying that we set
the correct sign for remainder is not a difficult task. This concludes our brief discussion
of the proof for bigIntDivMod.

6.6 bigIntDiv

Division of two big numbers
int bigIntDiv (struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b,

struct bigint *quotient);

The function divides the big number a by b and assigns the result to the big number
pointed to by quotient. Return values:

• NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

• ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.
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6.6.1 Implementation

We create a new big number bignum and call bigIntDivMod with quotient and bignum
to store quotient and remainder. Afterwards, we call bigNumClear on bignum to dispose
of the unwanted remainder.

1 int bigIntDiv(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b, struct bigint *quotient)
2 {
3 int retval;
4 struct bigint *bignum;
5

6 bignum = bigIntNew();
7 retval = bigIntDivMod(a,b,quotient,bignum);
8 retval = bigNumClear(bignum);
9

10 return retval;
11 }

Listing 6.5: Source code of bigIntDiv

6.6.2 Specification

This function modifies retval, sign, size, first_digit, last_digit, value, digit_prev, digit_next,
and alloc.

Let Ls1,Ls2 ∈ ref list and num1,num2 ∈ int. Let σ ∈ Σ be the program state before execu-
tion of the function.

Precondition of bigIntDiv
BigNumber a first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1 num1 alloc
∧ BigNumber b first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls2 num2 alloc
∧ distinct [a, b, quotient]
∧ num2 6= 0
∧ quotient 6= Null ∧ quotient ∈ set alloc

If the precondition is fulfilled in state σ, we claim that after execution of

retval = bigIntDiv(a,b,quotient)

the following postcondition holds:

Postcondition of bigIntDiv
(∃ Ls. retval = NO_ERROR
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumber quotient first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls

(bool2int(σsign a 6= σsign b)·(abs num1 div abs num2)) alloc
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∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [quotient] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc)

In our precondition, we require that we have big numbers at locations a and b with respec-
tive values num1 and num2. Additionally, we expect that a, b and the location quotient
used to store the result are mutually distinct. The value of b has to be nonzero and quo-
tient cannot be the Null location and quotient has to be already allocated.

After execution of the function, we claim that there is a newly allocated list Ls that belongs
to quotient which now contains the division result. No previously allocated list elements
were changed and no big numbers apart from quotient were modified.

6.6.3 Verification

With no while loops and nothing but three function calls, this function is quite trivial to
verify. The call to bigIntNew yields a new heap state and a newly allocated big number
location. Due to the new heap state, we need to show that a and b are still present on
the new heap for the precondition of bigIntDivMod. However, this is accomplished
using the OtherBigIntsUnchanged_bn_notin_list-lemma since bigIntNew does not touch
the bigint digit-struct in any way. Considering the precondition of our function, it is
easy to see that the precondition of bigIntDivMod is fulfilled. With the postcondition
of bigIntDivMod we trivially show the precondition of bigNumClear and obtain a new
heap state and the facts from bigNumClear’s postcondition. All that is left to do is to
show that the big number at location quotient was not modified by bigNumClear and
still represents the value and list it had in the postcondition of bigIntDivMod and that
we did not modify any big numbers apart from quotient during our function call. With
merely about 100 lines of prover commands, the proof of this function is one of the most
simple ones.

6.7 bigIntMod

Modulo function
int bigIntMod(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b,

struct bigint *remainder);

The function computes the remainder of dividing a by b and assigns it to the big number
pointed to by remainder. Return values:

• NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

• ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.
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6.7.1 Implementation

We create a new big number bignum and call bigIntDivMod with bignum and remainder
to store quotient and remainder. Afterwards, we call bigNumClear on bignum to dispose
of the unwanted quotient.

1 int bigIntMod(struct bigint *a, struct bigint *b, struct bigint *remainder)
2 {
3 int retval;
4 struct bigint *bignum;
5

6 bignum = bigIntNew();
7 retval = bigIntDivMod(a,b,bignum, remainder);
8 retval = bigNumClear(bignum);
9

10 return retval;
11 }

Listing 6.6: Source code of bigIntMod

6.7.2 Specification

This function modifies retval, sign, size, first_digit, last_digit, value, digit_prev, digit_next,
and alloc.

Let Ls1,Ls2 ∈ ref list and num1,num2 ∈ int. Let σ ∈ Σ be the program state before execu-
tion of the function.

Precondition of bigIntMod
BigNumber a first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1 num1 alloc
∧ BigNumber b first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls2 num2 alloc
∧ distinct [a, b, remainder]
∧ num2 6= 0
∧ remainder 6= Null ∧ remainder ∈ set alloc

If the precondition is fulfilled in state σ, we claim that after execution of

retval = bigIntMod(a,b,remainder)

the following postcondition holds:

Postcondition of bigIntMod
(∃ Ls. retval = NO_ERROR
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumber remainder first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls

(bool2int(σsign a)·(abs num1 mod abs num2)) alloc
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∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [remainder] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc)

Before execution of the function, we require big numbers to be present at locations a
and b with respective values num1 and num2. We expect a, b and remainder to be mu-
tually distinct heap locations. The value num2 we divide by has to be nonzero. At last,
remainder needs to be allocated and not the Null location.

After execution of the function, we claim that there is a newly allocated list Ls belonging
to remainder and that remainder now contains the correct remainder of the division of
the value of a by the value of b. No previously allocated list elements were modified and
no big numbers apart from remainder were changed.

6.7.3 Verification

The proof of this function is extremely similar to that of bigIntDiv and no bit more
exciting. Since bigIntMod and bigIntDiv are essentially functions intended to give the
user of the package some added convenience, this is not surprising. See the proof of
bigIntDiv for details.

6.8 bigIntModExp

Exponentiation modulo n

int bigIntModExp(struct bigint *base, struct bigint *exp,
struct bigint *n, struct bigint *remainder);

The function computes baseexp modulo n and assigns the result to the big number pointed
to by remainder. Return values:

• NO_ERROR: The function finished successfully.

• ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY: The function ran out of memory.

6.8.1 Implementation

For our implementation, we choose the standard square-and-multiply algorithm.5

5See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exponentiation_by_squaring, for example
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First, we check if the value of n is 1. If it is, we use bigNumClear to set the value of
remainder to zero and are done.

Otherwise, we check if the value of exp is zero. If so, we set the value of remainder to
1 and return.

Then, we check if the value of base is zero. In that case, we set the value of remainder
to zero and are done.

In case, neither of the previous cases apply, we have to prepare for the while loop. We
create several temporary big numbers, tmpremainder, tmpexp, tmpexp2, tmpbase and
tmpbase2. Then, we set the value of remainder to 1 and copy exp and base to tmpexp
and tmpbase, respectively. At the beginning of each step of the while loop, we know that
tmpbasetmpexp·remainder mod n = baseexp mod n.

During each step of the while loop,

• we multiply tmpbase by itself, storing the result in tmpbase2

• we divide tmpexp by 2 and assign the result to tmpexp afterwards

• in case the remainder of that division was 1, we multiply remainder by tmpbase
and store the result in tmpremainder. Afterwards, we call bigIntMod on this result
and assign the final result to remainder.

• at last, we call bigIntMod on tmpbase2, storing the result in tmpbase

After the while loop, it may be possible that the value of tmpbase is zero and the value of
tmpexp is nonzero. In that case we set the value of our remainder to zero.

1 int bigIntModExp(struct bigint *base, struct bigint *exp,
2 struct bigint *n, struct bigint *remainder)
3 {
4 int retval;
5 unsigned int carry;
6 struct bigint *tmpexp, *tmpexp2;
7 struct bigint *tmpremainder;
8 struct bigint *tmpbase, *tmpbase2;
9

10 retval = NO_ERROR;
11

12 if(n->size == 1u && n->first_digit->value == 1u)
13 { junk = bigNumClear(remainder); }
14 else
15 {
16 if(exp->first_digit == NULL)
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17 { retval = bigNumAssignInt(remainder, 1); }
18 else
19 {
20 if(base->first_digit == NULL)
21 { junk = bigNumClear(remainder); }
22 else
23 {
24 tmpremainder = bigIntNew();
25 tmpexp = bigIntNew();
26 tmpbase = bigIntNew();
27 tmpbase2 = bigIntNew();
28 tmpexp2 = bigIntNew();
29

30 retval = bigNumAssignInt(remainder, 1);
31 retval = bigNumAssignBigInt(tmpexp, exp);
32 retval = bigNumAssignBigInt(tmpbase, base);
33

34 while( tmpexp->size > 0u && tmpbase->size > 0u)
35 {
36 retval = bigIntMul(tmpbase,tmpbase,tmpbase2);
37 carry = bigIntDigitDiv(tmpexp,2u,tmpexp2);
38 retval = bigNumAssignBigInt(tmpexp,tmpexp2);
39 if (carry == 1u)
40 {
41 retval = bigIntMul(remainder,tmpbase,tmpremainder);
42 retval = bigIntMod(tmpremainder,n,remainder);
43 }
44 retval = bigIntMod(tmpbase2,n,tmpbase);
45 }
46 if(tmpbase->size == 0u && tmpexp->size != 0u)
47 { retval = bigNumClear(remainder); }
48 }
49 }
50 }
51 return retval;
52 }

Listing 6.7: Source code of bigIntModExp
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6.8.2 Specification

This function modifies retval, sign, size, first_digit, last_digit, value, digit_prev, digit_next,
and alloc.

Let Ls1,Ls2,Lsn ∈ ref list and num1,num2,numn ∈ int. Let σ ∈ Σ be the program state
before execution of the function.

Precondition of bigIntModExp
BigNumber base first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1 num1 alloc
∧ BigNumber exp first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls2 num2 alloc
∧ BigNumber n first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Lsn numn alloc
∧ distinct [remainder, exp, n, base]
∧ 0 ≤ num1 ∧ 0 ≤ num2 ∧ 0 < numn
∧ remainder 6= Null ∧ remainder ∈ set alloc

If the precondition is fulfilled in state σ, we claim that after execution of

retval = bigIntModExp(base,exp,n,remainder)

the following postcondition holds:

Postcondition of bigIntModExp
(∃ Ls. retval = NO_ERROR
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumber remainder first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls

(num1nat num2 mod numn) alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [remainder] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc)

In our precondition, we expect that there are big numbers at the locations base, exp and
n. We require these locations to be mutually distinct. Additionally, we assume that the
values of base and exp are not negative and that the value of n is nonzero and positive.
We expect that remainder is already allocated and not the Null location.

After execution of the function, we state that there is a newly allocated list Ls belonging to
remainder and that the value of remainder contains the desired modulo exponentiation
result. We claim that no previously allocated list elements were changed and that no big
numbers apart from remainder were modified.

6.8.3 Verification

Correctness of this function is not overly complicated to verify. We have a few simple
cases and a while loop which contains an if-statement. We have to deal with quite a few
function calls. However, this is not difficult but merely a little cumbersome.
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The Invariant

Invariant of bigIntModExp

retval = NO_ERROR
∧ remainder = σremainder ∧ n = σn ∧ base = σbase ∧ exp = σexp
∧ BigNumber base σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls1 num1 σalloc
∧ BigNumber exp σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Ls2 num2 σalloc
∧ BigNumber n σfirst_digit σlast_digit σsize σsign σdigit_next σdigit_prev σvalue Lsn numn σalloc
∧ 0 ≤ num1 ∧ 0 ≤ num2 ∧ 0 < numn
∧ NewAlloc {tmpexp} σalloc alloc ∧ tmpexp 6= Null
∧ NewAlloc {tmpexp2} σalloc alloc ∧ tmpexp2 6= Null
∧ NewAlloc {tmpbase} σalloc alloc ∧ tmpbase 6= Null
∧ NewAlloc {tmpbase2} σalloc alloc ∧ tmpbase2 6= Null
∧ NewAlloc {tmpremainder} σalloc alloc ∧ tmpremainder 6= Null
∧ distinct [n, exp, base, remainder, tmpexp, tmpexp2, tmpbase, tmpbase2, tmpremainder]
∧ (∃ Lsbase numbase Lsexp numexp Lsremainder numremainder.

BigNumber tmpbase first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Lsbase numbase alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Lsbase) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumber tmpexp first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Lsexp numexp alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Lsexp) σalloc alloc
∧ BigNumber remainder first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Lsremainder

numremainder alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Lsremainder) σalloc alloc
∧ 0 ≤ numexp ∧ 0 ≤ numbase ∧ 0 ≤ numremainder
∧ numremainder < numn
∧ (numremainder·numbasenat numexp) mod numn = num1nat num2 mod numn)

∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] σdigit_next digit_next σdigit_prev digit_prev σvalue value σalloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [remainder] σsign sign σsize size σfirst_digit first_digit σlast_digit

last_digit σalloc

In our invariant condition, we require that retval contains the value NO_ERROR. The
locations remainder, n, base and exp were not modified from their initial values. We
remember that, before execution of the function, we have big numbers base, exp and n
with their respective values and lists. The values of base and exp are nonnegative and the
value of n is positive and nonzero.

We have a number of temporary big numbers used to store the temporary bases and expo-
nents, as well as the temporary remainder. None of these are the Null-location and all big
number locations involved in our while loop are mutually distinct.

Now, we have lists and values belonging to our temporary base and exponent, as well as
our remainder in such a way that we have big numbers at locations tmpbase, tmpexp
and remainder on our current heap. The lists were newly allocated in respect to the
allocation state before execution of the function. All of the values are nonnegative and
the value of our temporary remainder is smaller than the value of n. Additionally, the
modulo exponentiation result of our temporary big numbers multiplied by the remainder
is the same as the modulo exponentiation result we desire in our postcondition.

At last, no previously allocated list elements are modified and no big numbers apart from
remainder are changed.
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First Subgoal - From Precondition to Invariant

We have three cases in which we do not even reach the while loop and, instead, have to
show the postcondition of our function. Considering these are trivial cases, the proofs
tend to be rather simple.

In case we do reach the while loop, we beforehand encounter eight(!) function calls. Due
to the eight new consecutive allocation states, proofs for individual conditions concerning
allocation grow lengthy. However, all the statements in our invariant condition are rather
trivial in that they do not require us to show anything unusual. We simply have to deal with
our frame predicates and corresponding lemmas, as well as the NewAlloc- and distinctness
facts as we always do. Even the condition concerning the modulo value of our temporary
big numbers is trivially fulfilled considering our choice of values for them.

Second Subgoal - Invariant Preservation

In the body of our while loop, we have a few function calls and an if-statement which
introduces two cases. Let us consider the individual function calls.

Function call 1: 1retval = bigIntMul(tmpbase,tmpbase,tmpbase2)

Precondition of bigIntMul
(∃ Ls1 Ls2 num1 num2. tmpbase 6= tmpbase2 ∧ tmpbase 6= tmpbase2
∧ tmpbase2 6= Null ∧ tmpbase2 ∈ set alloc
∧ BigNumber tmpbase first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls1 num1 alloc
∧ BigNumber tmpbase first_digit last_digit size sign digit_next digit_prev value Ls2 num2 alloc)

This precondition is very easy to show for Lsbase and numbase.

We obtain a new heap state in which the postcondition holds:

Postcondition of bigIntMul
(∃ Ls. 1retval = NO_ERROR
∧ BigNumber tmpbase2 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size 1sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value

Ls (numbase·numbase) 1alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) alloc 1alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] digit_next 1digit_next digit_prev 1digit_prev value 1value alloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [tmpbase2] sign 1sign size 1size first_digit 1first_digit last_digit

1last_digit alloc)

In the following, we will refer to our new list using the name Lsbase2.

Function call 2: 1carry = bigIntDigitDiv(tmpexp,2,tmpexp2)
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Precondition of bigIntDigitDiv
(∃ Ls1 num1.
BigNumber tmpexp 1first_digit 1last_digit 1size 1sign 1digit_next 1digit_prev 1value Ls1 num1 1alloc
∧ 0 < 2 ∧ 2 < bigInt_base
∧ tmpexp 6= tmpexp2
∧ (tmpexp2 6= Null → tmpexp2 ∈ set alloc))

Again, our precondition is not hard to show for Lsexp and numexp using the frame lem-
mas for tmpexp.

We obtain a new heap state with the following postcondition:

Postcondition of bigIntDigitDiv
(∃ Ls.

(tmpexp2 6= Null →
NewAlloc (set Ls) 1alloc 2alloc
∧ BigNumber tmpexp2 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size 2sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Ls

(abs numexp div 2) 2alloc)
∧ 1carry = list2nat (map 1value Lsexp) mod 2
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] 1digit_next 2digit_next 1digit_prev 2digit_prev 1value 2value 1alloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [tmpexp2] 1sign 2sign 1size 2size 1first_digit 2first_digit 1last_digit

2last_digit 1alloc)

We will use the name Lsexp2 to refer to the list we obtained from this postcondition.

Function call 3: 2retval = bigNumAssignBigInt(tmpexp,tmpexp2)

Precondition of bigNumAssignBigInt
(∃ Ls num.
BigNumber tmpexp2 2first_digit 2last_digit 2size 2sign 2digit_next 2digit_prev 2value Ls num 2alloc
∧ tmpexp2 6= tmpexp ∧ tmpexp 6= Null ∧ tmpexp ∈ set 2alloc)

Since abs numexp = numexp (because 0 ≤ numexp) we can easily show this precondition
for Lsexp2 and the value numexp div 2.

Again we obtain a new heap state for which the following postcondition is fulfilled:

Postcondition of bigNumAssignBigInt
(∃ Ls1. 2retval = NO_ERROR
∧ BigNumber tmpexp 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 3sign 3digit_next 3digit_prev 3value

Ls1 (numexp div 2) 3alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] 2digit_next 3digit_next 2digit_prev 3digit_prev 2value 3value 2alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls1) 2alloc 3alloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [tmpexp] 2sign 3sign 2size 3size 2first_digit 3first_digit 2last_digit

3last_digit 2alloc

We will use the name Lsexp’ to refer to our new list.

As we reach the if-statement in our program, we have to perform a case distinction on
the value of 1carry.
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Case 1: 1carry = 1

In this case we have three more function calls before we finish execution of the body of
the while loop.

Function call 4: 3retval = bigIntMul(remainder,tmpbase,tmpremainder)

Precondition of bigIntMul
(∃ Ls1 Ls2 num1 num2. tmpbase 6= tmpremainder ∧ remainder 6= tmpremainder
∧ tmpremainder 6= Null ∧ tmpremainder ∈ set alloc
∧ BigNumber tmpremainder 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 3sign 3digit_next 3digit_prev 3value

Ls1 num1 3alloc
∧ BigNumber tmpbase 3first_digit 3last_digit 3size 3sign 3digit_next 3digit_prev 3value Ls2 num2 3alloc)

Again, the precondition is not hard to show for Lsremainder and numremainder as well
as Lsbase and numbase.

We obtain a new heap state in which the postcondition holds:

Postcondition of bigIntMul
(∃ Ls. 3retval = NO_ERROR
∧ BigNumber tmpremainder 4first_digit 4last_digit 4size 4sign 4digit_next 4digit_prev 4value

Ls (numremainder·numbase) 4alloc
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) 3alloc 4alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] 3digit_next 4digit_next 3digit_prev 4digit_prev 3value 4value 3alloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [tmpremainder] 3sign 4sign 3size 4size 3first_digit 4first_digit 3last_digit

4last_digit 3alloc)

We will use the name Lsremainder2 to refer to the new list obtained here.

Function call 5: 4retval = bigIntMod(tmpremainder,n,remainder)

Precondition of bigIntMod
(∃ Ls1 num1 Ls2 num2.
BigNumber tmpremainder 4first_digit 4last_digit 4size 4sign 4digit_next 4digit_prev 4value Ls1 num1
4alloc
∧ BigNumber n 4first_digit 4last_digit 4size 4sign 4digit_next 4digit_prev 4value Ls2 num2 4alloc
∧ distinct [tmpremainder, n, remainder]
∧ num2 6= 0
∧ remainder 6= Null ∧ remainder ∈ set 4alloc

As for the previous function calls there is no particular difficulty in showing this pre-
condition for Lsremainder2 and the value (numremainder·numbase) as well as Lsn and
numn.

We obtain the postcondition in our new heap state.

Postcondition of bigIntMod
(∃ Ls. 4retval = NO_ERROR
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) 4alloc 5alloc
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∧ BigNumber remainder 5first_digit 5last_digit 5size 5sign 5digit_next 5digit_prev 5value Ls
(bool2int(4sign tmpremainder)·(abs (numremainder·numbase) mod abs numn)) 5alloc

∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] 4digit_next 5digit_next 4digit_prev 5digit_prev 4value 5value 4alloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [remainder] 4sign 5sign 4size 5size 4first_digit 5first_digit 4last_digit

5last_digit 4alloc)

To refer to the list we obtained here, we will use the name Lsremainder’.

Function call 6: 5retval = bigIntMod(tmpbase2,n,tmpbase)

Precondition of bigIntMod
(∃ Ls1 num1 Ls2 num2.
BigNumber tmpbase2 5first_digit 5last_digit 5size 5sign 5digit_next 5digit_prev 5value Ls1 num1 5alloc
∧ BigNumber n 5first_digit 5last_digit 5size 5sign 5digit_next 5digit_prev 5value Ls2 num2 5alloc
∧ distinct [tmpbase2, n, tmpbase]
∧ num2 6= 0
∧ tmpbase 6= Null ∧ tmpbase ∈ set 5alloc

It is not hard to show this precondition for Lsbase2 and the value (numbase·numbase) as
well as Lsn and numn.

We obtain a new heap state with the following postcondition:

Postcondition of bigIntMod
(∃ Ls. 5retval = NO_ERROR
∧ NewAlloc (set Ls) 5alloc 6alloc
∧ BigNumber tmpbase 6first_digit 6last_digit 6size 6sign 6digit_next 6digit_prev 6value Ls

(bool2int(5sign tmpbase2)·(abs (numbase·numbase) mod abs numn)) 6alloc
∧ OtherListsUnchanged [] 5digit_next 6digit_next 5digit_prev 6digit_prev 5value 6value 5alloc
∧ OtherBigIntsUnchanged [tmpbase] 5sign 6sign 5size 6size 5first_digit 6first_digit 5last_digit

6last_digit 5alloc)

We choose the name Lsbase’ for the list we obtain from this postcondition.

Almost all the statements in our invariant condition can be verified using our frame lem-
mas and predicate definitions. As values for tmpbase, tmpexp and remainder, we
choose Lsbase’ with the value (bool2int(5sign tmpbase2)·(abs (numbase·numbase) mod
abs numn)), Lsexp’ with the value (numexp div 2) and Lsremainder’ with corresponding
value (bool2int(4sign tmpremainder)·(abs (numremainder·numbase) mod abs numn)).
The interesting part of our invariant condition is

0 ≤ (numexp div 2)
∧ 0 ≤ (bool2int(5sign tmpbase2)·(abs (numbase·numbase) mod abs numn))
∧ 0 ≤ (bool2int(4sign tmpremainder)·(abs (numremainder·numbase) mod abs numn))
∧ (bool2int(4sign tmpremainder)·(abs (numremainder·numbase) mod abs numn)) < numn
∧ ((bool2int(4sign tmpremainder)·(abs (numremainder·numbase) mod abs numn))
·(bool2int(5sign tmpbase2)·(abs (numbase·numbase) mod abs numn))nat (numexp div 2)) mod numn
= num1nat num2 mod numn)
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The first condition is rather trivial considering that we know 0 ≤ numexp. For tmpbase2
we had the value numbase·numbase which is nonnegative since 0 ≤ numbase. Thus, we
can easily show that either 5sign tmpbase2 = False or numbase = 0. In both cases, the sec-
ond condition is easy to show. The value of tmpremainder is numremainder·numbase.
Again, it is not hard to show that either 4sign tmpremainder = False or the value of
numremainder·numbase is zero. The third and fourth condition become rather trivial to
show with this knowledge.

In any of these cases, since we know abs (x) = x for 0 ≤ x, we have

bool2int(4sign tmpremainder)·(abs (numremainder·numbase) mod abs numn)
= (numremainder·numbase) mod numn

and
bool2int(5sign tmpbase2)·(abs (numbase·numbase) mod abs numn)

= (numbase·numbase) mod numn

From our invariant condition we know
(numremainder·numbasenat numexp) mod numn = num1nat num2 mod numn

Thus, our proof obligation simplifies to:

(((numremainder·numbase) mod numn)·((numbase·numbase) mod numn)nat (numexp div 2)) mod numn
= (numremainder·numbasenat numexp) mod numn

Using lemmas for modulo- and exponentiation arithmetics, we have

(((numremainder ·numbase) mod numn) · ((numbase ·numbase) mod numn)nat (numexp div 2)) mod numn

= ((numremainder ·numbase) · (((numbase ·numbase) mod numn)nat (numexp div 2) mod numn)) mod numn

= (numremainder ·numbase · ((numbase ·numbase)nat (numexp div 2) mod numn)) mod numn

= (numremainder ·numbase · (numbase2)nat (numexp div 2)) mod numn

= (numremainder ·numbase ·numbase2·nat (numexp div 2)) mod numn

= (numremainder ·numbase2·nat (numexp div 2)+1) mod numn

From 1 = 1carry, we have

1 = 1carry (8.2a)

= list2nat(map 1value Lsexp) mod 2 (8.2b)

= list2nat(map value Lsexp) mod 2 (8.2c)

= (nat numexp) mod 2 (8.2d)

Thus, we have

2 ·nat (numexp div 2)+1 = 2 ·nat (numexp div 2)+(nat numexp) mod 2 (8.3a)

= (nat numexp) div 2 ·2+(nat numexp) mod 2 (8.3b)

= nat numexp (8.3c)
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which concludes our proof of the core facts in our invariant condition.

Case 2: 1carry 6= 1

Since 1carry contains the remainder of a positive integer division by 2, we know that
1carry = 0. Due to that, the proof of our statement about the modulo value of our tem-
porary big numbers is simplified slightly. Instead of three additional function calls, we
merely have to consider one. However, since the proof works in an analogous way, we
will not give details here.

Third Subgoal - From Invariant to Postcondition

Leaving the while loop, we know that size tmpexp = 0 ∨ size tmpbase = 0. We encounter
an if-statement which checks for the case that the value of tmpbase is zero but the value
tmpexp is nonzero. In this case, we know that our modulo exponentiation result is zero,
and thus, we set the value of remainder to zero. Considering the way our invariant
condition is designed, the postcondition is not hard to prove in this case.

In the other case we simply show that the value numbasenat numexp simplifies to 1. Thus,
we know

numremainder mod numn = num1nat num2 mod numn

And since numremainder < numn, we know

numremainder mod numn = numremainder

which shows that remainder indeed contains the value desired in our postcondition. The
remaining facts in our postcondition are trivial.
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Chapter 7

Separation Logic - An Alternative?

In our proofs, we used frame predicates and lemmas, as described in Chapter 3, to show
that data structures on the heap that were not modified by a function call are still intact
on the new heap state after execution of the function. When we consider a large number
of consecutive function calls and/or a large number of data structures, this method can
become cumbersome. Separation logic on first glance seems to provide an elegant solu-
tion which scales extraordinarily well with more and more function calls. In this chapter,
we take a brief look at separation logic and how function specification would have to be
modified to work with separation logic. Also we will briefly consider a possible issue
with separation logic and function calls.

7.1 The Basics of Separation Logic

Separation logic, as introduced in [15], is an extension of Hoare logic that provides an
inbuilt operator which allows us to express that given datastructures on the heap do not
share locations on the heap. Thus, when we modify one of the datastructures, separation
logic can immediately conclude that the other datastructures remain unchanged.

Separating Conjunction

The separating conjunction ∗ is defined in the following way,

P∗Q

holds for our heap h if and only if we can partition the heap in two disjoint parts, h1 and
h2, such that P holds in h1 and Q holds in h2. P and Q are predicates that can contain the
separating conjunction.
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The Frame Rule

The ordinary frame rule,

` A p B
` (A∗R) p (B∗R)

states that for any hoare triple A p B, any corresponding hoare triple on a separated heap
containing other statements R is also valid. That means, for a program p that requires A
and guarantees B after execution, we can assume that, for a seperated heap A ∗R, after
execution of p, B∗R holds, since p only operates on the heap “frame” A is in.

7.2 Embedding Separation Logic

Essentially there are several ways of embedding separation logic into an interactive theo-
rem prover. We can either implement separation logic as a new logic or we can make use
of an existing logic and embed our idea of separation logic using existing connectives.
The obvious advantage of such a shallow embedding is that we still have the connectives
of our underlying logic and are able to expand the definitions of our new connectives, if
necessary. Actually, considering that in this thesis we use an existing verification con-
dition generator tactic to go from Hoare logic to higher order logic formulas which are
then verified, we are already working with a shallow embedding. Several approaches
have shown that embedding separation logic into higher order logic is indeed viable. In
[19], Tjark Weber considers such a shallow embedding of separation logic and shows
correctness of the frame rule. H. Tuch, G. Klein and M. Norrish present a correctness
proof for the L4 kernel memory allocator[18] using separation logic. As they consider
pointer arithmetics, the frame rule holds only for programs that are memory safe, i.e. the
program does not depend on (or modifies) the heap state outside its initial domain. In [2],
Andrew W. Appel presents some useful tactics for separation logic. He considers the need
for additional rules for separation logic on the Hoare logic level as well as on the HOL
level. For an example program, he demonstrates that showing appropriate rules instead
of expanding separation logic definitions can cut the length of a simple separation logic
proof by about half.

The aforementioned authors consider only a single heap function which yields an elegant
specification of the separating conjunction. As they allow pointer arithmetics, the heap
is modeled as a single function from locations (which tend to be integers) to values. As-
sertions are modeled as predicates which take a store and a heap state. The store is a
representation of the values of local and global program variables that is used to evaluate
expressions. For assertions P and Q, the separating conjunction can be defined as
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P∗Q ≡ λsh.∃h1h2.h = h1 +h2∧dom h1∩dom h2 = /0∧P s h1∧Q s h2

where dom is the function that returns the mathematical domain of its argument and f +g
is defined as the function that, for an x, returns g x, if g is defined for x, and f x otherwise
( f +g = λx.case g x of None ⇒ f x|y ⇒ y).

Using such a definition of the separating conjunction, it is possible to show many prop-
erties of our new operator. In particular, it is highly desirable to find a formulation of
the frame rule that can be verified in our particular framework, as this rule is our moti-
vation to consider separation logic in the first place. In an ideal world, we would like to
have a framework of rules that allows us to show any statement involving the separating
conjunction without ever having to expand its definition. This, however, appears to be a
nontrivial task.

In the following we will again consider our model with individual heap functions for data
structures. In such a model, the separating conjunction “separates” all heaps at the same
time.

7.3 Function Specification in Separation Logic

Let us consider a data structure a residing on heaps heap1,. . . ,heapn, consisting of the
heap locations in elems, which is described by an abstraction predicate

DataStructure a heap1 . . . heapn elems value alloc

and represents some value value. Let us further consider a function which takes two data
structures, a and b, and assigns the value of b to a. A specification of such a function in
our model without separation logic would be

Let valueb,valuea∈some type. Let elemsb,elemsa∈ref some type
{σ. DataStructure b σheap1 . . . σheapn elemsb valueb

σalloc
∧ DataStructure a σheap1 . . . σheapn elemsa valuea

σalloc
∧ a 6= b ∧ set elemsa ∩ set elemsb = /0 }

retval = Copy(a,b)
{ (∃ elems. DataStructure a heap1 . . . heapn elems valueb alloc
∧ NewAlloc elems σalloc alloc
∧ OtherDataStructuresUnchanged ({a} ∪ set elems) σheap1 heap1 . . . σheapn heapn

σalloc) }

where OtherDataStructuresUnchanged is the frame predicate corresponding to the ab-
straction DataStructure.

Let us consider a separation logic specification for the same function.
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Let valueb,valuea∈some type. Let elemsb,elemsa∈ref some type
{σ. DataStructure b σheap1 . . . σheapn elemsb valueb

σalloc
* DataStructure a σheap1 . . . σheapn elemsa valuea

σalloc
}
retval = Copy(a,b)
{ (∃ elems. DataStructure a heap1 . . . heapn elems valueb alloc
∧ NewAlloc elems σalloc alloc) }

Our precondition is shorter in a separation logic specification since the separating con-
junction inherently expresses the additional distinctness facts we had in our old specifi-
cation. In an ideal world, the frame rule should completely eliminate the need for frame
predicates and lemmas.

Note that σ consists of a store record s and a heap record h, σ = (s,h). The allocation list
is part of s.

Now, let us consider a heap state σ which fulfills the following assertion for some P:

DataStructure b σheap1 . . . σheapn elemsb valueb
σalloc

* DataStructure a σheap1 . . . σheapn elemsa valuea
σalloc

* σP

Applying the frame rule for our function specification and P yields us a new program state
τ = (s′,h′) after execution of the function in which we know

(∃ elems. DataStructure a τheap1 . . . τheapn elems valueb
τalloc

∧ NewAlloc elems σalloc τalloc)
* (s,h′)P

Note that the frame rule yields us the fact that P is still valid on the updated heap. How-
ever, the data structure b was consumed by the function call. As we would like to apply
the frame rule for every function call, we essentially replace our old data structure predi-
cates by the block of facts obtained from the frame rule. Thus, the frame rule corresponds
to an arbitrary number of frame lemma applications (i.e. for all data structures in P). So,
if we want to use b in another function call later on, we have no option to do so since we
left b behind with this function call.

Thus, we need to include information about all data structures used in our function in our
postcondition:

Let valueb,valuea∈some type. Let elemsb,elemsa∈ref some type
{σ. DataStructure b σheap1 . . . σheapn elemsb valueb

σalloc
* DataStructure a σheap1 . . . σheapn elemsa valuea

σalloc
}
retval = Copy(a,b)
{ (∃ elems. DataStructure a heap1 . . . heapn elems valueb alloc
∧ NewAlloc elems σalloc alloc)
* DataStructure b heap1 . . . heapn elemsb valueb alloc }
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Obviously this leads to some extra verification effort for our function. With a data struc-
ture that is not modified, however, application of the frame rule in the correctness proof
of the function should be possible.

7.4 Function Calls in Separation Logic

In the previous section we noticed that function specification has to be adapted to sep-
aration logic if we want to fully eliminate the need for frame predicates or similar. In
particular, we saw that it is necessary to specify again in our postcondition all the data
structures we required in our precondition. Thus, it is not hard to see that for each func-
tion call, we need to find the smallest possible heap frame which satisfies the precondition
of our function, or else we might lose excess data structures in our heap frame when we
apply the frame rule.

In ordinary Hoare logic, function calls work in a simple and straightforward way. Using
a verification generator tactic, the prover uses weakest-precondition-style rules to auto-
matically generate higher order logic conditions that have to be verified by the user. For
a separation logic function call, however, finding the smallest heap frame which satisfies
the precondition of a function seems to be a nontrivial task. Finding such a heap frame
involves application of commutativity, associativity and even distributivity rules for the
separating conjunction and other connectives. It is likely that the desired heap frame for
function application will have to be annotated manually in separation logic. In this case,
we would have to show for each function call that our choice of frame is indeed valid on
the current heap.

Manually annotating heap frames for function calls does not seem to be too much effort
considering the benefits we gain by using separation logic. However, an important ques-
tion is whether it is always possible to find a frame that is small enough, i.e. that does not
lead to a loss of information about data structures not involved in the function call. If we
cannot guarantee this, we will still need frame predicates or a similar way to show data
structure preservation on the heap. Considering the extra effort already involved in build-
ing and probably also in using a separation logic framework, such an approach would
combine the worst of both methods: the need to show frame predicates in every function
specification as well as the effort of dealing with frame rule applications.

With this, we conclude our brief outlook on separation logic. As we have not personally
tried to use separation logic in our proofs our views tend to be incomplete.
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Chapter 8

Summary

In this thesis, we gave a short overview on the programming language C0, higher order
logic, and the Hoare logic environment of Isabelle/HOL developed by Norbert Schirmer
[16]. We briefly explained abstraction of heap structures using heap functions. We in-
troduced a predicate framework that allows us to show that data structures which were
not modified by a function call are still intact on the modified heap after execution of the
function.

We have implemented and formally verified partial correctness for a big number package
implemented in C0. The work has been done with the aid of the Hoare logic environment
of the interactive theorem prover Isabelle (a similar effort has already been made for
the string library of the Verisoft project [17]). Specification and, as necessary, invariant
conditions, as well as proof details have been given and explained. To give an impression
of the amount of detail involved in an actual interactive proof, we have discussed the proof
for bigIntMul in minute detail.

Another main topic we considered is that of big integer division. In hardware verification,
division is a well-explored topic (see [3] or [11]). Unluckily, hardware division is, in
general, binary division which is quite different from the kind of division we considered
here. As our division routine involves several auxiliary functions, we gave an overview
of the algorithm and its implementation. We studied important proof details and invariant
conditions for the involved functions.

This thesis finishes the work we began in [8]. We have verified partial correctness for the
whole big number package. However, termination and correctness with guards have not
yet been proven. Termination should be easy to prove considering the way we specify list
traversion in our invariant conditions. As our termination relation, we can simply choose
the length of the list part we have not yet passed. As correctness with guards mainly deals
with showing that no integer overflows happen during execution of our program code,
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we simply have to show that the results of our computations never exceed the specified
integer boundary. This should not be overly difficult to do.

One difficulty we encountered during verification was finding the correct frame predicates
and lemmas in the first place. In our bachelor’s thesis, we did not have functions that gen-
erate temporary results. It turned out that our first version of frame lemmas and predicates
was not very well-suited in a programming environment with garbage collection. Intro-
ducing the new frame lemmas and predicates, we had to adapt the already finished proofs.
However, this was merely a minor setback. The new frame predicates made verification of
the remaining functions considerably easier. Still, depending on the number of function
calls contained in a function we want to verify correctness for, the use of frame lemmas
and predicates can and does take up a lot of space in our proofs (estimated 75 percent of
the commands in the proof of bigIntDivMod deal with frame conditions or facts derived
using frame conditions). On the bright side, however, we see the possibility to automate
verification of the proof obligations obtained when applying a frame lemma. The next
step would be to implement a prover tactic which tries to solve frame lemma application
subgoals automatically. Such a tactic would transfer tedious but not very difficult work
from the user to the automated proof-assistant, shortening our proofs considerably.

An interesting paradigm we found during writing is that we should never use a heap
function to specify the value of a data structure predicate. In particular, this concerns
our division and modulo routines. Using them yields a big number with a value which
contains a sign value given by the according heap function. It would have been much
smarter to specify the sign based on the actual signs of the values of the input big numbers
instead of the sign-heap of the input big numbers. This would eliminate the need to show
that the sign value of the particular big number was not modified (in particular during the
proof for bigIntModExp).

In fig. 8.1 we compare the approximate proof effort for the functions we considered in
this thesis. We have three functions which are rather simple considering the number of
proof lines in Isabelle. In the case of bigIntInsertDigitBack, most of the 121 proof
lines deal with modification of the heap list belonging its big number argument as well as
the mathematical properties of digit insertion. The proofs of bigIntDiv and bigIntMod,
on the other hand, almost exclusively contain reasoning about frame lemma application.
Accordingly, verification of bigIntMod and bigIntDiv was a matter of about two hours
apiece after the specification effort. Actually, we found that verification is rather straight-
forward when the correct specification and invariant condition has been found. Usefulness
of specification, however, can only be determined with full certainity when we have to use
it during verification of another function. There were a few occasions where we had to go
back and correct specification for a function. In particular, specification of the division
functions was not immediately obvious.

With 801 lines, the function bigIntDigitDiv has a comparatively short correctness
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function program specification invariant proof
bigIntInsertDigitBack 26 7 - 121
bigIntMul 29 9 24 1313
bigIntSubLocal 35 8 24+13 1580
bigIntDigitDiv 23 10 16 801
bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2 25 10 - 1283
bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit 37 13 - 1629
bigIntDivMod 57 14 32 3008
bigIntDiv 8 10 - 118
bigIntMod 8 10 - 112
bigIntModExp 48 11 24 2191

Figure 8.1: Number of lines of program code, specification, invariant, and proof lines in
Isabelle for all functions belonging to this thesis.

proof. This is mostly due to the short invariant for the while loop of the function and
the fact that it contains only one call to another function. The function bigIntMul con-
tains more function calls and also has a bigger invariant condition. Still, with only three
function calls during the while loop, the depth of frame lemma application is rather shal-
low and does not contribute much to the length of the proof. With 1580 lines of Isabelle
commands, the proof of bigIntSubLocal is exceptionally long for a function that does
not call other functions. This mainly results from the effort to verify invariant preservation
for the two while loops in this function.

Considering that bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2 and bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit do
not contain while loops, their proofs are of considerable length. In the case of the function
bigIntDiv3DigitsBy2, we have three subgoals introduced by if-statements to consider.
The proof is pretty much exclusively a mathematical one dealing with inequalities. This
is not a strength of the proof assistant and we have to give detailed information to the
prover. On the other hand, bigIntDivHelp_getQuotientDigit performs some calls to
other functions. The mathematical part of the proof is much less complicated, though,
and the depth of frame lemma application is again very shallow.

The function bigIntModExp has a very long proof considering that the algorithm is rather
simple. However, we call a lot of functions before the while loop as well as during the
while loop. Thus, a large part of our proof consists of frame lemma application (with a
depth of 8 calls before the while loop and a maximum depth of 6 heap states during the
while loop). Still, correctness of this function was rather simple to verify.

The main division routine, bigIntDivMod combines those traits that lead to a lengthy
proof. We have a lot of function calls and some nontrivial mathematical properties in
our invariant condition. Actually, trying to verify all three subgoals yielded by the veri-
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fication condition generator at the same time, we discovered the limitations of our proof
assistant. For interactive verification, the Isabelle proof assistant records undo informa-
tion which allows us to retract individual proof steps, returning to an earlier state in our
proof. At about 2000 lines of prover commands, we seem to have reached the capacity of
this mechanism. However, splitting the proof in two parts solved this problem easily. We
have about 1300 lines dealing with correctness of the function part before the while loop
whereas the remaining proof steps deal with invariant preservation and the function part
after leaving the while loop.

With this, we conclude the summary of our thesis.
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